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 The winters will be in full swing by the time our readers will be 
enjoying the current month edition. The reduction in system gas and 
corresponding inclusion of RLNG has increased the challenges faced by 
the Company. The Company, under the leadership of Managing Director, 
has successfully obtained Federal Government policy guidelines for sale of 
around 175 MMCFD to domestic consumers during the peak demand 
season while the associated subsidy/cost will be picked up by OGRA. The 
Company in line with the government’s economic agenda, is playing a vital 
role in revival of export and fertilizer sector through uninterrupted provision 
of RLNG.

 Every year during the winter season, demand for natural gas 
increases manifolds owing to the use of geyser and heaters. While use of 
gas heater possesses serious threats to a consumer’s life, use of geyser on 
the other hand leads to sharp rise in gas bill. Natural gas has historically 
remained an economical energy resource which has led to its excessive 
usage by the consumers. To discourage excessive use of natural gas, 
SNGPL has begun a movement to take this message to the streets through 
walks in major cities of our franchise area. The first ever walk was organized 
in collaboration with Forman Christian College (FCC) University recently. 
Interest of the Company Management in such matters can only be gauged 
by its participation in such activities. It was great to see Managing Director 
Amjad Latif along with the Senior Management who ensured their presence 
during the entire program. Walk which was carried out from Hussain Chowk 
to Liberty, was attended in large numbers by Executives, subordinate staff 
and students. The walk participants were carrying placards and banners 
with messages on gas conservation on them. This is a welcoming move to 
engage general public through such programs on an issue of national 
importance.

 To keep pace with the rapidly changing business environment, any 
organization needs to adopt technologies if it wants to sustain in the era of 
very competitive corporate sector. IT/MIS Department, in collaboration with 
different departments, has continuously been introducing softwares and 
technologies which have the capacity to enhance individual and as well as 
collective productivity of the Company. Media Affairs Department is the 
newest addition to this family. Media Affairs Department is responsible for 
handling of considerable work volume pertaining to advertising and its 
billing. Until now the department was carrying out this task through basic 
softwares which were unable to handle report generation in large volumes. 
Hence the decision was taken to introduce ERP for the purpose. The 
software has now started functioning which is expected to speed up all 
payments related to the Company’s advertisement in a transparent and 
user friendly manner. Another similar initiative took place in the form of 
Project driven supply chain management which is expected to bridge the 
gap between material delivery and project schedule.

 Birth anniversary of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) was 
celebrated with religious fervor on 12 Rabi ul Awwal in all Muslim countries 
including Pakistan. The Head Office building of SNGPL was beautifully lit on 
the occasion. The CBA Union also arranged Mehfil e Milaad at the Head 
Office which was attended in large numbers by the employees. 

 We are back with our third annual issue of ‘The Pride’. The tradition 
of publishing a grand annual issue was set with the objective to present our 
efforts and the outcomes before our readers which otherwise would remain 
hidden from them. Just as we changed the popular notion that public sector 
entities cannot be profitable, in the same way we need to let everyone aware 
of the efforts our employees put in to keep the system up and running. It is 
much easier to deliver results in private sector as compared to the public 
sector where numerous external and internal challenges surround us and in 
addition to it, media has its eyes on us. A single mistake and our entire efforts 
are ruined. Such is the level of risks involved in public sector organizations. 
Under such circumstances, our every single achievement deserves to be 
highlighted. We are indebted to our Management, Departments and Regions 
as none of these annual issues would have been a success without 
cooperation we receive from them. 

 Excessive use of natural gas has always been a very normal matter 
in most of the households in Pakistan. This attitude towards a natural 
resource is worrying on many accounts as it not only creates imbalance in 
demand-supply ratio particularly during winters but also because it shows 
lack of concern for our future generations. As such, Oil & Gas Regulatory 
Authority (OGRA) binds Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) under 
OGRA Licensing Rules to sensitive consumers on gas preservation and 
safety. SNGPL’s media campaign is run through variety of media including 
print, electronic and outdoor. It includes advertisements covering themes of 
gas conservation; use of gas saving equipments; discouraging use of gas 
compressors and precautionary measures regarding gas leakage. This year 
however, the Company has taken a different and creative approach by 
adding animated character of ‘Mr Gas’ who will help disseminate the 
messages on the above mentioned themes. 

 While talking of future generations, we cannot ignore significance of 
green cover. Recently the Federal Government initiated countrywide 
plantation drive in an effort to increase the Country’s forest or green cover 
area. This will not only help in containing climate change impacts but will also 
ensure provision of healthy environment for our generations. SNGPL also 
joined the Federal Government in this national cause. In this regard, trees 
were planted at various locations in Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. A 
positive outcome of this plantation drive was that employees also planted 
trees at their homes. 

 With this we conclude our last editorial note for the year 2018. Let us 
look back for a while and ask ourselves if we have done justice to our work. 
SNGPL has given us so much on professional and personal scales so at 
least at this time of the year, we must ask such questions to us. I pray we 
begin New Year with more motivation and dedication towards our work. Let 
little hurdles and failures not hamper our resolve to devote our energies for 
this Company. When you serve SNGPL with heart and soul, you are not just 
serving a Company rather the nation, the Country and the future of Pakistan. 

Wishing you all a very Happy and Prosperous New Year from ‘The Pride’!

MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G  D I R E C T O RE D I T O R I A L  N O T E

(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor
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EFFORTS TO ENSURE BETTER
FINANCIAL HEALTH
 The performance of any organization is 
gauged through its financial statements. All 
operational and allied activities of the 
organization are translated into financial terms 
by the Accounts Department. The Department 
records all types of transactions made at every 
corner of the Company during any time and 
consolidates the same on monthly, quarterly, half 
yearly and yearly basis, therefore, Accounts 
Department holds key importance for the 
Company. The periodic financial statements 
prepared by the Accounts department, help all 
the stakeholders to evaluate the financial health 
of the Company. A brief of the departmental 

performance during the FY2017-18 is presented 
for ‘The Pride’ readers.

Financial Reporting and Ledger Section

 For improvement in internal control and to 
identify the shortcomings/system flaws of the 
areas, a team of executives and subordinates of 
Accounts Department has been deputed on the 
special assignment. The team has started 
visiting all regions under audit program, which 
will help in bringing uniformity for each activity 
being performed at regional level. 

 All the 18 areas have been visited by the team 

ANNUAL 2018
ACCOUNTS
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and many identical issues leading to weakness 
in internal controls have been identified in many 
regions and subsequently rectified accordingly.

 Video conference sessions have also been 
conducted with Area Accountants on regular 
basis chaired by General Manager 
(Accounts)/Chief Accountant (Head Office) for 
bringing continuous improvement in to the 
existing system and monitoring of weaknesses 
identified by the vigilance team. 

 For smooth and timely processing of 
Employee Welfare Loans in a transparent 
manner, Oracle Financial Payroll Module has 
been used for the first time ever for upload of 
Employee Welfare Loans instead of 
disbursement through voucher. Resultantly, 
workload of individual voucher preparation and 
thereafter cheque preparation has significantly 
reduced. 

Taxation Section

 The Company was paying GST @ 17 percent 
while making payment to Pakistan State Oil 
(PSO) and Pakistan LNG Limited (PLL) for 
supply of LNG/RLNG. Whereas GST was 
charged on account of sale of RLNG @ 12 
percent, due to zero rating or reduced tax rate 
for different sectors. Due to said mismatch of 5 
percent in Sales Tax rate, input tax amounting to 
Rs 24,846 million paid by the Company to PLL 
and PSO remain unadjusted which created out 
of pocket situation for the Company. Although 
this could have been claimed as refundable, 
however, in the normal course of business, 
rather than refund, FBR prefers to adjust the 
same against any unjustified demand. Therefore, 
the Company decided to tackle this issue by 
pursuing the matter with the Ministry of Energy, 
Ministry of Finance and FBR for reduction in 

sales tax rate from 17 percent to 12 percent on 
RLNG/LNG supply by PLL and PSO. In this 
regard, hectic efforts were made and after 
vigorous follow up, the Company's contention 
was acceded to by incorporating the 
amendment in the eighth Schedule of Sales Tax 
Act 1990 through the Finance Supplementary 
(Amendment) Act 2018 resulting in adjustment of 
aforesaid unadjusted input tax.

 Recently the long outstanding issue of 
inadmissibility of Input tax on UFG, over and 
above permissible limit allowed by OGRA, was 
finally decided in the Company’s favour by full 
bench of Appellate Tribunal Inland Revenue 
(ATIR) for tax year 2013. ATIR overturned their 
earlier decisions on the same issue with respect 
to the Company’s assessment year 2007-08 and 
2008-09. The appeal against the decisions of 
ATIR is still pending with Lahore High Court 
(LHC). This decision will provide immediate 
financial relief of Rs. 2.183 billion to the 
Company with respect to tax year 2013. 
Moreover, it is also expected that the decision 
will become a reference thus enabling the 
Company in securing favourable decision from 
various forums with respect to this issue in 
future. 

 Moreover, the Company was able to retrieve 
an amount of Rs 5.8 million from Tax Authorities 
which was recovered through coercive means 
(attachment of Company's bank account) 
against unjust demand raised by it.

Accounts Payable Section  

 Due to tremendous efforts of AP section, long 
outstanding balances of clearing agents and 
local suppliers amounting to Rs 196 million and 
107 million respectively have been adjusted.

Payroll Section

 During the year 2018, Payroll (Subordinate 
Section) has put vigorous efforts for payment of 
Agreement Bonus and 10-C Bonus to 842 retired 
employees which were pending for the last four 
years i.e. FYs 2013-17.

Gas Sales Section

 After holding numerous meetings with the 
concerned officials of SSGC, Ministry of Energy 
and OGRA, the Company was finally able to 
secure decision from OGRA regarding stock of 
RLNG held by SSGC. This decision will enable 
the Company to recover RLNG margin of around 
Rs 10 billion from SSGC.

FACILITATION FOR SMOOTH
EXECUTION
 Admin Department performs the role of 
facilitator for all other departments and its 
performance is measured by the quality, 
efficiency and effectiveness of the services 
rendered. For the year under review, the 
Department has put in utmost efforts to provide 
the assigned services at optimum level.

 Transport section in coordination with IT/MIS 
Department has successfully shifted its records 
of vehicle repair/maintenance to Oracle Asset 
Management module. It will save the time and 
strengthen the monitoring/control mechanism.  
Admin Department ensures complete utilization 
of the Company transit Mess for official stay of 
Officers instead of at hotels to save avoidable 
expenses.  Admin Department made efforts to 
maintain bilateral relations with the sister 
Company SSGC by using the transport facilities 
on reciprocal basis to avoid hiring of vehicles 
which ultimately saved the financial resources of 
both the companies.

 To beef up security and to ensure fool proof 

security of both human and other assets, IP 
based close Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras 
were installed at regional offices for better 
results with minimum possible budget. Keeping 
pace with modern technology, attendance of the 
employees has been shifted to biometric system 
at regional level. 

 During the year, successful renewal of 48 
lease agreements of hired offices was carried 
out and 36 offices were shifted to better 
premises to further improve corporate image of 
the Company. Admin Department also played its 
role to strengthen the link between the 
employees and the Management by organizing 
and celebrating various occasions of national 
and religious significance. 

 During this year Admin Department hosted 
second annual leadership school at University of 
Peshawar (Summer Campus), Bara Gali. The 
aim of leadership school was to boost the 
capacity building, team work and interpersonal 
skills among officers and to motivate them to 
adopt out of box thinking and presenting 
creative solutions.

ADMINISTRATION

 The performance of any organization is 
gauged through its financial statements. All 
operational and allied activities of the 
organization are translated into financial terms 
by the Accounts Department. The Department 
records all types of transactions made at every 
corner of the Company during any time and 
consolidates the same on monthly, quarterly, half 
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prepared by the Accounts department, help all 
the stakeholders to evaluate the financial health 
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             All the 18 areas have been 
visited by the team and many 
identical issues leading to 
weakness in internal controls have 
been identified in many regions 
and subsequently rectified 
accordingly.
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INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE
QUALITY OF BILLING

 Billing Department is focused on its prime 
objective of ensuring accurate billing to its 
valued consumers by employing state of the art 
tools and techniques. The same is being 
endorsed in the mission statement of Billing 
Department and being followed in true letter and 
spirit. 

 During the year under review, OGRA has 
introduced KMI based UFG benchmark wherein 
one of the KMIs relates to recovery from 
consumers involved in pilferage/theft of gas. 
Billing department has achieved 96.96 percent 
of the desired targets to contribute towards UFG 
reduction goal of the Company. In addition to 
this, all out efforts are being made to ensure 
processing of Meter Inspection Reports and 
accordingly around 600,000 cases are 
prepared. All cases requiring booking of theft 
volumes are processed on immediate basis and 
same were incorporated in system so that timely 
recovery could be ensured.

 The Company has introduced advance 
technology and automation of business process 
like Customer Care & Billing (CC&B), Hand Held 
Units (HHU), Electronic Volume Corrector 
(EVCs), GSM/GPRS system for data retrieval, 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Online 
Reporting etc. and hence Billing Department’s 
job has become intricate involving complex 
issues. Therefore it was necessary to update 
Billing Manual for information and guidance of all 
concerned. Accordingly Billing Manual was 
reviewed with new aspects and requirements of 
system, and procedural improvements 
incorporated in it. The modified manual also got 
approved from the Management Committee. 
This manual will also be helpful in training of new 
personnel who will join Billing Department in 
future while also acting as quick guide for 
carrying out day to day billing activities by 
Executives/Staff. 

 One of the vital functions of Billing Department 
is to ensure recovery of outstanding dues from 
defaulting consumers and special emphasis is 
being given to ensure to liquidate outstanding 
dues. Recovery efforts regarding different 

categories of consumers are presented below:

• Special emphasis has been given to recovery 
drive regarding liquidation of outstanding 
dues from active commercial and domestic 
consumers resulting in reduction of arrears to 
the tune of Rs. 70 million against active 
commercial consumers.

• In line with GIDC Amendment Act 2018, an 
amount of Rs. 5,126 million has been 
recovered from CNG sector. 

• As a result of continuous follow up with 
Pakistan Army, PAF and other government 
consumers like Punjab Police, Jails, PWD, 
CDA etc., arrears have been reduced by Rs. 
16 million against active Special Domestic 
consumers.

• Special initiatives have been taken as per 
provisions of Gas (Theft Control and 
Recovery) Act, 2016 by seeking support of 
different authorities, regulators, financial 
institutions (like SECP, State Bank of Pakistan, 
commercial banks etc.) and revenue 
authorities for recovery of outstanding dues.

 The Company considers consumers as most 
valuable assets and stakeholders hence 
different initiatives are taken to ensure 
transparency and their entire satisfaction 
regarding meter reading and billing. 
Accordingly, quality of reporting has been 
strengthened so that any meter defect or 
consumer grievances can be mitigated on time. 
Printing of images on the monthly gas bills has 
resulted in consumer’s participation in meter 
reading activity as they may compare the same 
at any time to verify the accuracy of meter 
reading. This has also created reduction in 
consumer’s complaints and improved their trust 
in the Company. Special focus has been given 
to resolution of complaints filed through Helpline 
1199 and Citizens Complaints Portal and hence 
pendency is nil with respect to the given 
timelines.

 Billing Department is will continue to put in 
best possible efforts to ensure accuracy and 
transparency while achieving organizational 
goals.
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FOCUSING ON FUTURE NEEDS
 With every passing year, concepts and 
techniques being used by Civil Construction 
Department for developing structures and to 
re-equip the old structures with ultra-modern 
fixtures are setting new landmarks. Like 
previously, this year Civil Construction 
Department has successfully completed 
numerous projects. Out of them, brief of few 
remarkable projects are presented here for the 
readers of ‘The Pride’.

Replacement of Conventional Tube Rods with 
LED Lights at the Head Office

 Conventional lighting tube rods installed at 
five floors of Head Office Building has been 
replaced by Civil Construction Department with 
futuristic and Energy Efficient LED Lights 
resulting in more illumined work place and 
approximately 60 percent energy saving. 
Moreover, replacement of conventional tube 
rods at remaining floors is also in process.

CIVIL CONSTRUCTION

Construction of Bill Printing Setup at Manga

 Establishment of Bill Printing Setup at Manga 
is in final phase and very shortly the printing 
setup currently operating at 2nd floor of the 
Head Office Building will be shifted to Manga. 
The facility would provide space for allied 
operational activities under single roof from 
storage of paper, sorting, printing, dispatch, 
workshop and offices for monitoring purpose. 
The building has a provision of vertical extension 
to cater the future requirements. 

PE Store Sheds at Manga and Uch Sharif

 Store Sheds for storage of PE Pipes have 
been constructed at Manga resulting in better 
quality protection of PE Pipes thus adding a 
worthwhile contribution to the company core 
business. Likewise, Sheds at Uch Sharif are 
used to store the epoxy material under 
controlled environmental conditions to enhance 
the shelf life of material.
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 Compliance means conforming to a rule, 
policy, standard and law. Regulatory compliance 
describes the goals that organizations aspire to 
achieve in their efforts to ensure that they are 
aware of and take steps to comply with relevant 
applicable laws, policies and regulations. 

 Compliance Department came into existence 
as a result of Restructuring of Compliance 
Section after the decision of Board of Directors 
(BOD) in its 479th meeting on 28 December 
2016 after deliberation and recommendations of 
HR & Nomination Committee.

 Compliance Department pre-audits the 
payments claims against work 
orders/Contractors bills/supplier bills. It also 
pre-audits the purchase order of both local and 
import files valuing above Rs. 400,000 and US$ 
10,000 respectively as per approved 
procedures/policies. It reports the anomalies for 
effective controls and to support the Company 
Management in decision making. Above all, 
Compliance Department checks the 
transparency in prevailing procedures and 
policies by providing an in-house service that 
effectively supports business areas to comply 
with relevant applicable laws and regulations 
and internal procedures.

Achievements of Compliance Department

- Compliance Department is helping the 
Company Management in cutting the 
unjustified/excessive claims and in the year 
2017-18, a substantial amount was saved/ 
deducted from various claims against various 
observations of Compliance Department.
- Implementation of PPRA rules has been 
checked for all upcoming construction projects 
and distribution jobs. Due to effective 
pre-auditing of transactions, Compliance 
Department has placed a significant deterrence 
effect on the payment system/ process of 
concerned departments.
- In laying and ditching work, Compliance 
Department puts its efforts regarding the 
implementation of SOPs of the Company issued 
from time to time. Proper depth and earth cover 
in laying phases is randomly checked and 
Bricks Laying over PE pipes has been made 

necessary to secure the laid pipeline. 
Reinstatement of Tar road, PCC and Bricks 
Soiling on edge are checked as per the 
Company SOPs on random basis. As pipe laying 
rates are consolidated so extra ditching claimed 
in bills are specially checked and scrutinized.
- Claims of Construction of TBS and Valve Pit are 
checked as per standards and paid as per the 
Company Schedule rates. Discrepancies found 
in claiming extra masonry work and Valve Pit 
cover size are treated as per Company SOPs.
- In case of casual labour , implementation of 
wage rate, departmental capping limit, 
Management approval and overtime approval of 
competent authority as per Company rules and 
policies are duly checked. Compliance 
representative also participates in the 
transparent payment process to the Company's 
security guards at Head Office as well as at 
regional level as a member of teams as per 
directives of the management.

 Besides Compliance Department also 
liaisons/coordinates with Government 
Commercial auditors and the Department has 
been successfully coordinating with Audit team 
deputed by the Director General Commercial 
Audit and Evaluation.

 Compliance Department assists Project 
Department in lands negotiation /crop 
compensation and saves monetary interest of 
the Company.

 Further, the remaining pre-audit functions 
were also transferred to Compliance Department 
in May 2018 without any addition in human 
resource. The Department’s Executives and staff  
members have shown their dedication and put 
endless hours and immense efforts in performing 
the extra delegated functions with a severe 
scarcity of resources.

 Compliance Department has tried its level 
best regarding timely detection of 
mistakes/anomalies at initial stage to avoid 
subsequent unnecessary audit queries by 
internal/external auditors. By maintaining its 
integrity, Compliance Department will continue 
to work with full potential to further strengthen 
the Company business.

TO MAKE YOU COMPLY WITH
RULES & REGULATIONS

COMPLIANCE
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WHERE SELF RELIANCE IS THE
TOP PRIORITY

 SNGPL’s Compression Department owns the 
largest fleet of gas turbines in the region, 
operating 69 packages with total installed 
horsepower of 226,200 Hp at 11 compressor 
stations to power national gas grid sustainably. 
The main function of the department is to boost 
the gas pressure every 60-90 miles along the 
gas transmission network to cope up with 
pressure losses due to trans-sectional supplies, 
frictional losses, elevation, direction and 
diameter changes, demand and supply 
changes, and flow and pressure variations from 
gas producers etc. thereby operating the 
Company’s gas transmission network at its 
optimum efficiency. 

Compressor Packages Refurbishment and 
Control System Upgradation Project 

 A comprehensive project was designed by 
planning and development team of engineers for 
refurbishment of 11 vintage compressor 
packages of 1975-1990 to latest system and 
sub-systems including upgradation of their 
control systems from obsolete relay logics to 
PLC based controls for enhanced reliability and 
performance. The timely execution of this project 
has enabled us to migrate away from product 
obsolescence towards newer technologies 
thereby enhancing the operational life of these 
compressor packages for another 20 years. The 
first phase of the project for 11 compressor 

packages has been successfully completed and 
now in the second phase, two compressor 
packages are being upgraded.

Implementation of Oracle Enterprise Asset 
Management System

 Compression Department has successfully 
carried out pilot project for implementation of 
Asset Management system at its compressor 
station AC-4 (Uch Sharif), in coordination with 
IT/MIS Department. This will help in optimizing 
engineering processes and operational activities 
with more focused control. After successful 
implementation the project is now extended for 
implementation at other locations. The system 
has been linked with already established 
ISO-9001-2015 QMS system for effective 
management and cost control on all 
departmental activities as well as for effective 
inventory management and reduction in 
equipment downtime.

Turbine Engines Overhauling

 With a highly professional and experienced 
team of turbo-machinery experts, SNGPL is 
privileged to be the only authorized Company in 
Pakistan which overhauls the gas turbines along 
with technologically advanced testing facility for 
In-house overhauled gas turbine engines. M/s 
Solar has transferred technology for Level 3.5 of 
maintenance to SNGPL for overhauling of these 
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turbine engines. The Turbine engine overhaul 
facility, complying with international standards, is 
equipped with state-of-the-art workshops with 
CNC machines, rotors balancing facilities and all 
repair, inspections and testing facilities. During 
the year 2018, four turbine engines went through 
major overhaul at the Company’s in-house 
facility for field installation. 

 At overhauling facility the most critical 
balancing process has been upgraded through 
installation of latest Balancing Machine HM 
40BU from M/s Schenck, Germany, the world’s 
leader in this technology. This machine is 
equipped with the most advanced measuring 
unit CAB 920 in the market with variety of 
functions.  

Re-staging/ Overhauling of Booster 
Compressors

 As part of system optimization, restaging of 
booster compressors was also carried out 
through in-house resources for four 
compressors, to cater for design parameters of 
pressures and flows and to operate compression 
system at optimum efficiency and maximum 
throughput. In-field restaging and overhauling of 

ANNUAL 2018

boost compressors has been carried out to 
change the rotor dynamics to match process 
requirements and maintain isentropic head and 
efficiency. Four more compressors shall be 
overhauled during the current fiscal year.

 Compression Department has got the 
technology and experience, and today the 
Department is more committed in increasing 
technological benchmark through continual 
process of measuring and improving. The 
driving force behind this achievement has been 
a Department wide effort engaging and 
empowering workforce to offer ideas and 
implement them to symmetrically and 
measurably enhance quality of operation and 
execution. The Department’s philosophy of 
success evolved from the kind of thinking which 
is integral and highly energetic, powered by the 
fusion of organizing principles, collective and 
progressive efforts. It is guided by the powerful 
visionary management that is bringing together 
the best and the brightest, possessing the 
unimagined abundance for pursuit of 
purpose-driven lives and principle-driven 
workplaces.
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and communicates the same to end users 
through text message. 332 such units were 
installed at various remote areas for remote 
monitoring of CP parameters to improve the 
efficiency of system and effective resource 
utilization while 900 units are under installation at 
different CP Stations throughout the network.

• A Data Management Software in coordination 
with IT/MIS Department has been developed to 
record the data of CP Stations with GSM based 
Remote Monitoring Units. The Dashboard of 
software displays the total CP Stations with GSM 
based Remote Monitoring Unit and all the 
required data. Moreover, the information 
regarding Region, Location, SMS_From, 
SMS_Date, TR_Voltage, and AC against each of 
the defined parameters can also be seen on the 
dashboard. 

• 1,113 M. Tons and 324 M. Tons of 
Carbonaceous Backfill Material has been 
prepared for Deep Well Groundbeds and 
Horizontal Groundbeds respectively through 
Mechanical Mixer at Corrosion Control Centre, 
installed for mixing of Carbonaceous Backfill, to 
create a good quality homogenous mixture in an 
efficient way. 28,750 bags of said material were 
also packed for dispatch of the same to 
Transmission Sections / Distribution Regions.

• Material testing of 164 samples was 
performed at Material Testing Laboratory of 
Corrosion Control Centre.

• Corrosion Control Department celebrated 
World Corrosion Day on 24 April 2018 
throughout the Company network. Stalls were set 
up and presentations were given at Head Office 
and Field Offices to create awareness in field of 
corrosion. Managing Director SNGPL Amjad 
Latif, in his video message, appreciated the role 
of Corrosion Control Department in mitigation of 
corrosion and protection of pipeline networks. 
Corrosion Awareness Camps were also 
organized at Transmission Sections/Distribution 
Regions. 

• For the first time in Pakistan, National 
Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) 
organized a conference on Developing the 
Knowledge of Corrosion Mitigation. The 
participants of conference included high profile 
corrosion professionals and experts from around 
the globe. President of NACE International 
Jeffrey L. Didas also graced the event. Four 
Executives from Corrosion Control Department 
participated in the conference. A paper was 
presented by the General Manager (Corrosion 
Control) at the event. The interactive session 
proved useful for Corrosion Engineers in gaining 
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USING EVERY BIT
OF TECHNOLOGY
TO REDUCE
LOSSES
 Corrosion Control Department is continuously 
striving to protect the underground precious MS 
pipeline network from attack of corrosion through 
application of coating material and by applying 
Cathodic Protection (CP) techniques through 
1,758 CP Stations being monitored through 
29,618 and 6,278 test points in Distribution and 
Transmission Departments respectively. 
Following are the significant achievements of 
Corrosion Control Department during the year 
2018:

• Implementation of Pipeline Integrity 
Management System on 209 kilometer 
transmission line segments including 
downstream compressor stations, SMSs, Valve 
Assemblies etc. has been completed in the year 
2018. Data entry in VAIL Plant software to 
document all data pertaining to integrity 
assessment of pipelines and aboveground 
structures, is being carried out. This will assist in 
calculations pertaining to Risk assessment, 
Preventive Maintenance routines, Remnant life 
and Strength of pipelines. Pipeline Integrity 
Management Program is being implemented on 
341 kilometers of transmission pipeline network 
after data collection as per requirements of 
ASME B31.8S, American Standard.

• During the year 2018, Underground Gas Leak 
Detection Survey on 25,952 kilometer was 
carried out and 30,043 underground leak points 
were identified by Corrosion Control Department, 
through laser based gas leak detection 
equipment. The progress against KMI for UFG 
Control is 100 percent.

• As part of Research and Development, “GSM 
Based Remote Monitoring Units” for data 
transmission of CP Stations was developed at 
Corrosion Control Centre by employing in-house 
resources. GSM based Remote Monitoring Unit 
measures operational parameters of CP Station 

CORROSION CONTROLCORROSION CONTROL
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USING EVERY BIT
OF TECHNOLOGY
TO REDUCE
LOSSES
 Corrosion Control Department is continuously 
striving to protect the underground precious MS 
pipeline network from attack of corrosion through 
application of coating material and by applying 
Cathodic Protection (CP) techniques through 
1,758 CP Stations being monitored through 
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knowledge on combating the issues related to 
corrosion mitigation and repair in different 
environments/industries and old pipeline 
networks. 

• Managing Director SNGPL and members of 
Risk Management Committee of Directors visited 
Corrosion Control Centre in the month of May. 
Chief Financial Officer, Genergal Manager (HR), 
General Manager (Admin), General Manager 
(T&D) & Company Secretary also accompanied 
the guests. The guests were briefed about the 
functions of the Department and sections of 
Corrosion Control Centre including Material 
Testing Laboratory, Transformer / Rectifier Unit 
Fabrication / Repair Workshop, Equipment 
Workshop and Underground Gas Leak Detection 
Workshop. The Management and Directors 
showed keen interest in Underground Gas Leak 
Detection equipment (Hand Held & Vehicle 
Mounted), Material Testing Laboratory, 
Transformer / Rectifier Units and Equipment 
Repair Workshops. The guests were informed 
regarding leak detection equipment and their 
role in reduction of UFG losses as almost 20 
percent network survey is being done annually 
to reduce UFG. Very low cost indigenously 
developed Remote Monitoring Units were also 
shown to the guests which is a landmark 
achievement of the Department. The guests 
were also briefed in detail regarding material 

testing facilities available in the laboratory. The 
visit provided an opportunity to provide an 
insight to the working of the Department and 
facilities available at Corrosion Control Centre. 

• During the year 2018, 105 new CP Stations 
were added to the system while 132 exhausted 
ground beds of existing CP System were 
replaced. 

• ECDA Survey is being carried out for Integrity 
Assessment of Transmission Lines of different 
diameters as per NACE Standards. 

• Coat and Wrap works on Transmission Lines 
have also been carried out by recoating of              
11.91 kilometers of transmission lines in four 
transmission sections. 

• 80 Air cooled T/R Units were fabricated and 
900 Remote Monitoring Electronic Kits were 
tested / configured at T/R Unit Workshop. 

• The activity of Cross Checking / Follow-up of 
Underground Leak Rectification Work was 
carried out in all the 16 Distribution Regions by 
the designated team from Corrosion Control 
Centre.

• CP Audit of Faisalabad Region, Mardan 
Region and Sialkot Region was successfully 
carried out during the year 2018.

Department’s performance

Description 2017-18
Defective/ Schedule/ Suspected Meters Replaced No)
Leaking underground network replaced (Km)
Rectification of underground leak points (No)

745,713
615

36,489

2016-17
478,306

465
27,024

2015-16
461,155

231
26,983
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COMBATING THE MENACE OF UFG
 The Mission of SNGPL is to deliver Natural 
Gas to all doorsteps in chosen areas through 
continuous expansion of the network. To achieve 
required expansion of distribution network, 
Distribution Department holds a key position in 
the Company. During recent years, development 
activities of the Company have increased 
manifolds. The main focus of this development is 
to provide Natural Gas to valued customers in 
accordance with the mission statement. 

 During the Fiscal Year 2017-18, SNGPL 
achieved highest ever milestones of distribution 
network laying/commissioning and installation of 
new gas connections. During the last fiscal year, 
802 new towns and villages were connected with 
the existing system by laying/ commissioning of 
11,732 kilometers of distribution mains and 
service lines. A total of 4,345 towns, villages, 
District Head Quarters (DHQs) and Tehsil Head 
Quarters (THQs) now exist on the Company 
network. The Company has so far provided 
602,057 new domestic, 2,746 commercial and 
116 industrial gas connections during the year 
under review.

 OGRA license condition No. 21.1 obligates 
OGRA to fix UFG Benchmark on annual basis, 
after consulting experts and the gas company. 
As such the final draft of the study report on UFG 
benchmark was intimated to SNGPL by OGRA 
on 30 August 2017 with a direction for its 
implementation. OGRA followed the study while 
giving the determination of Estimated Revenue 
Requirement (ERR) of FY 2017-18. Accordingly, 
OGRA has changed the UFG allowance 
calculation formula w.e.f FY 2017-18. 

 The allowances previously given in volumetric 
terms as “deemed sale” against two factors 
beyond the Company’s control i.e. 1) Losses in 
Law & Order Affected Areas of KPK Province 
and 2) Gas Theft by Non-Consumers have been 
incorporated in the following formula in fixed 
percentage terms under the head “Local 
Challenging Conditions Component”.

UFGAllowance = GasReceived x (Rate1 x α + Rate2 x β)

• The value of Rate-1 has been fixed at 5 

percent.
• The value of α is 1 for next 5 years. 
• The value of Rate-2 (Local Challenging 
Conditions Component) is 2.6 percent.
• β indicates cumulative score against Key 
Monitoring Indicators (KMIs) advised by OGRA

 Despite of the above formula, the UFG figures 
of Abbottabad, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Gujrat, 
Sahiwal, Sheikhupura and Sialkot regions 
remained in single digit during FY 2017-18, 
showing significant efforts on their part.  

 The abovementioned revised formula has 
majorly affected UFG of Peshawar Region and 
the overall UFG of the Company. However, 
noticeable reduction in UFG has been achieved 
by Peshawar Region during FY 2017-18, as 
compared to previous year.   

 Different UFG control activities, already being 
executed, were intensified and Distribution 
Regions managed to achieve highest progress 
in the history of the Company against different 
activities. 

 Different departments of the Company have 
carried out UFG control activities against 30 
KMIs notified by OGRA and in this respect, the 
company has claimed 99.546 percent score 
against the β factor from OGRA.

 Reward and Punishment related to UFG has 
been implemented by the Management, 
whereby the Distribution regions have been 
assessed on the basis of UFG figures of FY 
2017-18 compared with FY 2016-17. In this 
respect, Bahawalpur has achieved maximum 
reduction in UFG in FY 2017-18 amongst all the 
regions, as compared to previous year, whereas 
performance of Sargodha region was the worst. 
Accordingly the executives of Bahawalpur 
Region are being awarded honorarium as per 
the “Performance Award” policy of Company 
approved by Board of Directors in recognition of 
their efforts for reducing UFG percentage 
whereas the executives of Sargodha Region 
have been punished through reduction in their 
annual increment along with the advisory note 
for increase in UFG percentage.

DISTRIBUTION
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FINANCE

MAINTAINING
FINANCIAL
DISCIPLINE
 In any organization, Finance Department can 
be a catalyst for improved business 
performance if it succeeds in providing 
actionable information to the Company’s most 
valuable assets – its leaders. Leaders possess a 
keen knowledge of the marketplace and critical 
competencies. They combine their market 
knowledge with internal company information to 
make operational, tactical and strategic 
business decisions. The sum of these decisions 
dictates how well a company performs.

 At SNGPL, Finance Department is responsible 
for setting up financial strategy including 
investment and financial plans to support 
business operations and assessing feasibilities 
of new initiatives. The Department also ensures 
accurate, timely, efficient and effective 
discharge of budgetary controls functions in line 
with the prescribed regulatory provisions. 

 The Year 2018 remained a busy year for the 
Company and for Finance Department as well. In 
the last financial year, capital budgets of more 
than Rs 60 billion were approved out of which 
Rs. 45 billion, relates to Distribution 
Development (DDP) activities. It is pertinent to 
mention here that this is the record DDP budget 
approved ever in the Company history. 
Beside the routine tasks carried out throughout 
the year, following notable things need to be 
highlighted as significant achievements:

Sanctioning of Distribution Development 
Budget

 Finance department processed around 1,600 
Job numbers, representing around Rs 34 billion 
of DDP budgets relating to Non-Schedule 
activities. Further to this, Administrative approval 
notes of around Rs 55 billion for new government 
funded projects were also processed.

Reduction in capital work in progress

Sanction of extraordinary budgets, may lead 
towards the pilling-up of jobs in progress. To 
avoid this situation, extensive follow-up has been 
made with the executing departments due to 
which outstanding distribution development jobs 

in CWIP (older than 3 years i.e. issued till FY 
2014-15) have been significantly reduced by 
approximately 90 percent from 1,400 in 2015 to 
around 145 in 2018.

 Beside the above mentioned activities, 
following extraordinary initiatives were also 
taken:

Implementation of Absolute Budgetary 
Control on Capital Jobs

 Finance Department took up this assignment 
of implementation of budgetary control on 
capital jobs in ERP system. After continuous 
efforts and with the help of IT/MIS Department, 
Finance Department has successfully 
implemented the absolute Budgetary Controls 
on the capital Jobs, related to Distribution 
Development Activities, which consist of 80-90 
percent of the Annual Capital Budgets approved 
every year.

 By implementation of budgetary control, in 
ERP system, in respect of capital jobs, the 
operational departments can have access to 
online data in respect of “Budget Vs Actual” 
position of any job. This will help in maintaining 
financial discipline in respect of ongoing jobs as 
well as in planning process for future.

Future Endeavors
• Development of ORACLE based, work-around 
solution for monitoring of Capital Jobs in 
Progress;
• Development of ORACLE based, process flow 
for processing and circulation of request for 
jobs;
• Phase-III – Completion Report-Work Around 
Solution: Development of utility for monitoring of 
outstanding completion reports and 
preparation/communication of exception 
letters/reports.
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 To ensure that Health, Safety and 
Environmental Policy is systematically applied 
and best industry practices are adopted within 
all operations, HSE Department has developed 
an Integrated HSE Management System (IMS) 
based on ISO 14001:2015 and OHSAS 
18001:2007 standards. 

 In order to monitor the compliance of ISO 
14001 / OHSAS 18001 Standards, surveillance 
audits are conducted by M/s United Registrar of 
Systems (URS) bi-annually. Successful conduct 
of these audits demonstrates the effectiveness of 
HSE Management System. Management 
commitment towards HSE is highly appreciated 
by the Auditors. It is pertinent to mention that 
SNGPL has upgraded the Management System 
to ISO 14001:2015 version through inhouse 
resources. 

 Medical Camps are arranged by HSE 
Department on regular basis to promote health 
care awareness and on spot health screening of 
employees. It provides an excellent opportunity 
for promoting awareness about the general HSE 
related initiatives as well. HSE Department 
organized Medical Camps at Islamabad 
Distribution, Faisalabad Distribution, Sahiwal 
Distribution, Multan (Transmission and 
Compression), SNGTI, Corrosion Control Centre 
and Central Meter Shop. Medical screening tests 
of Diabetes, Hypertension, Hepatitis B and C, 
Eye Refraction and Bone Scanning were 

performed at these camps. Response of 
employees was very encouraging who 
participated enthusiastically and took great 
interest in printed material issued by HSE 
Department on general and work related 
diseases and safety measures. 

 In order to improve fire fighting capabilities; 
fire hydrant systems with automatic pumping 
arrangements as per NFPA code / IAP Rules 
have been recently installed / commissioned at 
several Company locations i.e. AC-VI Multan, 
AC-1X Bhong, AC-4 Uch Sharif, A-7 Terminal 
Multan. Installation of new fire hydrant systems 
and up-gradation of various existing fire hydrant 
systems of the Company is also in progress for 
dealing with fire related emergencies more 
efficiently. Smoke detection systems have been 
installed and made operational at Peshawar 
Distribution and Multan Stores. Such 
advancements make us self sufficient in 
responding to any situation and capable of 
meeting fire emergencies while also boosting up 
workers’ morale who consider themselves safer 
now. 

 HSE Training are imparted to the Company’s 
Executives and staff with the prime objective to 
learn, refresh and update HSE knowledge and 
skill to continually improve on their HSE 
performance at work. Engineers of HSE 
Department are members of American Society of 
Safety Professionals (ASSP). 

 HSE Department successfully installed / 
commissioned Close circuit television (CCTV) 
cameras at 13 Customer Services Centers 
(CSCs) of Lahore and Sahiwal regions. 
Performance of CCTV camera systems was 
evaluated as satisfactory as it fulfilled the 
desired requirement.

 Keeping in view the Energy crisis, Sui 
Northern Gas Pipelines Limited is committed to 
conserve energy by optimum utilization of 
energy. Energy conservation initiatives are being 
looked after by HSE Department. The 
Department is arranging conservation walks in 
coordination with educational institutions. The 
first such walk led by the Managing Director 
SNGPL Amjad Latif was carried out from 
Hussain Chowk to Liberty Chowk in Lahore in the 
month of November in collaboration with Forman 
Christian College University (FCCU). Similar 

Walks are being scheduled to be conducted in 
all regions during the current winter season. 

 SNGPL is committed to preserve the 
environment by complying with all applicable 
laws and codes. A procedure for environmental 
monitoring is part of Integrated Management 
System Manual. In addition, emission tests of 
stacks, generators, vehicles and welding plants 
are carried out as per frequency using either in 
house resources or third party services. SNGPL 
has developed In-house resources for 
monitoring of emissions of all vehicles, 
generators, stacks and welding plants with 
state-of-the-art portable equipments like 
LANCOM, TESTO, IMR. A vehicle installed with 
Crypton emission analyzer equipment has been 
specially designed for emission monitoring in 
addition to portable devices. The environmental 
impacts of these emissions are covered in 
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 To ensure that Health, Safety and 
Environmental Policy is systematically applied 
and best industry practices are adopted within 
all operations, HSE Department has developed 
an Integrated HSE Management System (IMS) 
based on ISO 14001:2015 and OHSAS 
18001:2007 standards. 

 In order to monitor the compliance of ISO 
14001 / OHSAS 18001 Standards, surveillance 
audits are conducted by M/s United Registrar of 
Systems (URS) bi-annually. Successful conduct 
of these audits demonstrates the effectiveness of 
HSE Management System. Management 
commitment towards HSE is highly appreciated 
by the Auditors. It is pertinent to mention that 
SNGPL has upgraded the Management System 
to ISO 14001:2015 version through inhouse 
resources. 

 Medical Camps are arranged by HSE 
Department on regular basis to promote health 
care awareness and on spot health screening of 
employees. It provides an excellent opportunity 
for promoting awareness about the general HSE 
related initiatives as well. HSE Department 
organized Medical Camps at Islamabad 
Distribution, Faisalabad Distribution, Sahiwal 
Distribution, Multan (Transmission and 
Compression), SNGTI, Corrosion Control Centre 
and Central Meter Shop. Medical screening tests 
of Diabetes, Hypertension, Hepatitis B and C, 
Eye Refraction and Bone Scanning were 

environmental risk assessment. 

 World environment day is celebrated 
worldwide on June 5th every year. SNGPL also 
observes the day and hence different programs 
were organized to mark the environment day. 
The activities included tree plantation, 
documentary film on environment, speech and 
poetry competition, environmental quiz and 
distribution of educational literature among 
employees. Besides an arts and crafts 
competition / exhibition was also organized 
where models / posters prepared by using 
recycled materials or eco-friendly yarns were 
displayed. 

 HSE Department believes in taking new 
initiatives. Celebration of HSE Week across the 
Company was one such initiative which left a 
measurable impact on the Company employees 
for carrying out their assignments safely and 
efficiently. Another new initiative introduced by 
HSE department is Safe Working Man Hours 
(SWMH). SWMH is an internationally recognized 
motivational initiative to check the occurrence of 
accidents and to recognize/reward those who 
have achieved certain milestone i.e. consecutive 
work hours without an occupational injury/ill 
health resulting in days away from work. Carbon 
foot print is another new concept being 
launched in the Company. A baseline of energy 
utilized and CO2 emissions would be 
determined to calculate Carbon Foot Print of 
SNGPL and opportunities for reducing and 
offsetting the Company’s Carbon Footprint would 
be identified through energy conservation. This 

initiative would not only improve the 
environmental conditions but would also reduce 
excessive energy consumption in various 
Company operations.    

 HSE Department is effectively running tree 
plantation campaign across the Company and 
has so far managed to plant 29,000 trees within 
the Company premises as well as at other 
locations in coordination with Forest Department. 

 To show its commitment towards 
implementing HSE Policy across the Company, 
Management Review Meeting headed by 
Managing Director is conducted bi-annually for 
periodic review and evaluation of HSE 
management system.

 Being a socially responsible Company, 
SNGPL carries out multiple activities for 
enhancing the quality of life of the community in 
which it operates. Under the Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) policy, SNGPL focuses on 
a number of areas including renewable energy 
resources, health, education, renovation of traffic 
intersections etc.

 SNGPL has registered with United Nation 
Global Compact (UNGC), in order to align its 
sustainable initiatives with its operations for the 
benefit of the society and environment. SNGPL 
has submitted its first Communication on 
Progress (COP)/Annual report (on GC Active 
level), based on the principles of Human Rights, 
Labour, Environment and Anti-corruption to 
United Nations which has been accepted.
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MANAGING AND GROOMING THE
MOST VALUABLE ASSETS

 During the year 2018, Human Resource (HR) 
Department of SNGPL has remained proactive to 
provide a superior workforce to contribute 
towards achievement of the Company’s goals. 
Keeping in view the evolving organizational 
needs, the Department has strived to bring new 
ideas and best HR practices into the 
organization to inculcate a conducive workplace 
that has enhanced capability of human capital. 

 At present, career term recruitment of 
Executives is under process to fill the gap of 
approved and required manpower though merit 
based and transparent hiring process. 
Therefore, for the first time, competitive process 
of hiring of a testing agency for recruitment in 
Executive Cadre was applied and services of 
M/s National Testing Service (NTS) were hired 
through open tender to conduct Computer 
Based Test. The Company will share financial 
burden with the applicants by paying 50 percent 
of test cost for each applicant short listed for 
appearance in test. 

 SNGPL manages performance of its 
employees throughout the year to keep it aligned 
with the Company goals. This year, HR 
Department has successfully processed 1,543 
Annual Performance Appraisals Reports of 
Executives for the year 2017-18 for timely 
disbursement of annual increments. In addition, 
7,645 annual increments and 1,004 up 
gradations of Subordinate Staff have also been 
implemented in January 2018 by reducing the 
process time from 3/4 months to 2/3 weeks, 
achieving 83 percent efficiency. 

 Potential Assessment is mandatory for 
promotion to Grades IV up to Grade VII and is an 
effective exercise to gauge the potential of 
employees by using different tools like 
psychometric tests, case studies, case 
presentations, problem solving/role play 
exercises, etc. In order to complete preparations 
for career progression process of Executives of 
Grades III- VI for current year, M/s Narejo HR 
(Pvt.) Limited was engaged through competitive 
process, who successfully conducted Potential 
Assessment Test in October 2018. 

 To honour the loyalty and commitment of our 
Executives, the Company rewards long term 
Company service with a token of appreciation. 
This year, 147 Executives have been given long 
service award for rendering 10, 15, 25, 30 and 
35 years of service. 

 In light of lean thinking principle, the 
Department has redesigned various HR 
processes. The ultimate goal is waste reduction 
whilst simultaneously maximizing customer 
satisfaction value. The following achievements of 
HR Department over the year speak volumes of 
its commitment towards the Company 
objectives: 

• Reduced consumption of paper by more than 
30 percent as a result of the Departmental efforts 
towards creating a paperless environment. 
• Acknowledgment of Code of Conduct from all 
employees of the Company was managed in 
record time of 40 days as against 72 days in 
2017. 
• Data regarding medical facility of more than 
6,000 employees has been updated in Oracle 
HRMS enabling Admin Services Section to 
process medical claims of employees more 
effectively and efficiently. 
• Electronic processing of Employee Welfare 
Loan and Hajj 2018 is another feather in HR 
Department’s cap. The process has been 
simplified with the use of e-tools, enabling 
employees to apply for balloting of Hajj 2018 
well in time. 
• Various other initiatives are underway with the 
ultimate goal of providing real time response to 
our internal consumers.

 A comprehensive skill development program 
for all Executives of HR Department is under way 
and as a part of initial step, training at pioneer 
and one of the most prestigious business 
schools of Pakistan, Institute of Business 
Administration (IBA) Karachi, was arranged on 
the topics of succession planning and 
organizational development.

 The journey for betterment of the Department 
and entire workforce of the Company is not over. 
Every day we strive to be better.
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PUTTING IN EFFORTS FOR
EFFECTIVE INTERNAL CONTROLS

 Internal auditing is an independent, objective 
assurance and consulting activity designed to 
add value and improvement in organizational 
operations. It helps an organization to 
accomplish its objectives by adopting a 
systematic and disciplined approach to evaluate 
and improve the effectiveness of control and 
governance processes. 

 During the period under review, Internal Audit 
Department has made vigorous efforts in 
assisting the Management to enhance the 
effectiveness of internal controls in order to 
improve the governance process in the 
organization.

 Efforts of Internal Audit Department during the 
year were primarily focused on the following 
areas:

 Discussion of prior period audit reports 
with Regional Managers and the Management 
was one of the major targets during this period. 
Internal Audit Department discussed 275 reports 
with Regional Managers and 344 reports with the 
Management as compared to 233 and 124 
reports discussed respectively in the year 
2016-17. In order to achieve this unprecedented 
performance all resources of Internal Audit 
Department put their utmost efforts for the 
clearance of backlog.

 Implementation of Audit Recommendation. 
After discussion of audit reports, continuous 
follow up for implementation of audit 
recommendations was made with auditee 
departments. During the period 2,175 audit 
recommendations including recoveries, 
compliance in future transactions and 
introduction of improved procedures/ 
strengthening of existing controls were 
implemented by the Management. This signifies 
that Internal Audit Department is performing 
efficiently and adding value to the organization 
control environment.

 Savings. One of the objectives of Internal 

Audit function is to strengthen the control 
environment in the organization which was 
obtained by highlighting the areas of weak 
controls and Gaps through internal audit reports. 
Besides achieving this objective, Internal Audit 
Department has also contributed a saving of Rs. 
125 million for the Company through booking of 
volume against different categories of 
consumers and other recoveries.

 Archiving of Internal Audit Record. An in 
house application Audit Management System 
(AMS) has been developed in coordination with 
IT/MIS Department, as a tool for effective 
planning and reporting. The primary purpose of 
this application is to create a comprehensive 
database of Internal Audit reports, minutes of 
meetings with HODs/Management and final 
status of Internal Audit Observations. Application 
will serve as tool for enhancing cumulative 
knowledge base of internal audit resources.

 Documentation of work performed. It is 
compulsory requirement of an audit engagement 
that sufficient, reliable, relevant audit evidence 
must be obtained to support the audit 
conclusions. During the period, Internal Audit 
Department has put substantial focus in 
documentation of work performed including 
related audit evidence which is a step forward in 
adopting the best practices in the Internal 
Auditing and compliance of IIA Standards.

 Continuing professional development. 
Continuous professional development is 
essential to ensure internal audit staff remains 
proficient. During the period, Internal Audit 
Department has arranged a number of training 
programs at SNGTI for professional 
development of its executive employees. In 
order to ensure Audit Officers remain 
continuously updated, 20 hours/annum CPD 
within the Company has been made mandatory 
for all Audit executives. This compulsory CPD is 
over and above the regular trainings arranged 
by SNGTI.

INTERNAL AUDIT
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ESTABLISHING A MODERNIZED
IT ENVIRONMENT

 SNGPL Management is devoted towards 
boosting confidence in process automation 
through involvement of Information Technology 
in day to day operations. Year over year, IT/MIS 
is adopting and implementing latest 
technologies for business transformation with the 
support of the management. Year 2018 contains 
lots of success stories and accomplishments 
towards upgradations and implementations. Few 
are enlisted for the readers.

Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

 IT/MIS Department has different modules of 
ERP including Financials, HRMS (HR & Payroll), 
Supply Chain Management (Inventory, 
Purchasing), Enterprise Asset Management and 
Projects Management. Currently the active user 
count has reached 1,988 and it is continuously 
increasing. The features/modules implemented 
in 2018 include the following:

Implementation of Project Driven Supply 
Chain Management

 This solution jointly optimizes project 
decisions within each project and supply chain 
decisions based on demand statistics across 
multiple projects, in order to coordinate material 
delivery schedule with project schedule in the 
most cost effective way. Oracle Project module 
implementation has been divided into two 
phases with planning and material management 

being covered in the first one and project 
management in the last phase. ERP team has 
implemented the first phase functionality in P&D 
and Project-MC successfully.

Enterprise Asset Management Module- A step 
towards Optimized Asset Utilization

 Oracle Enterprise Asset Management 
provides support to optimal asset monitoring 
and performance. IT/MIS-ERP team has already 
implemented eAM for all Admin Vehicles. The 
module was implemented in Compression and 
Multan – Transmission in the year 2018. 
Implementation of eAM at AC-IV Uch sharif has 
made the assets and maintenance activities 
available in the system. The same is being 
planned to be executed at the Asia's Largest 
Compression Station AC-1X at Bhong in the 
month of January 2019. Similarly, eAM was 
implemented at Multan - Transmission for 
automation of maintenance activities of Gensets 
at Transmission Head Quarter Faisalabad and 
Multan. This activity is expected to be completed 
in December as the last Transmission location 
(Wah) will go live.

Supply Chain Management through Inventory 
and Purchasing Modules of ERP

 IT/MIS has automated supply chain 
management with Inventory and Purchasing 
modules of ERP. Inventory module was 
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implemented in 2013 and is in 
proper utilization of business. 
During successful 5 years, 
various enhanced functionalities 
were introduced. Now the 
Department is moving towards 
planning and controlling the 
inventory to achieve the better 
outcome:

a) A step towards Inventory 
Planning through Min / Max 
level definition

 The items min / max levels 
have been defined on the basis 
of data provided by business 
departments. This will lead 
towards managing the stock position and 
reducing non/slow moving of inventory. 
b) Valuation of Meters 

 During system study, it was evaluated that 
valuation of repaired meters is being calculated 
on the basis of return date instead of issuance 
date which was causing variances in 
reconciliation. The matter was discussed with 
business and then took up with Oracle and 
recommended solution was incorporated in the 
system. 

c) Completion of eMR/eMRV implementation 
in SNGPL

 Implementation of eMR/eMRV has been 
completed in all regions and Head Office by 
making Lahore Region live this year. 

 Oracle Purchasing is the application that 
streamlines purchase order processing while 
strengthening policy compliance. ERP team 
implemented Companywide trainings of 
indenting departments and procurement users 
regarding management sanction, e-indents/ LPR 
and Direct Charge Purchase Orders. ERP team 
has also automated the print media 
advertisement process of Media Affairs through 
Purchasing module of ERP. 

HRMS Module of ERP

 Oracle HR enables the efficient management 
of workforce data. During the year 2018, in 
addition to Annual increments, promotion 
intimations have also been circulated through 
email. Under the Oracle Payroll, e-tax certificates 
and e-provident fund certificates are now 
circulated through email.

Financials

 Considering the benefits of efficient budgetary 
controls for revenue jobs implemented by IT/MIS 
in 2010, Management directed to implement the 
same budgetary controls on Capital Jobs 
through Oracle Financial module. This 
enhancement helped Finance department in 
maintaining the financial discipline through the 
system.

System Security

 ERP team has designed a user definition form 
and new user can not be defined without due 
approvals. Recently, a new feature has been 
introduced which bounds the user to change 
his/her password after each 90 days. Further, it 
does not allow to set the last password as new 
password. The restriction has been applied on 
Accounts department users only in the initial 
phase.

Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboard

 IT/MIS has developed state of the art 
dashboards through Software Oracle Golden 
Gate for real time reporting for Billing Analysis, 
Consumption, and Meter Aging etc. One of the 
major desire of the Management was the real 
time status of RLNG consumers. The 
Dashboards are available throughout SNGPL on 
the designted URL. 

Oracle Customer Care & Billing (CC&B)

 Since its implementation in SNGPL, IT/MIS 
Department has provided 24/7 support and also 
introduced enhanced features in the application. 
Currently the user count has reached 2,246 
(synced with Two-factor authentication) which is 
continuously increasing. In order to achieve 
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intimations have also been circulated through 
email. Under the Oracle Payroll, e-tax certificates 
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Financials

 Considering the benefits of efficient budgetary 
controls for revenue jobs implemented by IT/MIS 
in 2010, Management directed to implement the 
same budgetary controls on Capital Jobs 
through Oracle Financial module. This 
enhancement helped Finance department in 
maintaining the financial discipline through the 
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System Security

 ERP team has designed a user definition form 
and new user can not be defined without due 
approvals. Recently, a new feature has been 
introduced which bounds the user to change 
his/her password after each 90 days. Further, it 
does not allow to set the last password as new 
password. The restriction has been applied on 
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Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboard

 IT/MIS has developed state of the art 
dashboards through Software Oracle Golden 
Gate for real time reporting for Billing Analysis, 
Consumption, and Meter Aging etc. One of the 
major desire of the Management was the real 
time status of RLNG consumers. The 
Dashboards are available throughout SNGPL on 
the designted URL. 

Oracle Customer Care & Billing (CC&B)

 Since its implementation in SNGPL, IT/MIS 
Department has provided 24/7 support and also 
introduced enhanced features in the application. 
Currently the user count has reached 2,246 
(synced with Two-factor authentication) which is 
continuously increasing. In order to achieve 
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 SNGPL Management is devoted towards 
boosting confidence in process automation 
through involvement of Information Technology 
in day to day operations. Year over year, IT/MIS 
is adopting and implementing latest 
technologies for business transformation with the 
support of the management. Year 2018 contains 
lots of success stories and accomplishments 
towards upgradations and implementations. Few 
are enlisted for the readers.

Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

 IT/MIS Department has different modules of 
ERP including Financials, HRMS (HR & Payroll), 
Supply Chain Management (Inventory, 
Purchasing), Enterprise Asset Management and 
Projects Management. Currently the active user 
count has reached 1,988 and it is continuously 
increasing. The features/modules implemented 
in 2018 include the following:

Implementation of Project Driven Supply 
Chain Management

 This solution jointly optimizes project 
decisions within each project and supply chain 
decisions based on demand statistics across 
multiple projects, in order to coordinate material 
delivery schedule with project schedule in the 
most cost effective way. Oracle Project module 
implementation has been divided into two 
phases with planning and material management 
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operational excellence, OGRA has proposed a 
roadmap with specimen Key Monitoring 
Indicators (KMI). IT/MIS Department’s CC&B 
team has developed certain enhancements to 
accomplish KMI targets. In addition to 
continuous support on Billing, CS and Sales 
activities, time to time configurations are being 
defined to incorporate regulatory requirements. 

Automation

 Certain customized applications have been 
developed to facilitate consumers and CC&B 
users making ease in flow of information and 
access to reliable data including

- Android app (SNGPL Bills) to facilitate the 
consumers regarding bill information. 
Complaints registration is also an additive 
feature.

- Remote Monitoring System (For Corrosion 
Control Department) provides status of the 
RMUs installed at the CP Stations for necessary 
remedial actions to be taken by Corrosion 
Control Department at their CP Stations.  ‘SMS 
alerts’ is the major feature of the app.

- SNGPL is a public sector organization which a 
huge consumer base of around 6.3 million 
consumers increasing day by day. Various other 
enhancements have been introduced to cater 
heavy transactions.

Bill Processing / Printing / Dispatched 

 In order to achieve higher customer 
satisfaction and to avoid regulatory complaints, 
sample data bills are evaluated before sending 
to customers. IT/MIS team has build a 
mechanism to reduce the unbilled ratio up to 
0.04 percent. In addition, following important 
assignments are also being performed by IT 

Operations:

• Tariff configuration of Different industrial 
sectors i.e. RLNG-IPPs, RLNG-GPPs, 
RLNG-Fertilizer and PFC-RLNG-Captive Power, 
CNG, Textile
• Generation of different statistical reports 
(more than 90) including meter reconciliation 
report for different departments for reconciliation 
purposes
• Generation of system generated merit list for 
new connections and sales surveys and sharing 
with respective regions
• Posting of adjustments data of huge volume 
through Batch jobs

SNGPL- Website Activities

 Regular updates to keep the information 
updated on the Company Website which include 
new duplicate bill format with provision of ad-hoc 
bills for OTD Consumers, Company Newsletter 
"The Pride", energy conservancy campaign, 
SNGTI training schedule, new connections merit 
and around 3,000 tender enquiries

Provision of IT Equipment

 In 2018, the Department continued to provide 
latest IT equipment to companywide users of our 
applications. For the purpose, All-in-One PCs 
have been introduced and distributed among 
users. A brief summary is given below:

Infrastructure Monitoring and maintenance

• WAN Accelerator (Bandwidth Saving, 
WAN optimization at Six sites)

 IT/MIS Department has implemented WAN 
Accelerators at 6 regional sites. This will help not 
only in bandwidth saving but also ensure WAN 
optimization on these sites.

• Regional computer rooms upgrade with 
Virtualized Servers and Smart Racks 

 IT/MIS has deployed a EMC VXRAIL which 
accommodated all the essential servers in one 
hardware. This approach is more economical as 
it has reduced the need for extra hardware and 
support. The technology has been incorporated 
in Mardan Region and is being implemented in 
Gujranwala region.

• Smart Rack 

 IT/MIS has introduced SMART Rack for Data 
Centers in regional offices which offer AC, UPS 
and monitoring in one rack to host servers. It 
helps to prevent shutdowns, malfunctions and 
failures caused by overheating or fluctuating 
temperatures. 

• Data Center Enhancements 

 Since its inauguration, Data Center 

performance is being monitored 24/7. In 
addition, IT/MIS team has continuously putting in 
tremendous efforts to add on enhanced and 
latest technology and equipment at the center 
including implementation of NTP Appliance; SAN 
Switch and storage for DRC; and precision AC.

Prime Minister Portal-Monitoring Cell at 
IT/MIS

 Recently Prime Minister of Pakistan has 
launched Prime Minister’s Delivery Unit (PMDU)/ 
“Pakistan Citizen Portal” with an aim to timely 
address problems of the people and get their 
feedback. For timely resolution of complaints 
received through Pakistan Citizen Portal (PCP), 
IT/MIS has quickly developed an in-house 
Web-based portal and extended access to all its 
regions. At the time of filing this article, more 
than 6,000 complaints have been resolved. 

Capacity Building

 During the year 2018, ERP team trained 557 
users while CC&B team trained more than 2,000 
users. In addition, IT related trainings have also 
been conducted at SNGTI for SNGPL executives 
and subordinates.
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address problems of the people and get their 
feedback. For timely resolution of complaints 
received through Pakistan Citizen Portal (PCP), 
IT/MIS has quickly developed an in-house 
Web-based portal and extended access to all its 
regions. At the time of filing this article, more 
than 6,000 complaints have been resolved. 

Capacity Building

 During the year 2018, ERP team trained 557 
users while CC&B team trained more than 2,000 
users. In addition, IT related trainings have also 
been conducted at SNGTI for SNGPL executives 
and subordinates.
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THE BACKBONE FOR CAPITALIZATION
 Projects Department has the larger share in 
development of capital assets. Working of 
Projects Department is based on implementation 
and optimization of 3M philosophy i.e. Men, 
Materials and Machines.

 One M out of 3M philosophy, which can have 
share in the tune of 70-80 percent of projects 
cost is handled by Material Control section. 
Material control section has the lead for 
arranging materials in accordance with the 
project schedules. Projects Department has 
completed three unprecedented projects under 
the tile of LNG-1, LNG-2 and RLNG based 
power plants at total cost of Rs. 13.404 billion, 
Rs. 41.881 billion and Rs. 5.758 billion 
respectively. Material, machinery and other 
capital items portion of these projects reflect Rs. 
9.476 billion, Rs. 26 billion and Rs. 3.835 billion 
respectively.

 Material Control Section goes through a 
complicated process of procuring the required 
materials which involves preparation of 
specifications, cost estimation, raising requests 
for management sanctions and indents, 
facilitating clearing of indents through inspection 
of available materials at different stores with the 
Company, addressing pre-bid queries, causing 
technical evaluations, determining price 
suitability, design validation through review of 
final drawings and inspection test plans 
submitted by the manufacturers, receiving store 
inspections and issuance of materials to different 
sites and projects. 

 The mammoth nature of the task can be 
estimated by the fact that a simple project of 5 
MMCFD capacity may include diversified range 
of items with 150 different specifications varying 
in type, diameters, wall thickness, grades and 
type of ends. In the most recent past, some of 
the projects for which Material Control Section 
managed materials included LNG Project – I 
(113.87 kilometer long 42” Dia pipeline), LNG 
Project – II (764.30 kilometer long Pipeline with  
segments 42”, 36, 30”, 24”, 18” and 16” Dia) and 
LNG Based Power Plants (44.512 kilometer long 
30” Dia and 86,555 kilometer long 24” Dia 
pipeline Project for supply of gas to four LNG 
based Power Plants at Bhikki, Balloki, Haveli 
Bahadurshah and Nandipur) and these projects 
were on top of the Distribution Development 

MATERIAL CONTROL

Program, including hundreds of kilometers of 
pipelines from 6” dia to 16” dia and upgradation 
of existing and installation of new SMSs. 

 Material Control Section took lead and 
designed concept of controlling the material 
traffic using ERP system of the Company. IT/MIS 
Department, under the direct supervision of 
Material Control Section, rolled out the Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) Inventory module. 
Resultantly, Material Control Section pioneered 
in shifting all of its indenting on ERP, despite 
obvious challenges of adoption of a new system. 
MC Section has been continuously working with 
IT/MIS Department for improvement of the ERP 
system and the future state of the ERP is 
planned in such a way that all transactions 
related to material management, including but 
not limited to issuance of BOQ, raising request 
of management sanctions, release of material 
will be shifted to the ERP system. 

 While considering the extent of support 
provided in achieving the Company’s goal of 
maximization of capitalization, it is of prime 
importance that procurement for all of the 
aforementioned mega projects was completed 
without grievance of any of the stakeholders and 
zero rejections of the procured materials. This 
was achieved through design of specifications 
tailored to needs of our projects, educating the 
bidders through pre-bid queries, technical 
evaluations in strict compliance with 
specifications and timely inspection of materials 
at receiving stores. 

 Material Control Section is primarily 
dependent on the skill, knowledge and 
experience of its personnel for procurement of 
pipeline materials. Realizing this very fact, MC 
section has also been focused on human 
development and provided opportunities for 
development for not only its own Executives but 
also the executives of P&D, Projects and 
Transmission Departments. 

 All of the activities of Material Control Section 
have been focused at facilitating the goals of the 
organization through timely supply of material for 
company’s projects, development of human 
resources, improvement of technological 
resources and facilitating maximization of 
capitalization and it is always geared up to do 
more.

WINNING THE LEGAL
BATTLEGROUND

Law Department being a specialized part of the 
Company is working jointly with the rest of the 
departments in order to achieve the Company 
objectives and ensure that the Company’s 
activities are in conformity with all the applicable 
laws and regulations.  Law Department provides 
legal consultation and advice as well as 
reviewing the contracts and agreements related 
to the other departments. In addition to this, Law 
Department is successfully handling the 
company’s litigation and local as well as 
international arbitrations.

 In the Year 2018, due to the hectic efforts and 
timely actions of Law Officers, 2,183 recovery 
cases and 1,990 declaratory cases were 
decided by the concerned Courts in favour of 
the Company. Further through vigorous follow 
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up, Law Department made remarkable progress 
on encashment of bank guarantees amounting 
to Rs. 19.1 billion which casted good impact on 
financial health of the Company. 

 SNGPL also won four arbitrations involving 
total amount of Rs. 85.63 million in 2018 
including (i) Al-Baraka Bank - Rs. 72,252,216; (ii) 
Paragon Technologies - Rs. 1,430,250; (iii) Allied 
Engineering & Constructions - Rs. 9,299,416/-; 
and (iv) KAP Associates - Rs. 2,650,265.

 Law Department effectively provided in-house 
counsel services for vet, draft, analysis and 
negotiation with the respective parties for 
finalization of 34 agreements executed during 
the Year 2018 pertaining to Transmission, Sales, 
IT/MIS, Treasury and P&D Departments.
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CONTRIBUTING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT AND R&D

 Meters and Electronic Volume Correctors 
(EVCs) are not only cash registers of the 
Company but also play a vital role in detection of 
pilferage of gas thus helping in curbing UFG 
losses of the Company. The revenue generation 
of the Company through billing depends upon 
accurate working of these sensitive gadgets. 
Metering Department is putting all out efforts for 
accurate measurement of gas volume through 
specialized nature of activities such as 
calibration of meters and EVCs, configuration of 
measurement parameters in EVCs, saving 
revenue by repairing/maintenance of meters and 
EVCs, critical inspection of meters for any signs 
of tampering and flow proving in accordance 
with international practices.

 During the year under review, Meter Shops 
which are already certified to Quality 
Management System (QMS) ISO 9001:2015 has 
been audited by third party namely URS 
Islamabad to check implementation status of 
QMS which was found in line with the 
international Standards.

 Moreover, Accreditation of Meter Shops for 
Testing and Inspection based on ISO 17025: 
2005 and ISO 17020:2012 through Pakistan 
National Accreditation Council (PNAC) is under 
process. This process of accreditation is divided 
in following three phases:

• Gap Analysis and System Development
• Trainings and Internal Audit
• Application submission to PNAC for 

pre-assessment and final audit.

 During the fiscal year 2017-18, first two 
phases were successfully completed in 
coordination with consultant. The applications for 
third phase have been submitted to PNAC and 
their visit for pre-assessment & final audit is 
awaited. Meter Shops are also complying with 
the organization’s Health, Safety and 
Environmental Management Systems and got 
certifications of OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 
14001:2004 respectively. 

 Metering department is striving hard for 
improvement through induction of latest 
measurement techniques and improving 

specifications of measurement gadgets in 
compliance with international standards through 
continuous research and development. Meter 
Management Module has been developed and 
implemented through close liaison with IT/MIS 
Department to have good traceability of gas 
meters at all locations of Meter shops i.e., from 
receiving  to dispatch of gas meters after 
repairing. 

 Following devices/equipments were inducted 
during this year:

• NRVs (Non Return Valves) were installed in 
the commercial meters. This will improve the 
working of meters by blocking the back flow of 
gas and in turn reduce the pilferage of gas in 
case of reverse installation of meters by 
consumers. During the year under review, 
Metering Department has successfully 
completed designing of NRV for AL-425 and 
ACT-400, and its installation has already been 
started on these gas meters. 

• State of art Sonic Nozzle Flow Prover Bench 
has been installed to enhance accuracy of 
flow proving

• Pneumatic Press for Fixing of Stuffing Box 
Assembly has been installed for domestic gas 
meters at Central Meter Shop, Lahore. It is 
used to fix the Stuffing Box Assembly to avoid 
occurrence of leakage from counter.

• Hydraulic Engine Hoist 1000 Kgs and 
Hydraulic Stacker 1500 Kgs x 1.6M has been 
procured and are being successfully used at 
Central Meter Shop for safe and secure 
handling of heavy meters. 

• Automatic screw tightening machine has been 
procured and installed for proper and uniform 
tightening of screws of G-1.6 gas meters in 
order to save time and to control human 
errors. 

• Salt Spray Machine has been procured and is 
being used for checking of different meter 
parts to determine its resistance against 
corrosion.

 Moreover, following steps have been taken by 
Metering Department for optimum utilization of 
resources at Domestic Meter Inspection Shops:
• Increased the Meter Inspection Reports 

METERING
DRAWING THE IDEALISTIC
PUBLIC IMAGE

 Media Affairs Department has got one of the 
most sensitive tasks which involves protecting 
the Company image amid massive news flow 
being generated through the national and 
regional print and electronic media. The situation 
becomes more critical in the case of electronic 
media which, most of the times, amid 
competition of leading the race often present 
one sided stories. This has happened to SNGPL 
as well where the news channels didn’t take the 
Company’s opinion on any relevant matter. In 
such cases, Media Affairs Department ensures 
that the Company opinion gets sufficient space 
on screens. 

 Like every year, the department recently 
launched media campaign through newspapers 
and outdoor media. The campaign not only 
targets the decision maker category in 
households but also children who are going to 
be decision maker in future. The campaign 
began with creative as well as informative print 
advertisements motivating consumers to avoid 
wasting natural gas. In the next phase, the 
Company advertised gas saving equipments like 
Geyser Timer Device (GTD), Conical Baffle and 
Solar Water Heater. These equipments are 
equally beneficial for the Company and the 
consumers as they help in conserving gas thus 
helping the Company reduce demand – supply 
gas while at the same time reducing gas 
consumption by the consumer. Owing to smartly 
designed messages, the Company helpline 
received massive response from the consumers 
who are willing to get the devices at earliest. This 
year’s surprise entry is of SNGPL’s very own 
‘Gasu’, an animated character, who will help 
communicating gas conservation messages in a 
way never seen before in any SNGPL media 
campaign.

 It is pertinent to mention that the winter media 
campaign is not limited to gas conservation but 
also includes the themes of safety and gas theft. 
The gas safety advertisements inform 
consumers about do’s and don’ts in case of gas 
leakage. The other aspect of safety ad is related 
to the use of gas compressors which is not only 
hazardous but also deprives neighbouring 
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houses of natural gas. To discourage its use, the 
Company disconnects the gas connection for 
three months which is prominently mentioned in 
these advertisements. The advertisement about 
gas theft informs consumers about the anti-gas 
theft act while mentioning possible sentences 
and penalties on committing the criminal act of 
gas theft.

 Last year, the Department initiated outdoor 
advertisement for the first time in the Company’s 
history. As a pilot project, the outdoor 
advertisement was carried out only in the city of 
Lahore. Owing to the success and positive 
response garnered by the outdoor campaign, 
the Department expanded the outdoor 
campaign to other cities including Gujranwala, 
Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Multan and Peshawar. 
Important messages of gas conservation and 
safety were displayed through billboards in all of 
these cities. In Lahore, the outdoor campaign is 
not only carried out through billboards but LED 
Streamers and LED Screens as well. 

 Media Affairs Department also ensured best 
possible coverage of all the major Company 
events and activities. Be it any national day 
event, medical camps or awareness walks, 
Media Affairs Department in close coordination 
with the host departments facilitated newsmen 
for news coverage.
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CONTRIBUTING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT AND R&D

 Meters and Electronic Volume Correctors 
(EVCs) are not only cash registers of the 
Company but also play a vital role in detection of 
pilferage of gas thus helping in curbing UFG 
losses of the Company. The revenue generation 
of the Company through billing depends upon 
accurate working of these sensitive gadgets. 
Metering Department is putting all out efforts for 
accurate measurement of gas volume through 
specialized nature of activities such as 
calibration of meters and EVCs, configuration of 
measurement parameters in EVCs, saving 
revenue by repairing/maintenance of meters and 
EVCs, critical inspection of meters for any signs 
of tampering and flow proving in accordance 
with international practices.

 During the year under review, Meter Shops 
which are already certified to Quality 
Management System (QMS) ISO 9001:2015 has 
been audited by third party namely URS 
Islamabad to check implementation status of 
QMS which was found in line with the 
international Standards.

 Moreover, Accreditation of Meter Shops for 
Testing and Inspection based on ISO 17025: 
2005 and ISO 17020:2012 through Pakistan 
National Accreditation Council (PNAC) is under 
process. This process of accreditation is divided 
in following three phases:

• Gap Analysis and System Development
• Trainings and Internal Audit
• Application submission to PNAC for 

pre-assessment and final audit.

 During the fiscal year 2017-18, first two 
phases were successfully completed in 
coordination with consultant. The applications for 
third phase have been submitted to PNAC and 
their visit for pre-assessment & final audit is 
awaited. Meter Shops are also complying with 
the organization’s Health, Safety and 
Environmental Management Systems and got 
certifications of OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 
14001:2004 respectively. 

 Metering department is striving hard for 
improvement through induction of latest 
measurement techniques and improving 

specifications of measurement gadgets in 
compliance with international standards through 
continuous research and development. Meter 
Management Module has been developed and 
implemented through close liaison with IT/MIS 
Department to have good traceability of gas 
meters at all locations of Meter shops i.e., from 
receiving  to dispatch of gas meters after 
repairing. 

 Following devices/equipments were inducted 
during this year:

• NRVs (Non Return Valves) were installed in 
the commercial meters. This will improve the 
working of meters by blocking the back flow of 
gas and in turn reduce the pilferage of gas in 
case of reverse installation of meters by 
consumers. During the year under review, 
Metering Department has successfully 
completed designing of NRV for AL-425 and 
ACT-400, and its installation has already been 
started on these gas meters. 

• State of art Sonic Nozzle Flow Prover Bench 
has been installed to enhance accuracy of 
flow proving

• Pneumatic Press for Fixing of Stuffing Box 
Assembly has been installed for domestic gas 
meters at Central Meter Shop, Lahore. It is 
used to fix the Stuffing Box Assembly to avoid 
occurrence of leakage from counter.

• Hydraulic Engine Hoist 1000 Kgs and 
Hydraulic Stacker 1500 Kgs x 1.6M has been 
procured and are being successfully used at 
Central Meter Shop for safe and secure 
handling of heavy meters. 

• Automatic screw tightening machine has been 
procured and installed for proper and uniform 
tightening of screws of G-1.6 gas meters in 
order to save time and to control human 
errors. 

• Salt Spray Machine has been procured and is 
being used for checking of different meter 
parts to determine its resistance against 
corrosion.

 Moreover, following steps have been taken by 
Metering Department for optimum utilization of 
resources at Domestic Meter Inspection Shops:
• Increased the Meter Inspection Reports 

METERING
DRAWING THE IDEALISTIC
PUBLIC IMAGE

 Media Affairs Department has got one of the 
most sensitive tasks which involves protecting 
the Company image amid massive news flow 
being generated through the national and 
regional print and electronic media. The situation 
becomes more critical in the case of electronic 
media which, most of the times, amid 
competition of leading the race often present 
one sided stories. This has happened to SNGPL 
as well where the news channels didn’t take the 
Company’s opinion on any relevant matter. In 
such cases, Media Affairs Department ensures 
that the Company opinion gets sufficient space 
on screens. 

 Like every year, the department recently 
launched media campaign through newspapers 
and outdoor media. The campaign not only 
targets the decision maker category in 
households but also children who are going to 
be decision maker in future. The campaign 
began with creative as well as informative print 
advertisements motivating consumers to avoid 
wasting natural gas. In the next phase, the 
Company advertised gas saving equipments like 
Geyser Timer Device (GTD), Conical Baffle and 
Solar Water Heater. These equipments are 
equally beneficial for the Company and the 
consumers as they help in conserving gas thus 
helping the Company reduce demand – supply 
gas while at the same time reducing gas 
consumption by the consumer. Owing to smartly 
designed messages, the Company helpline 
received massive response from the consumers 
who are willing to get the devices at earliest. This 
year’s surprise entry is of SNGPL’s very own 
‘Gasu’, an animated character, who will help 
communicating gas conservation messages in a 
way never seen before in any SNGPL media 
campaign.

 It is pertinent to mention that the winter media 
campaign is not limited to gas conservation but 
also includes the themes of safety and gas theft. 
The gas safety advertisements inform 
consumers about do’s and don’ts in case of gas 
leakage. The other aspect of safety ad is related 
to the use of gas compressors which is not only 
hazardous but also deprives neighbouring 
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houses of natural gas. To discourage its use, the 
Company disconnects the gas connection for 
three months which is prominently mentioned in 
these advertisements. The advertisement about 
gas theft informs consumers about the anti-gas 
theft act while mentioning possible sentences 
and penalties on committing the criminal act of 
gas theft.

 Last year, the Department initiated outdoor 
advertisement for the first time in the Company’s 
history. As a pilot project, the outdoor 
advertisement was carried out only in the city of 
Lahore. Owing to the success and positive 
response garnered by the outdoor campaign, 
the Department expanded the outdoor 
campaign to other cities including Gujranwala, 
Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Multan and Peshawar. 
Important messages of gas conservation and 
safety were displayed through billboards in all of 
these cities. In Lahore, the outdoor campaign is 
not only carried out through billboards but LED 
Streamers and LED Screens as well. 

 Media Affairs Department also ensured best 
possible coverage of all the major Company 
events and activities. Be it any national day 
event, medical camps or awareness walks, 
Media Affairs Department in close coordination 
with the host departments facilitated newsmen 
for news coverage.
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 Meters and Electronic Volume Correctors 
(EVCs) are not only cash registers of the 
Company but also play a vital role in detection of 
pilferage of gas thus helping in curbing UFG 
losses of the Company. The revenue generation 
of the Company through billing depends upon 
accurate working of these sensitive gadgets. 
Metering Department is putting all out efforts for 
accurate measurement of gas volume through 
specialized nature of activities such as 
calibration of meters and EVCs, configuration of 
measurement parameters in EVCs, saving 
revenue by repairing/maintenance of meters and 
EVCs, critical inspection of meters for any signs 
of tampering and flow proving in accordance 
with international practices.

 During the year under review, Meter Shops 
which are already certified to Quality 
Management System (QMS) ISO 9001:2015 has 
been audited by third party namely URS 
Islamabad to check implementation status of 
QMS which was found in line with the 
international Standards.

 Moreover, Accreditation of Meter Shops for 
Testing and Inspection based on ISO 17025: 
2005 and ISO 17020:2012 through Pakistan 
National Accreditation Council (PNAC) is under 
process. This process of accreditation is divided 
in following three phases:

• Gap Analysis and System Development
• Trainings and Internal Audit
• Application submission to PNAC for 

pre-assessment and final audit.

 During the fiscal year 2017-18, first two 
phases were successfully completed in 
coordination with consultant. The applications for 
third phase have been submitted to PNAC and 
their visit for pre-assessment & final audit is 
awaited. Meter Shops are also complying with 
the organization’s Health, Safety and 
Environmental Management Systems and got 
certifications of OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 
14001:2004 respectively. 

 Metering department is striving hard for 
improvement through induction of latest 
measurement techniques and improving 
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MIRs dispatched till 31.10.2018

Contribution towards UFG Reduction

 A large number of refurbished Domestic, 
Commercial and Industrial gas meters have 
been dispatched during this year for 
replacement against defective/ schedule/ 
tampered cases. Time bound dispatch of Meter 
Inspection Reports (MIRs) was also top priority 
for recovery of gas volume against measurement 
errors/tampering.

Description Quantity

Industrial/ High Pressure 
Commercial
Lower Pressure Commercial
Domestic (DMIS)

6,828

12,419

713,298

Repaired Gas Meters till 31.10.2018

Description Quantity

Industrial/ High Pressure 
Commercial
Lower Pressure Commercial
Domestic (DMIS)

7,623

12,521

253,179

EVCs & Modem Repaired till 31.10.2018

Description Quantity

EVCs
Modem

8,363
370

(MIRs) generation to clear the backlog. Almost 
6,69,991 Domestic MIRs were generated 
during Fiscal Year 2017-18 which is 15 
percent more than the Fiscal Year 2016-17. 
The number stood at 5,80,884 MIRs during 
that period. 

• Regular trainings of executives and staff were 
conducted at all Domestic Meter Inspection 
shops.

• Meter Inspection Report remarks have been 
standardized and communicated to all 
In-charges of Domestic Meter Inspection 
Shops for implementation.

• SOPs of Meter Receiving/dispatch, flow 
proving, inspection, loading of scrap meters 
and air compressors handling have been 
prepared and communicated to all In-charges 
of Domestic Meter Inspection Shops for 
implementation.

• Visits of Domestic Meter Inspection Shops are 
being carried out on regular basis for 
monitoring and better control.

• To replenish the shortage of career term 
Engineers, contract Engineers have been 
hired at different Domestic Meter Inspection 
Shops to ensure smooth working and better 
control.

 Training is being imparted on regular basis to 
executives and staff on measurement 
techniques and understanding of measurement 
gadgets at Sui Northern Gas Training Institute 
(SNGTI). In house trainings of Metering/Billing 
staff have also been conducted in addition to the 
trainings arranged at SNGTI. 

PLANNING &
DEVELOPMENT
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CALCULATING THE FUTURE NEEDS
 With the planned receipt of 1200 MMCFD 
RLNG into SNGPL’s system due to shortfall of 
indigenous gas, the Company managed to 
secure the completion of magnanimous pipeline 
infrastructure project involving approximately 
1100 kilometers pipelines of diameter 42" -16" 
along with installation of 35,000 HP compression 
under its Project X for supply to four newly built 
RLNG based Power Plants in just 30 months 
record time. A lot of hurdles came across while 
executing the project but dedication and 
commitment of the Company's leadership, 
planning and design along with procurement 
and execution team's instrumental approach, 
their untiring efforts and day and night work 
enabled the Company to get to the task and get 

it done in miraculous time. This is the largest 
ever completed project in the history of 
Pakistan’s gas market so far, as well as the 
project completed in the minimum time ever 
recorded with such quantum of job by using 
purely in-house resources and expertise. With 
the energization of LNG terminals in the country 
and completion of RLNG transport infrastructure 
and pipelines for supply of RLNG to power 
plants in a minimum record time, all sectors 
related to gas consumption have now come out 
of day to day load shedding of gas. Now the gas 
is being supplied to all categories of consumers 
including industrial, power, cement, CNG, 
commercial and domestic throughout the year 
on 24/7 basis. Uninterrupted supply of gas to the 

consumers especially industry has laid the 
foundation of industrial boom in the Country. 

 Government of Punjab has established a new 
Company under the name of Punjab Thermal 
Power Limited (PTPL) for construction of new 
Punjab Power Plant near Trimmu Barrage, 
district Jhang. PTPL had desired SNGPL to 
undertake the pipeline infrastructure 
development job required to supply 200 MMCFD 
RLNG to their newly proposed Punjab Power 
Plant for generation of 1100-1400 MW electricity. 
The Company showed consent to lay the 
infrastructure on 100 percent cost recovery 
basis.  Accordingly, P&D Department planned 
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline to be laid from 
Kabirwala in District Khanewal to Power plant 
site near newly built Haveli Bahadar Shah power 
plant, District Jhang to supply gas to the 
proposed power plant at a pressure of 550 
PSIG.  Moreover, all survey activities along with 
engineering design works for supply of gas to 
power plant have also been completed. P&D 
Department has also got the project approved 
from the Board of Directors (BoD) as well as 
from OGRA. Line pipe and allied materials of the 
project are under receipt at site. Camp has been 
established. The project has somewhat delayed 
due to payment issues from PTPL which have 
now been resolved as confirmed by PTPL and 
construction works are likely to be started 
shortly.  

 Over the years the peak load requirement on 
Lahore City’s distribution network has increased 
exponentially and has reached up to 400 
MMCFD due to continuous expansion of 
distribution network and rapid increase in 
consumer base while a further 80-100 MMCFD 
increase in connected load is expected in near 
future due to under process RLNG based 
applications of various prospective commercial, 
industrial and private housing schemes beside 
under process domestic gas applications on 

system gas which shall equate to a connected 
peak load of more than 500 MMCFD. This 
exponential increase in peak load requirements 
during winter season with each passing year 
due to rapid development and vast expansion of 
Lahore city coupled with the continuous 
expansion of distribution network has resulted in 
depleting pressures at tail end of distribution 
network despite operation of all three SMSs at 
their optimal downstream pressure settings. 

 Currently, low gas pressures are being 
observed in Walled City, Baghbanpura, Gulberg, 
DHA, Cantonment Areas, Chungi Amer Sidhu, 
Model Town, Johar Town, Iqbal Town, Harbence 
pura, Barki  and other tail end areas in peak 
winter and this list is going to add in itself a lot 
more in future if no remedial measures are taken 
at this point in time. Furthermore, the vastly 
expanded distribution network downstream of 
each SMS is causing various operational 
problems for effectively managing pressure 
profiling activities. It is need of the hour that 
bifurcation of distribution network is undertaken 
for efficiently managing network operations and 
mitigating low pressure issues being faced by 
tail end consumers by construction of multiple 
SMSs (new feed points) after laying of requisite 
transmission spur through less densely 
populated areas of Lahore City along its 
periphery and installation of separate 
metering/regulation on major gas supply mains 
to segregate gas network/loads of Lahore city to 
have its flexible and efficient control. It is worth 
mentioning here that due to rapid development 
and vast expansion of Lahore city, SMS II and 
SMS III have got engulfed in thick population 
thus becoming a safety hazard for surrounding 
population and therefore, need to be relocated 
to a safer and less populated location. In 
addition to above, eastern part of Lahore city 
(Barki & Dial) is being fed from SMS B-3 and 
SMS-III resulting in rising low gas pressure 
complaints due to distant location and 
non-feasible technical operation of SMSs. Rapid 
expansion / development in the eastern part is 
also being witnessed which necessitate the 
requirement of alternate solution. Accordingly, 
the P&D Department’s proposed augmentation 
plan envisages laying of new transmission line 
up to eastern part which shall not only facilitate 
the resolution of low gas pressure at present but 
would also cater the requirement of additional 
anticipated loads in this area. P&D Department 
has got approved the project from BOD and has 
submitted it to OGRA for approval. Meanwhile 

detailed route survey and detailed engineering 
related activities have also been initiated. Details 
of the augmentation plan are as follow: 

• 48 kilometer long 24”  dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from Phool Nagar V/A to 
Nabi Bakshwala where two SMSs namely SMS 
Kasur and SMS Ferozepur road shall be 
constructed.

• 27 kilometer long 16” dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from upstream of SMS 
Kasur/ SMS Ferozepur road to Barki where 
proposed SMS Barki of capacity 40 MMCFD 
shall be constructed and subsequently, laying of 
2.5 kilometer 16” dia supply main would be 
required from proposed SMS Barki upto BRB in 
order to connect 16” dia existing supply main 
near BRB with this proposed SMS Barki. This 
shall result in segregation/shifting of gas loads of 
DHA (all phases), Cantonment areas, Barki, 
Hadiara, Mehfoozpura, and enroute/adjoining 
localities falling at tail end of SMS II and III. 

• 16 kilometer long 8” dia transmission spur has 
been proposed from upstream of SMS Barki to 
Dial where proposed SMS Dial of capacity 10 
MMCFD shall be constructed and subsequently, 
laying of 10 kilometer long 10” dia supply main 
would be required from proposed SMS Dial up 
to DaroghaWala Chowk in order to connect 16” 
dia existing supply main with this proposed SMS 
Dial. This shall result in segregation/shifting of 

gas loads of Batapur, Harbencepura, Jallo, 
Mehmood Booti, Shalimar town and 
enroute/adjoining localities falling at tail end of 
SMS II, SMS III and SMS B III. 

• SMS II and SMS III located at Defence Road 
near Molanhanwal which are presently engulfed 
in thick population and have become a safety 
hazard for its surrounding localities, shall be 
shifted 17.50 kilometers upstream of its existing 
location near Manga offtake. Capacity of SMS II 
and SMS III to be constructed at this new 
location near Manga offtake shall be 150 
MMCFD each. 

• 17.5 kilometer long 16” dia and 18” dia 
existing transmission lines from newly proposed 
location of SMS II and III at Manga offtake to 
current location of SMS II and III near Mohlanwal 
shall be declared as High Pressure supply 
mains which shall be operated at 270 Psig each 
downstream of these newly proposed SMS II 
and III at Manga Offtake.

• Due to declaration of 16” dia and 18” dia 
transmission lines from Manga Offtake to 
Mohlanwal as high pressure supply mains, 
laying of 6.5 kilometer long 16” dia transmission 
line from Manga offtake to Sunder offtake shall 
be required to ensure uninterrupted gas supply 
to existing SMS Sunder.

• Due to Shifting of SMS II and III near Manga 

offtake, construction of Section IV office block 
along with construction of residential colony for 
operation staff shall be required at SMS II and 
III’s new location i.e. near Manga offtake.

• Existing SMS II and III shall be converted into 
distribution regulating station comprising   4 legs 
having separate regulation and measurement 
facilities for each injecting into existing 16” dia, 
18” dia, 24” dia and 24” dia supply mains for 
facilitating their optimal operation as per their 
dynamics and requirement.

 During the last few years, residents of 
Bahawalpur, Lodhran and its adjoining localities 
are facing acute low gas pressures / no gas 
issues during winter seasons due to system 
capacity constraints resulting in several protests 
from local residents intimidating law and order 
situation. Furthermore, addition of anticipated 
35-38 MMCFD peak load on this segment in lieu 
of In-process domestic gas connection 
applications and various RLNG based 
commercial/ industrial / housing schemes 
connection applications shall further aggravate 
the low pressure / no gas issues in coming 
years. In order to address the acute low gas 
pressure / no gas issues of Bahawalpur City, 
Lodhran City and adjoining localities as 
highlighted above, P&D Department has carried 
out detailed site survey and simulation study 
which reveals that replacement of existing A5 
(Khairpur Daha) - Bahawalpur transmission 
pipeline with 16” dia transmission pipeline is 
required along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing SMS 
Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.  The capacity of 
the proposed 16” dia spur line from repeater 
station (A5) at Khairpur Daha - to Bahawalpur 
shall be 136 MMCFD making it coherent with the 
anticipated peak gas load requirements on this 
segment, thereby, resulting in alleviation of low 
pressure problems of  Bahawalpur City, Lodhran 
City and adjoining localities once and for all. 
P&D Department has got approved the project 
from BOD and has submitted it to OGRA for 
approval. Meanwhile detailed route survey and 
detailed engineering related activities have been 
initiated. 

 P&D Department has also planned 
augmentation of the existing 11.5 kilometer long 
10" dia Adhi- Sukho line, a loop line of 10" dia to 
transport additional 30-40 MMCFD enhanced 
gas remaining within the contractual limit of 600 
PSIG and to avoid any disastrous situation at 
source. The Department has got approved the 

project from BOD as well as from OGRA and has 
also completed all the survey and detailed 
engineering related activities to lay the loop line 
from Ahdi gas field to our existing valve 
assembly at Sukho along-with modification / 
up-gradation of Adhi valve assembly. In order to 
consume this additional gas from Adhi, 
modification woks of SMS Barakahu and two 
new SMSs at Nilore and Kallar Syedan has also 
been planned. Construction works on all these 
jobs are likely to be started shortly.  

 P&D Department handled a large quantum of 
distribution development jobs (approximately 
1200 kilometer of 6" to 12") by vetting / arranging 
initial surveys, finalizing proposals and 
development of drawings for supply of gas to 
new localities / towns and societies. The jobs 
were undertaken / completed with limited 
resources fully complying with international 
codes & standards well within the given stringent 
timelines.

 P&D Department is also engaged in the 
conversion of conventional pipeline 
drawings/layout maps into coordinate-based 
digital maps, explicitly using in-house resources, 
trained professionals and latest GIS based 
mapping technology. The SNGPL’s franchise 
area is draped over latest satellite imagery (10 
meter, Sentinel satellite) to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of existing ground features to 
help in the pipeline planning process. The GIS 
mapping work of Transmission and Distribution 
pipeline network along with associated 
installations and land features of several 
distribution regions is in final stage of 

completion, and a comprehensive centralized 
database is being prepared for developing a 
state-of-the-art Web GIS application by the first 
quarter of year 2019. The GIS Web application 
will provide browser-based user access across 
SNGPL’s franchise offices to gas pipeline maps, 
database, satellite images and their associated 
datasets, by combining information located in 
separate areas of the company into a single 
common interface. This anticipated GIS Web 
application will provide tools like map navigation, 
database querying, measurements, coordinate 
location etc. which will be useful for network 
planning, operation & maintenance of network  
and map printing on each user’s desktop. It will 
save valuable work hours, reduce human errors, 
eliminate data redundancy and improve work 
efficiency across the organization.

 Apart from rendering meritorious services for 
the nation by providing natural gas to every door 
step by optimally employing technological and 
organizational resources, SNGPL has also 
emerged as an EPC contractor in pipeline 
infrastructure development which is in line with 
its vision to become leader in natural gas 
industry. The Company has substantial potential 
to progress its way up in the market as an EPC 
contractor in the recent years. SNGPL has 
undertaken and completed contract projects 
related to pipeline engineering and construction 
of multinational and national companies 
operating in the country. Most of the contracts 
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or 
single bid basis which shows the trust in high 
standards of construction maintained by us. 

 The Company is engaged in various pipeline 
construction projects of national and 
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking 
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of 
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber 
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for 
different gas fields of MOL Pakistan like 
Maramzai, Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, 
Tolanj West and Makori for the last seventeen 
years. MOL Pakistan has played a vital role in 
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately, 
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22 
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for 
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion 
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been 
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, MOL 
Pakistan has awarded SNGPL pipeline laying 
jobs of two more wells i.e. Mardankhel-2 and 
Mardankhel-3 on which work is in progress. 
SNGPL is providing engineering and 
construction services to MOL in these projects. 
The completion of this project will not only inject 
30 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’ System but would 
be quite instrumental in reducing the energy 
deficiency in the country. Pakarab Fertilizer 
Limited (PFL) has also recently awarded the job 
of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /14"/12" dia gas 
pipeline  to be laid from GPF at Mari Petroleum 
field to tie in point near QV2 valve assembly on 
contract. SNGPL is only providing construction 
services in this project to PFL while engineering 
and procurement of material lies in the scope of 
PFL. SNGPL has also started the construction 
works on these line segments.
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 Meters and Electronic Volume Correctors 
(EVCs) are not only cash registers of the 
Company but also play a vital role in detection of 
pilferage of gas thus helping in curbing UFG 
losses of the Company. The revenue generation 
of the Company through billing depends upon 
accurate working of these sensitive gadgets. 
Metering Department is putting all out efforts for 
accurate measurement of gas volume through 
specialized nature of activities such as 
calibration of meters and EVCs, configuration of 
measurement parameters in EVCs, saving 
revenue by repairing/maintenance of meters and 
EVCs, critical inspection of meters for any signs 
of tampering and flow proving in accordance 
with international practices.

 During the year under review, Meter Shops 
which are already certified to Quality 
Management System (QMS) ISO 9001:2015 has 
been audited by third party namely URS 
Islamabad to check implementation status of 
QMS which was found in line with the 
international Standards.

 Moreover, Accreditation of Meter Shops for 
Testing and Inspection based on ISO 17025: 
2005 and ISO 17020:2012 through Pakistan 
National Accreditation Council (PNAC) is under 
process. This process of accreditation is divided 
in following three phases:

• Gap Analysis and System Development
• Trainings and Internal Audit
• Application submission to PNAC for 

pre-assessment and final audit.

 During the fiscal year 2017-18, first two 
phases were successfully completed in 
coordination with consultant. The applications for 
third phase have been submitted to PNAC and 
their visit for pre-assessment & final audit is 
awaited. Meter Shops are also complying with 
the organization’s Health, Safety and 
Environmental Management Systems and got 
certifications of OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 
14001:2004 respectively. 

 Metering department is striving hard for 
improvement through induction of latest 
measurement techniques and improving 
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MIRs dispatched till 31.10.2018

Contribution towards UFG Reduction

 A large number of refurbished Domestic, 
Commercial and Industrial gas meters have 
been dispatched during this year for 
replacement against defective/ schedule/ 
tampered cases. Time bound dispatch of Meter 
Inspection Reports (MIRs) was also top priority 
for recovery of gas volume against measurement 
errors/tampering.

Description Quantity

Industrial/ High Pressure 
Commercial
Lower Pressure Commercial
Domestic (DMIS)

6,828

12,419

713,298

Repaired Gas Meters till 31.10.2018

Description Quantity

Industrial/ High Pressure 
Commercial
Lower Pressure Commercial
Domestic (DMIS)

7,623

12,521

253,179

EVCs & Modem Repaired till 31.10.2018

Description Quantity

EVCs
Modem

8,363
370

(MIRs) generation to clear the backlog. Almost 
6,69,991 Domestic MIRs were generated 
during Fiscal Year 2017-18 which is 15 
percent more than the Fiscal Year 2016-17. 
The number stood at 5,80,884 MIRs during 
that period. 

• Regular trainings of executives and staff were 
conducted at all Domestic Meter Inspection 
shops.

• Meter Inspection Report remarks have been 
standardized and communicated to all 
In-charges of Domestic Meter Inspection 
Shops for implementation.

• SOPs of Meter Receiving/dispatch, flow 
proving, inspection, loading of scrap meters 
and air compressors handling have been 
prepared and communicated to all In-charges 
of Domestic Meter Inspection Shops for 
implementation.

• Visits of Domestic Meter Inspection Shops are 
being carried out on regular basis for 
monitoring and better control.

• To replenish the shortage of career term 
Engineers, contract Engineers have been 
hired at different Domestic Meter Inspection 
Shops to ensure smooth working and better 
control.

 Training is being imparted on regular basis to 
executives and staff on measurement 
techniques and understanding of measurement 
gadgets at Sui Northern Gas Training Institute 
(SNGTI). In house trainings of Metering/Billing 
staff have also been conducted in addition to the 
trainings arranged at SNGTI. 

PLANNING &
DEVELOPMENT
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CALCULATING THE FUTURE NEEDS
 With the planned receipt of 1200 MMCFD 
RLNG into SNGPL’s system due to shortfall of 
indigenous gas, the Company managed to 
secure the completion of magnanimous pipeline 
infrastructure project involving approximately 
1100 kilometers pipelines of diameter 42" -16" 
along with installation of 35,000 HP compression 
under its Project X for supply to four newly built 
RLNG based Power Plants in just 30 months 
record time. A lot of hurdles came across while 
executing the project but dedication and 
commitment of the Company's leadership, 
planning and design along with procurement 
and execution team's instrumental approach, 
their untiring efforts and day and night work 
enabled the Company to get to the task and get 

it done in miraculous time. This is the largest 
ever completed project in the history of 
Pakistan’s gas market so far, as well as the 
project completed in the minimum time ever 
recorded with such quantum of job by using 
purely in-house resources and expertise. With 
the energization of LNG terminals in the country 
and completion of RLNG transport infrastructure 
and pipelines for supply of RLNG to power 
plants in a minimum record time, all sectors 
related to gas consumption have now come out 
of day to day load shedding of gas. Now the gas 
is being supplied to all categories of consumers 
including industrial, power, cement, CNG, 
commercial and domestic throughout the year 
on 24/7 basis. Uninterrupted supply of gas to the 

consumers especially industry has laid the 
foundation of industrial boom in the Country. 

 Government of Punjab has established a new 
Company under the name of Punjab Thermal 
Power Limited (PTPL) for construction of new 
Punjab Power Plant near Trimmu Barrage, 
district Jhang. PTPL had desired SNGPL to 
undertake the pipeline infrastructure 
development job required to supply 200 MMCFD 
RLNG to their newly proposed Punjab Power 
Plant for generation of 1100-1400 MW electricity. 
The Company showed consent to lay the 
infrastructure on 100 percent cost recovery 
basis.  Accordingly, P&D Department planned 
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline to be laid from 
Kabirwala in District Khanewal to Power plant 
site near newly built Haveli Bahadar Shah power 
plant, District Jhang to supply gas to the 
proposed power plant at a pressure of 550 
PSIG.  Moreover, all survey activities along with 
engineering design works for supply of gas to 
power plant have also been completed. P&D 
Department has also got the project approved 
from the Board of Directors (BoD) as well as 
from OGRA. Line pipe and allied materials of the 
project are under receipt at site. Camp has been 
established. The project has somewhat delayed 
due to payment issues from PTPL which have 
now been resolved as confirmed by PTPL and 
construction works are likely to be started 
shortly.  

 Over the years the peak load requirement on 
Lahore City’s distribution network has increased 
exponentially and has reached up to 400 
MMCFD due to continuous expansion of 
distribution network and rapid increase in 
consumer base while a further 80-100 MMCFD 
increase in connected load is expected in near 
future due to under process RLNG based 
applications of various prospective commercial, 
industrial and private housing schemes beside 
under process domestic gas applications on 

system gas which shall equate to a connected 
peak load of more than 500 MMCFD. This 
exponential increase in peak load requirements 
during winter season with each passing year 
due to rapid development and vast expansion of 
Lahore city coupled with the continuous 
expansion of distribution network has resulted in 
depleting pressures at tail end of distribution 
network despite operation of all three SMSs at 
their optimal downstream pressure settings. 

 Currently, low gas pressures are being 
observed in Walled City, Baghbanpura, Gulberg, 
DHA, Cantonment Areas, Chungi Amer Sidhu, 
Model Town, Johar Town, Iqbal Town, Harbence 
pura, Barki  and other tail end areas in peak 
winter and this list is going to add in itself a lot 
more in future if no remedial measures are taken 
at this point in time. Furthermore, the vastly 
expanded distribution network downstream of 
each SMS is causing various operational 
problems for effectively managing pressure 
profiling activities. It is need of the hour that 
bifurcation of distribution network is undertaken 
for efficiently managing network operations and 
mitigating low pressure issues being faced by 
tail end consumers by construction of multiple 
SMSs (new feed points) after laying of requisite 
transmission spur through less densely 
populated areas of Lahore City along its 
periphery and installation of separate 
metering/regulation on major gas supply mains 
to segregate gas network/loads of Lahore city to 
have its flexible and efficient control. It is worth 
mentioning here that due to rapid development 
and vast expansion of Lahore city, SMS II and 
SMS III have got engulfed in thick population 
thus becoming a safety hazard for surrounding 
population and therefore, need to be relocated 
to a safer and less populated location. In 
addition to above, eastern part of Lahore city 
(Barki & Dial) is being fed from SMS B-3 and 
SMS-III resulting in rising low gas pressure 
complaints due to distant location and 
non-feasible technical operation of SMSs. Rapid 
expansion / development in the eastern part is 
also being witnessed which necessitate the 
requirement of alternate solution. Accordingly, 
the P&D Department’s proposed augmentation 
plan envisages laying of new transmission line 
up to eastern part which shall not only facilitate 
the resolution of low gas pressure at present but 
would also cater the requirement of additional 
anticipated loads in this area. P&D Department 
has got approved the project from BOD and has 
submitted it to OGRA for approval. Meanwhile 

detailed route survey and detailed engineering 
related activities have also been initiated. Details 
of the augmentation plan are as follow: 

• 48 kilometer long 24”  dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from Phool Nagar V/A to 
Nabi Bakshwala where two SMSs namely SMS 
Kasur and SMS Ferozepur road shall be 
constructed.

• 27 kilometer long 16” dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from upstream of SMS 
Kasur/ SMS Ferozepur road to Barki where 
proposed SMS Barki of capacity 40 MMCFD 
shall be constructed and subsequently, laying of 
2.5 kilometer 16” dia supply main would be 
required from proposed SMS Barki upto BRB in 
order to connect 16” dia existing supply main 
near BRB with this proposed SMS Barki. This 
shall result in segregation/shifting of gas loads of 
DHA (all phases), Cantonment areas, Barki, 
Hadiara, Mehfoozpura, and enroute/adjoining 
localities falling at tail end of SMS II and III. 

• 16 kilometer long 8” dia transmission spur has 
been proposed from upstream of SMS Barki to 
Dial where proposed SMS Dial of capacity 10 
MMCFD shall be constructed and subsequently, 
laying of 10 kilometer long 10” dia supply main 
would be required from proposed SMS Dial up 
to DaroghaWala Chowk in order to connect 16” 
dia existing supply main with this proposed SMS 
Dial. This shall result in segregation/shifting of 

gas loads of Batapur, Harbencepura, Jallo, 
Mehmood Booti, Shalimar town and 
enroute/adjoining localities falling at tail end of 
SMS II, SMS III and SMS B III. 

• SMS II and SMS III located at Defence Road 
near Molanhanwal which are presently engulfed 
in thick population and have become a safety 
hazard for its surrounding localities, shall be 
shifted 17.50 kilometers upstream of its existing 
location near Manga offtake. Capacity of SMS II 
and SMS III to be constructed at this new 
location near Manga offtake shall be 150 
MMCFD each. 

• 17.5 kilometer long 16” dia and 18” dia 
existing transmission lines from newly proposed 
location of SMS II and III at Manga offtake to 
current location of SMS II and III near Mohlanwal 
shall be declared as High Pressure supply 
mains which shall be operated at 270 Psig each 
downstream of these newly proposed SMS II 
and III at Manga Offtake.

• Due to declaration of 16” dia and 18” dia 
transmission lines from Manga Offtake to 
Mohlanwal as high pressure supply mains, 
laying of 6.5 kilometer long 16” dia transmission 
line from Manga offtake to Sunder offtake shall 
be required to ensure uninterrupted gas supply 
to existing SMS Sunder.

• Due to Shifting of SMS II and III near Manga 

offtake, construction of Section IV office block 
along with construction of residential colony for 
operation staff shall be required at SMS II and 
III’s new location i.e. near Manga offtake.

• Existing SMS II and III shall be converted into 
distribution regulating station comprising   4 legs 
having separate regulation and measurement 
facilities for each injecting into existing 16” dia, 
18” dia, 24” dia and 24” dia supply mains for 
facilitating their optimal operation as per their 
dynamics and requirement.

 During the last few years, residents of 
Bahawalpur, Lodhran and its adjoining localities 
are facing acute low gas pressures / no gas 
issues during winter seasons due to system 
capacity constraints resulting in several protests 
from local residents intimidating law and order 
situation. Furthermore, addition of anticipated 
35-38 MMCFD peak load on this segment in lieu 
of In-process domestic gas connection 
applications and various RLNG based 
commercial/ industrial / housing schemes 
connection applications shall further aggravate 
the low pressure / no gas issues in coming 
years. In order to address the acute low gas 
pressure / no gas issues of Bahawalpur City, 
Lodhran City and adjoining localities as 
highlighted above, P&D Department has carried 
out detailed site survey and simulation study 
which reveals that replacement of existing A5 
(Khairpur Daha) - Bahawalpur transmission 
pipeline with 16” dia transmission pipeline is 
required along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing SMS 
Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.  The capacity of 
the proposed 16” dia spur line from repeater 
station (A5) at Khairpur Daha - to Bahawalpur 
shall be 136 MMCFD making it coherent with the 
anticipated peak gas load requirements on this 
segment, thereby, resulting in alleviation of low 
pressure problems of  Bahawalpur City, Lodhran 
City and adjoining localities once and for all. 
P&D Department has got approved the project 
from BOD and has submitted it to OGRA for 
approval. Meanwhile detailed route survey and 
detailed engineering related activities have been 
initiated. 

 P&D Department has also planned 
augmentation of the existing 11.5 kilometer long 
10" dia Adhi- Sukho line, a loop line of 10" dia to 
transport additional 30-40 MMCFD enhanced 
gas remaining within the contractual limit of 600 
PSIG and to avoid any disastrous situation at 
source. The Department has got approved the 

project from BOD as well as from OGRA and has 
also completed all the survey and detailed 
engineering related activities to lay the loop line 
from Ahdi gas field to our existing valve 
assembly at Sukho along-with modification / 
up-gradation of Adhi valve assembly. In order to 
consume this additional gas from Adhi, 
modification woks of SMS Barakahu and two 
new SMSs at Nilore and Kallar Syedan has also 
been planned. Construction works on all these 
jobs are likely to be started shortly.  

 P&D Department handled a large quantum of 
distribution development jobs (approximately 
1200 kilometer of 6" to 12") by vetting / arranging 
initial surveys, finalizing proposals and 
development of drawings for supply of gas to 
new localities / towns and societies. The jobs 
were undertaken / completed with limited 
resources fully complying with international 
codes & standards well within the given stringent 
timelines.

 P&D Department is also engaged in the 
conversion of conventional pipeline 
drawings/layout maps into coordinate-based 
digital maps, explicitly using in-house resources, 
trained professionals and latest GIS based 
mapping technology. The SNGPL’s franchise 
area is draped over latest satellite imagery (10 
meter, Sentinel satellite) to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of existing ground features to 
help in the pipeline planning process. The GIS 
mapping work of Transmission and Distribution 
pipeline network along with associated 
installations and land features of several 
distribution regions is in final stage of 

completion, and a comprehensive centralized 
database is being prepared for developing a 
state-of-the-art Web GIS application by the first 
quarter of year 2019. The GIS Web application 
will provide browser-based user access across 
SNGPL’s franchise offices to gas pipeline maps, 
database, satellite images and their associated 
datasets, by combining information located in 
separate areas of the company into a single 
common interface. This anticipated GIS Web 
application will provide tools like map navigation, 
database querying, measurements, coordinate 
location etc. which will be useful for network 
planning, operation & maintenance of network  
and map printing on each user’s desktop. It will 
save valuable work hours, reduce human errors, 
eliminate data redundancy and improve work 
efficiency across the organization.

 Apart from rendering meritorious services for 
the nation by providing natural gas to every door 
step by optimally employing technological and 
organizational resources, SNGPL has also 
emerged as an EPC contractor in pipeline 
infrastructure development which is in line with 
its vision to become leader in natural gas 
industry. The Company has substantial potential 
to progress its way up in the market as an EPC 
contractor in the recent years. SNGPL has 
undertaken and completed contract projects 
related to pipeline engineering and construction 
of multinational and national companies 
operating in the country. Most of the contracts 
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or 
single bid basis which shows the trust in high 
standards of construction maintained by us. 

 The Company is engaged in various pipeline 
construction projects of national and 
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking 
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of 
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber 
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for 
different gas fields of MOL Pakistan like 
Maramzai, Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, 
Tolanj West and Makori for the last seventeen 
years. MOL Pakistan has played a vital role in 
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately, 
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22 
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for 
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion 
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been 
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, MOL 
Pakistan has awarded SNGPL pipeline laying 
jobs of two more wells i.e. Mardankhel-2 and 
Mardankhel-3 on which work is in progress. 
SNGPL is providing engineering and 
construction services to MOL in these projects. 
The completion of this project will not only inject 
30 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’ System but would 
be quite instrumental in reducing the energy 
deficiency in the country. Pakarab Fertilizer 
Limited (PFL) has also recently awarded the job 
of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /14"/12" dia gas 
pipeline  to be laid from GPF at Mari Petroleum 
field to tie in point near QV2 valve assembly on 
contract. SNGPL is only providing construction 
services in this project to PFL while engineering 
and procurement of material lies in the scope of 
PFL. SNGPL has also started the construction 
works on these line segments.
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 With the planned receipt of 1200 MMCFD 
RLNG into SNGPL’s system due to shortfall of 
indigenous gas, the Company managed to 
secure the completion of magnanimous pipeline 
infrastructure project involving approximately 
1100 kilometers pipelines of diameter 42" -16" 
along with installation of 35,000 HP compression 
under its Project X for supply to four newly built 
RLNG based Power Plants in just 30 months 
record time. A lot of hurdles came across while 
executing the project but dedication and 
commitment of the Company's leadership, 
planning and design along with procurement 
and execution team's instrumental approach, 
their untiring efforts and day and night work 
enabled the Company to get to the task and get 

it done in miraculous time. This is the largest 
ever completed project in the history of 
Pakistan’s gas market so far, as well as the 
project completed in the minimum time ever 
recorded with such quantum of job by using 
purely in-house resources and expertise. With 
the energization of LNG terminals in the country 
and completion of RLNG transport infrastructure 
and pipelines for supply of RLNG to power 
plants in a minimum record time, all sectors 
related to gas consumption have now come out 
of day to day load shedding of gas. Now the gas 
is being supplied to all categories of consumers 
including industrial, power, cement, CNG, 
commercial and domestic throughout the year 
on 24/7 basis. Uninterrupted supply of gas to the 
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consumers especially industry has laid the 
foundation of industrial boom in the Country. 

 Government of Punjab has established a new 
Company under the name of Punjab Thermal 
Power Limited (PTPL) for construction of new 
Punjab Power Plant near Trimmu Barrage, 
district Jhang. PTPL had desired SNGPL to 
undertake the pipeline infrastructure 
development job required to supply 200 MMCFD 
RLNG to their newly proposed Punjab Power 
Plant for generation of 1100-1400 MW electricity. 
The Company showed consent to lay the 
infrastructure on 100 percent cost recovery 
basis.  Accordingly, P&D Department planned 
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline to be laid from 
Kabirwala in District Khanewal to Power plant 
site near newly built Haveli Bahadar Shah power 
plant, District Jhang to supply gas to the 
proposed power plant at a pressure of 550 
PSIG.  Moreover, all survey activities along with 
engineering design works for supply of gas to 
power plant have also been completed. P&D 
Department has also got the project approved 
from the Board of Directors (BoD) as well as 
from OGRA. Line pipe and allied materials of the 
project are under receipt at site. Camp has been 
established. The project has somewhat delayed 
due to payment issues from PTPL which have 
now been resolved as confirmed by PTPL and 
construction works are likely to be started 
shortly.  

 Over the years the peak load requirement on 
Lahore City’s distribution network has increased 
exponentially and has reached up to 400 
MMCFD due to continuous expansion of 
distribution network and rapid increase in 
consumer base while a further 80-100 MMCFD 
increase in connected load is expected in near 
future due to under process RLNG based 
applications of various prospective commercial, 
industrial and private housing schemes beside 
under process domestic gas applications on 

system gas which shall equate to a connected 
peak load of more than 500 MMCFD. This 
exponential increase in peak load requirements 
during winter season with each passing year 
due to rapid development and vast expansion of 
Lahore city coupled with the continuous 
expansion of distribution network has resulted in 
depleting pressures at tail end of distribution 
network despite operation of all three SMSs at 
their optimal downstream pressure settings. 

 Currently, low gas pressures are being 
observed in Walled City, Baghbanpura, Gulberg, 
DHA, Cantonment Areas, Chungi Amer Sidhu, 
Model Town, Johar Town, Iqbal Town, Harbence 
pura, Barki  and other tail end areas in peak 
winter and this list is going to add in itself a lot 
more in future if no remedial measures are taken 
at this point in time. Furthermore, the vastly 
expanded distribution network downstream of 
each SMS is causing various operational 
problems for effectively managing pressure 
profiling activities. It is need of the hour that 
bifurcation of distribution network is undertaken 
for efficiently managing network operations and 
mitigating low pressure issues being faced by 
tail end consumers by construction of multiple 
SMSs (new feed points) after laying of requisite 
transmission spur through less densely 
populated areas of Lahore City along its 
periphery and installation of separate 
metering/regulation on major gas supply mains 
to segregate gas network/loads of Lahore city to 
have its flexible and efficient control. It is worth 
mentioning here that due to rapid development 
and vast expansion of Lahore city, SMS II and 
SMS III have got engulfed in thick population 
thus becoming a safety hazard for surrounding 
population and therefore, need to be relocated 
to a safer and less populated location. In 
addition to above, eastern part of Lahore city 
(Barki & Dial) is being fed from SMS B-3 and 
SMS-III resulting in rising low gas pressure 
complaints due to distant location and 
non-feasible technical operation of SMSs. Rapid 
expansion / development in the eastern part is 
also being witnessed which necessitate the 
requirement of alternate solution. Accordingly, 
the P&D Department’s proposed augmentation 
plan envisages laying of new transmission line 
up to eastern part which shall not only facilitate 
the resolution of low gas pressure at present but 
would also cater the requirement of additional 
anticipated loads in this area. P&D Department 
has got approved the project from BOD and has 
submitted it to OGRA for approval. Meanwhile 
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detailed route survey and detailed engineering 
related activities have also been initiated. Details 
of the augmentation plan are as follow: 

• 48 kilometer long 24”  dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from Phool Nagar V/A to 
Nabi Bakshwala where two SMSs namely SMS 
Kasur and SMS Ferozepur road shall be 
constructed.

• 27 kilometer long 16” dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from upstream of SMS 
Kasur/ SMS Ferozepur road to Barki where 
proposed SMS Barki of capacity 40 MMCFD 
shall be constructed and subsequently, laying of 
2.5 kilometer 16” dia supply main would be 
required from proposed SMS Barki upto BRB in 
order to connect 16” dia existing supply main 
near BRB with this proposed SMS Barki. This 
shall result in segregation/shifting of gas loads of 
DHA (all phases), Cantonment areas, Barki, 
Hadiara, Mehfoozpura, and enroute/adjoining 
localities falling at tail end of SMS II and III. 

• 16 kilometer long 8” dia transmission spur has 
been proposed from upstream of SMS Barki to 
Dial where proposed SMS Dial of capacity 10 
MMCFD shall be constructed and subsequently, 
laying of 10 kilometer long 10” dia supply main 
would be required from proposed SMS Dial up 
to DaroghaWala Chowk in order to connect 16” 
dia existing supply main with this proposed SMS 
Dial. This shall result in segregation/shifting of 

gas loads of Batapur, Harbencepura, Jallo, 
Mehmood Booti, Shalimar town and 
enroute/adjoining localities falling at tail end of 
SMS II, SMS III and SMS B III. 

• SMS II and SMS III located at Defence Road 
near Molanhanwal which are presently engulfed 
in thick population and have become a safety 
hazard for its surrounding localities, shall be 
shifted 17.50 kilometers upstream of its existing 
location near Manga offtake. Capacity of SMS II 
and SMS III to be constructed at this new 
location near Manga offtake shall be 150 
MMCFD each. 

• 17.5 kilometer long 16” dia and 18” dia 
existing transmission lines from newly proposed 
location of SMS II and III at Manga offtake to 
current location of SMS II and III near Mohlanwal 
shall be declared as High Pressure supply 
mains which shall be operated at 270 Psig each 
downstream of these newly proposed SMS II 
and III at Manga Offtake.

• Due to declaration of 16” dia and 18” dia 
transmission lines from Manga Offtake to 
Mohlanwal as high pressure supply mains, 
laying of 6.5 kilometer long 16” dia transmission 
line from Manga offtake to Sunder offtake shall 
be required to ensure uninterrupted gas supply 
to existing SMS Sunder.

• Due to Shifting of SMS II and III near Manga 

offtake, construction of Section IV office block 
along with construction of residential colony for 
operation staff shall be required at SMS II and 
III’s new location i.e. near Manga offtake.

• Existing SMS II and III shall be converted into 
distribution regulating station comprising   4 legs 
having separate regulation and measurement 
facilities for each injecting into existing 16” dia, 
18” dia, 24” dia and 24” dia supply mains for 
facilitating their optimal operation as per their 
dynamics and requirement.

 During the last few years, residents of 
Bahawalpur, Lodhran and its adjoining localities 
are facing acute low gas pressures / no gas 
issues during winter seasons due to system 
capacity constraints resulting in several protests 
from local residents intimidating law and order 
situation. Furthermore, addition of anticipated 
35-38 MMCFD peak load on this segment in lieu 
of In-process domestic gas connection 
applications and various RLNG based 
commercial/ industrial / housing schemes 
connection applications shall further aggravate 
the low pressure / no gas issues in coming 
years. In order to address the acute low gas 
pressure / no gas issues of Bahawalpur City, 
Lodhran City and adjoining localities as 
highlighted above, P&D Department has carried 
out detailed site survey and simulation study 
which reveals that replacement of existing A5 
(Khairpur Daha) - Bahawalpur transmission 
pipeline with 16” dia transmission pipeline is 
required along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing SMS 
Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.  The capacity of 
the proposed 16” dia spur line from repeater 
station (A5) at Khairpur Daha - to Bahawalpur 
shall be 136 MMCFD making it coherent with the 
anticipated peak gas load requirements on this 
segment, thereby, resulting in alleviation of low 
pressure problems of  Bahawalpur City, Lodhran 
City and adjoining localities once and for all. 
P&D Department has got approved the project 
from BOD and has submitted it to OGRA for 
approval. Meanwhile detailed route survey and 
detailed engineering related activities have been 
initiated. 

 P&D Department has also planned 
augmentation of the existing 11.5 kilometer long 
10" dia Adhi- Sukho line, a loop line of 10" dia to 
transport additional 30-40 MMCFD enhanced 
gas remaining within the contractual limit of 600 
PSIG and to avoid any disastrous situation at 
source. The Department has got approved the 

project from BOD as well as from OGRA and has 
also completed all the survey and detailed 
engineering related activities to lay the loop line 
from Ahdi gas field to our existing valve 
assembly at Sukho along-with modification / 
up-gradation of Adhi valve assembly. In order to 
consume this additional gas from Adhi, 
modification woks of SMS Barakahu and two 
new SMSs at Nilore and Kallar Syedan has also 
been planned. Construction works on all these 
jobs are likely to be started shortly.  

 P&D Department handled a large quantum of 
distribution development jobs (approximately 
1200 kilometer of 6" to 12") by vetting / arranging 
initial surveys, finalizing proposals and 
development of drawings for supply of gas to 
new localities / towns and societies. The jobs 
were undertaken / completed with limited 
resources fully complying with international 
codes & standards well within the given stringent 
timelines.

 P&D Department is also engaged in the 
conversion of conventional pipeline 
drawings/layout maps into coordinate-based 
digital maps, explicitly using in-house resources, 
trained professionals and latest GIS based 
mapping technology. The SNGPL’s franchise 
area is draped over latest satellite imagery (10 
meter, Sentinel satellite) to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of existing ground features to 
help in the pipeline planning process. The GIS 
mapping work of Transmission and Distribution 
pipeline network along with associated 
installations and land features of several 
distribution regions is in final stage of 

        P&D Department’s proposed 
augmentation plan envisages laying of 
new transmission line up to eastern part 
which shall not only facilitate the 
resolution of low gas pressure at present 
but would also cater the requirement
of additional anticipated loads in
this area.

completion, and a comprehensive centralized 
database is being prepared for developing a 
state-of-the-art Web GIS application by the first 
quarter of year 2019. The GIS Web application 
will provide browser-based user access across 
SNGPL’s franchise offices to gas pipeline maps, 
database, satellite images and their associated 
datasets, by combining information located in 
separate areas of the company into a single 
common interface. This anticipated GIS Web 
application will provide tools like map navigation, 
database querying, measurements, coordinate 
location etc. which will be useful for network 
planning, operation & maintenance of network  
and map printing on each user’s desktop. It will 
save valuable work hours, reduce human errors, 
eliminate data redundancy and improve work 
efficiency across the organization.

 Apart from rendering meritorious services for 
the nation by providing natural gas to every door 
step by optimally employing technological and 
organizational resources, SNGPL has also 
emerged as an EPC contractor in pipeline 
infrastructure development which is in line with 
its vision to become leader in natural gas 
industry. The Company has substantial potential 
to progress its way up in the market as an EPC 
contractor in the recent years. SNGPL has 
undertaken and completed contract projects 
related to pipeline engineering and construction 
of multinational and national companies 
operating in the country. Most of the contracts 
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or 
single bid basis which shows the trust in high 
standards of construction maintained by us. 

 The Company is engaged in various pipeline 
construction projects of national and 
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking 
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of 
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber 
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for 
different gas fields of MOL Pakistan like 
Maramzai, Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, 
Tolanj West and Makori for the last seventeen 
years. MOL Pakistan has played a vital role in 
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately, 
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22 
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for 
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion 
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been 
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, MOL 
Pakistan has awarded SNGPL pipeline laying 
jobs of two more wells i.e. Mardankhel-2 and 
Mardankhel-3 on which work is in progress. 
SNGPL is providing engineering and 
construction services to MOL in these projects. 
The completion of this project will not only inject 
30 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’ System but would 
be quite instrumental in reducing the energy 
deficiency in the country. Pakarab Fertilizer 
Limited (PFL) has also recently awarded the job 
of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /14"/12" dia gas 
pipeline  to be laid from GPF at Mari Petroleum 
field to tie in point near QV2 valve assembly on 
contract. SNGPL is only providing construction 
services in this project to PFL while engineering 
and procurement of material lies in the scope of 
PFL. SNGPL has also started the construction 
works on these line segments.
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 With the planned receipt of 1200 MMCFD 
RLNG into SNGPL’s system due to shortfall of 
indigenous gas, the Company managed to 
secure the completion of magnanimous pipeline 
infrastructure project involving approximately 
1100 kilometers pipelines of diameter 42" -16" 
along with installation of 35,000 HP compression 
under its Project X for supply to four newly built 
RLNG based Power Plants in just 30 months 
record time. A lot of hurdles came across while 
executing the project but dedication and 
commitment of the Company's leadership, 
planning and design along with procurement 
and execution team's instrumental approach, 
their untiring efforts and day and night work 
enabled the Company to get to the task and get 

it done in miraculous time. This is the largest 
ever completed project in the history of 
Pakistan’s gas market so far, as well as the 
project completed in the minimum time ever 
recorded with such quantum of job by using 
purely in-house resources and expertise. With 
the energization of LNG terminals in the country 
and completion of RLNG transport infrastructure 
and pipelines for supply of RLNG to power 
plants in a minimum record time, all sectors 
related to gas consumption have now come out 
of day to day load shedding of gas. Now the gas 
is being supplied to all categories of consumers 
including industrial, power, cement, CNG, 
commercial and domestic throughout the year 
on 24/7 basis. Uninterrupted supply of gas to the 
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consumers especially industry has laid the 
foundation of industrial boom in the Country. 

 Government of Punjab has established a new 
Company under the name of Punjab Thermal 
Power Limited (PTPL) for construction of new 
Punjab Power Plant near Trimmu Barrage, 
district Jhang. PTPL had desired SNGPL to 
undertake the pipeline infrastructure 
development job required to supply 200 MMCFD 
RLNG to their newly proposed Punjab Power 
Plant for generation of 1100-1400 MW electricity. 
The Company showed consent to lay the 
infrastructure on 100 percent cost recovery 
basis.  Accordingly, P&D Department planned 
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline to be laid from 
Kabirwala in District Khanewal to Power plant 
site near newly built Haveli Bahadar Shah power 
plant, District Jhang to supply gas to the 
proposed power plant at a pressure of 550 
PSIG.  Moreover, all survey activities along with 
engineering design works for supply of gas to 
power plant have also been completed. P&D 
Department has also got the project approved 
from the Board of Directors (BoD) as well as 
from OGRA. Line pipe and allied materials of the 
project are under receipt at site. Camp has been 
established. The project has somewhat delayed 
due to payment issues from PTPL which have 
now been resolved as confirmed by PTPL and 
construction works are likely to be started 
shortly.  

 Over the years the peak load requirement on 
Lahore City’s distribution network has increased 
exponentially and has reached up to 400 
MMCFD due to continuous expansion of 
distribution network and rapid increase in 
consumer base while a further 80-100 MMCFD 
increase in connected load is expected in near 
future due to under process RLNG based 
applications of various prospective commercial, 
industrial and private housing schemes beside 
under process domestic gas applications on 

system gas which shall equate to a connected 
peak load of more than 500 MMCFD. This 
exponential increase in peak load requirements 
during winter season with each passing year 
due to rapid development and vast expansion of 
Lahore city coupled with the continuous 
expansion of distribution network has resulted in 
depleting pressures at tail end of distribution 
network despite operation of all three SMSs at 
their optimal downstream pressure settings. 

 Currently, low gas pressures are being 
observed in Walled City, Baghbanpura, Gulberg, 
DHA, Cantonment Areas, Chungi Amer Sidhu, 
Model Town, Johar Town, Iqbal Town, Harbence 
pura, Barki  and other tail end areas in peak 
winter and this list is going to add in itself a lot 
more in future if no remedial measures are taken 
at this point in time. Furthermore, the vastly 
expanded distribution network downstream of 
each SMS is causing various operational 
problems for effectively managing pressure 
profiling activities. It is need of the hour that 
bifurcation of distribution network is undertaken 
for efficiently managing network operations and 
mitigating low pressure issues being faced by 
tail end consumers by construction of multiple 
SMSs (new feed points) after laying of requisite 
transmission spur through less densely 
populated areas of Lahore City along its 
periphery and installation of separate 
metering/regulation on major gas supply mains 
to segregate gas network/loads of Lahore city to 
have its flexible and efficient control. It is worth 
mentioning here that due to rapid development 
and vast expansion of Lahore city, SMS II and 
SMS III have got engulfed in thick population 
thus becoming a safety hazard for surrounding 
population and therefore, need to be relocated 
to a safer and less populated location. In 
addition to above, eastern part of Lahore city 
(Barki & Dial) is being fed from SMS B-3 and 
SMS-III resulting in rising low gas pressure 
complaints due to distant location and 
non-feasible technical operation of SMSs. Rapid 
expansion / development in the eastern part is 
also being witnessed which necessitate the 
requirement of alternate solution. Accordingly, 
the P&D Department’s proposed augmentation 
plan envisages laying of new transmission line 
up to eastern part which shall not only facilitate 
the resolution of low gas pressure at present but 
would also cater the requirement of additional 
anticipated loads in this area. P&D Department 
has got approved the project from BOD and has 
submitted it to OGRA for approval. Meanwhile 
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detailed route survey and detailed engineering 
related activities have also been initiated. Details 
of the augmentation plan are as follow: 

• 48 kilometer long 24”  dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from Phool Nagar V/A to 
Nabi Bakshwala where two SMSs namely SMS 
Kasur and SMS Ferozepur road shall be 
constructed.

• 27 kilometer long 16” dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from upstream of SMS 
Kasur/ SMS Ferozepur road to Barki where 
proposed SMS Barki of capacity 40 MMCFD 
shall be constructed and subsequently, laying of 
2.5 kilometer 16” dia supply main would be 
required from proposed SMS Barki upto BRB in 
order to connect 16” dia existing supply main 
near BRB with this proposed SMS Barki. This 
shall result in segregation/shifting of gas loads of 
DHA (all phases), Cantonment areas, Barki, 
Hadiara, Mehfoozpura, and enroute/adjoining 
localities falling at tail end of SMS II and III. 

• 16 kilometer long 8” dia transmission spur has 
been proposed from upstream of SMS Barki to 
Dial where proposed SMS Dial of capacity 10 
MMCFD shall be constructed and subsequently, 
laying of 10 kilometer long 10” dia supply main 
would be required from proposed SMS Dial up 
to DaroghaWala Chowk in order to connect 16” 
dia existing supply main with this proposed SMS 
Dial. This shall result in segregation/shifting of 

gas loads of Batapur, Harbencepura, Jallo, 
Mehmood Booti, Shalimar town and 
enroute/adjoining localities falling at tail end of 
SMS II, SMS III and SMS B III. 

• SMS II and SMS III located at Defence Road 
near Molanhanwal which are presently engulfed 
in thick population and have become a safety 
hazard for its surrounding localities, shall be 
shifted 17.50 kilometers upstream of its existing 
location near Manga offtake. Capacity of SMS II 
and SMS III to be constructed at this new 
location near Manga offtake shall be 150 
MMCFD each. 

• 17.5 kilometer long 16” dia and 18” dia 
existing transmission lines from newly proposed 
location of SMS II and III at Manga offtake to 
current location of SMS II and III near Mohlanwal 
shall be declared as High Pressure supply 
mains which shall be operated at 270 Psig each 
downstream of these newly proposed SMS II 
and III at Manga Offtake.

• Due to declaration of 16” dia and 18” dia 
transmission lines from Manga Offtake to 
Mohlanwal as high pressure supply mains, 
laying of 6.5 kilometer long 16” dia transmission 
line from Manga offtake to Sunder offtake shall 
be required to ensure uninterrupted gas supply 
to existing SMS Sunder.

• Due to Shifting of SMS II and III near Manga 

offtake, construction of Section IV office block 
along with construction of residential colony for 
operation staff shall be required at SMS II and 
III’s new location i.e. near Manga offtake.

• Existing SMS II and III shall be converted into 
distribution regulating station comprising   4 legs 
having separate regulation and measurement 
facilities for each injecting into existing 16” dia, 
18” dia, 24” dia and 24” dia supply mains for 
facilitating their optimal operation as per their 
dynamics and requirement.

 During the last few years, residents of 
Bahawalpur, Lodhran and its adjoining localities 
are facing acute low gas pressures / no gas 
issues during winter seasons due to system 
capacity constraints resulting in several protests 
from local residents intimidating law and order 
situation. Furthermore, addition of anticipated 
35-38 MMCFD peak load on this segment in lieu 
of In-process domestic gas connection 
applications and various RLNG based 
commercial/ industrial / housing schemes 
connection applications shall further aggravate 
the low pressure / no gas issues in coming 
years. In order to address the acute low gas 
pressure / no gas issues of Bahawalpur City, 
Lodhran City and adjoining localities as 
highlighted above, P&D Department has carried 
out detailed site survey and simulation study 
which reveals that replacement of existing A5 
(Khairpur Daha) - Bahawalpur transmission 
pipeline with 16” dia transmission pipeline is 
required along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing SMS 
Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.  The capacity of 
the proposed 16” dia spur line from repeater 
station (A5) at Khairpur Daha - to Bahawalpur 
shall be 136 MMCFD making it coherent with the 
anticipated peak gas load requirements on this 
segment, thereby, resulting in alleviation of low 
pressure problems of  Bahawalpur City, Lodhran 
City and adjoining localities once and for all. 
P&D Department has got approved the project 
from BOD and has submitted it to OGRA for 
approval. Meanwhile detailed route survey and 
detailed engineering related activities have been 
initiated. 

 P&D Department has also planned 
augmentation of the existing 11.5 kilometer long 
10" dia Adhi- Sukho line, a loop line of 10" dia to 
transport additional 30-40 MMCFD enhanced 
gas remaining within the contractual limit of 600 
PSIG and to avoid any disastrous situation at 
source. The Department has got approved the 

project from BOD as well as from OGRA and has 
also completed all the survey and detailed 
engineering related activities to lay the loop line 
from Ahdi gas field to our existing valve 
assembly at Sukho along-with modification / 
up-gradation of Adhi valve assembly. In order to 
consume this additional gas from Adhi, 
modification woks of SMS Barakahu and two 
new SMSs at Nilore and Kallar Syedan has also 
been planned. Construction works on all these 
jobs are likely to be started shortly.  

 P&D Department handled a large quantum of 
distribution development jobs (approximately 
1200 kilometer of 6" to 12") by vetting / arranging 
initial surveys, finalizing proposals and 
development of drawings for supply of gas to 
new localities / towns and societies. The jobs 
were undertaken / completed with limited 
resources fully complying with international 
codes & standards well within the given stringent 
timelines.

 P&D Department is also engaged in the 
conversion of conventional pipeline 
drawings/layout maps into coordinate-based 
digital maps, explicitly using in-house resources, 
trained professionals and latest GIS based 
mapping technology. The SNGPL’s franchise 
area is draped over latest satellite imagery (10 
meter, Sentinel satellite) to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of existing ground features to 
help in the pipeline planning process. The GIS 
mapping work of Transmission and Distribution 
pipeline network along with associated 
installations and land features of several 
distribution regions is in final stage of 

        P&D Department’s proposed 
augmentation plan envisages laying of 
new transmission line up to eastern part 
which shall not only facilitate the 
resolution of low gas pressure at present 
but would also cater the requirement
of additional anticipated loads in
this area.

completion, and a comprehensive centralized 
database is being prepared for developing a 
state-of-the-art Web GIS application by the first 
quarter of year 2019. The GIS Web application 
will provide browser-based user access across 
SNGPL’s franchise offices to gas pipeline maps, 
database, satellite images and their associated 
datasets, by combining information located in 
separate areas of the company into a single 
common interface. This anticipated GIS Web 
application will provide tools like map navigation, 
database querying, measurements, coordinate 
location etc. which will be useful for network 
planning, operation & maintenance of network  
and map printing on each user’s desktop. It will 
save valuable work hours, reduce human errors, 
eliminate data redundancy and improve work 
efficiency across the organization.

 Apart from rendering meritorious services for 
the nation by providing natural gas to every door 
step by optimally employing technological and 
organizational resources, SNGPL has also 
emerged as an EPC contractor in pipeline 
infrastructure development which is in line with 
its vision to become leader in natural gas 
industry. The Company has substantial potential 
to progress its way up in the market as an EPC 
contractor in the recent years. SNGPL has 
undertaken and completed contract projects 
related to pipeline engineering and construction 
of multinational and national companies 
operating in the country. Most of the contracts 
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or 
single bid basis which shows the trust in high 
standards of construction maintained by us. 

 The Company is engaged in various pipeline 
construction projects of national and 
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking 
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of 
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber 
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for 
different gas fields of MOL Pakistan like 
Maramzai, Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, 
Tolanj West and Makori for the last seventeen 
years. MOL Pakistan has played a vital role in 
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately, 
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22 
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for 
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion 
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been 
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, MOL 
Pakistan has awarded SNGPL pipeline laying 
jobs of two more wells i.e. Mardankhel-2 and 
Mardankhel-3 on which work is in progress. 
SNGPL is providing engineering and 
construction services to MOL in these projects. 
The completion of this project will not only inject 
30 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’ System but would 
be quite instrumental in reducing the energy 
deficiency in the country. Pakarab Fertilizer 
Limited (PFL) has also recently awarded the job 
of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /14"/12" dia gas 
pipeline  to be laid from GPF at Mari Petroleum 
field to tie in point near QV2 valve assembly on 
contract. SNGPL is only providing construction 
services in this project to PFL while engineering 
and procurement of material lies in the scope of 
PFL. SNGPL has also started the construction 
works on these line segments.
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 With the planned receipt of 1200 MMCFD 
RLNG into SNGPL’s system due to shortfall of 
indigenous gas, the Company managed to 
secure the completion of magnanimous pipeline 
infrastructure project involving approximately 
1100 kilometers pipelines of diameter 42" -16" 
along with installation of 35,000 HP compression 
under its Project X for supply to four newly built 
RLNG based Power Plants in just 30 months 
record time. A lot of hurdles came across while 
executing the project but dedication and 
commitment of the Company's leadership, 
planning and design along with procurement 
and execution team's instrumental approach, 
their untiring efforts and day and night work 
enabled the Company to get to the task and get 

it done in miraculous time. This is the largest 
ever completed project in the history of 
Pakistan’s gas market so far, as well as the 
project completed in the minimum time ever 
recorded with such quantum of job by using 
purely in-house resources and expertise. With 
the energization of LNG terminals in the country 
and completion of RLNG transport infrastructure 
and pipelines for supply of RLNG to power 
plants in a minimum record time, all sectors 
related to gas consumption have now come out 
of day to day load shedding of gas. Now the gas 
is being supplied to all categories of consumers 
including industrial, power, cement, CNG, 
commercial and domestic throughout the year 
on 24/7 basis. Uninterrupted supply of gas to the 

consumers especially industry has laid the 
foundation of industrial boom in the Country. 

 Government of Punjab has established a new 
Company under the name of Punjab Thermal 
Power Limited (PTPL) for construction of new 
Punjab Power Plant near Trimmu Barrage, 
district Jhang. PTPL had desired SNGPL to 
undertake the pipeline infrastructure 
development job required to supply 200 MMCFD 
RLNG to their newly proposed Punjab Power 
Plant for generation of 1100-1400 MW electricity. 
The Company showed consent to lay the 
infrastructure on 100 percent cost recovery 
basis.  Accordingly, P&D Department planned 
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline to be laid from 
Kabirwala in District Khanewal to Power plant 
site near newly built Haveli Bahadar Shah power 
plant, District Jhang to supply gas to the 
proposed power plant at a pressure of 550 
PSIG.  Moreover, all survey activities along with 
engineering design works for supply of gas to 
power plant have also been completed. P&D 
Department has also got the project approved 
from the Board of Directors (BoD) as well as 
from OGRA. Line pipe and allied materials of the 
project are under receipt at site. Camp has been 
established. The project has somewhat delayed 
due to payment issues from PTPL which have 
now been resolved as confirmed by PTPL and 
construction works are likely to be started 
shortly.  

 Over the years the peak load requirement on 
Lahore City’s distribution network has increased 
exponentially and has reached up to 400 
MMCFD due to continuous expansion of 
distribution network and rapid increase in 
consumer base while a further 80-100 MMCFD 
increase in connected load is expected in near 
future due to under process RLNG based 
applications of various prospective commercial, 
industrial and private housing schemes beside 
under process domestic gas applications on 

system gas which shall equate to a connected 
peak load of more than 500 MMCFD. This 
exponential increase in peak load requirements 
during winter season with each passing year 
due to rapid development and vast expansion of 
Lahore city coupled with the continuous 
expansion of distribution network has resulted in 
depleting pressures at tail end of distribution 
network despite operation of all three SMSs at 
their optimal downstream pressure settings. 

 Currently, low gas pressures are being 
observed in Walled City, Baghbanpura, Gulberg, 
DHA, Cantonment Areas, Chungi Amer Sidhu, 
Model Town, Johar Town, Iqbal Town, Harbence 
pura, Barki  and other tail end areas in peak 
winter and this list is going to add in itself a lot 
more in future if no remedial measures are taken 
at this point in time. Furthermore, the vastly 
expanded distribution network downstream of 
each SMS is causing various operational 
problems for effectively managing pressure 
profiling activities. It is need of the hour that 
bifurcation of distribution network is undertaken 
for efficiently managing network operations and 
mitigating low pressure issues being faced by 
tail end consumers by construction of multiple 
SMSs (new feed points) after laying of requisite 
transmission spur through less densely 
populated areas of Lahore City along its 
periphery and installation of separate 
metering/regulation on major gas supply mains 
to segregate gas network/loads of Lahore city to 
have its flexible and efficient control. It is worth 
mentioning here that due to rapid development 
and vast expansion of Lahore city, SMS II and 
SMS III have got engulfed in thick population 
thus becoming a safety hazard for surrounding 
population and therefore, need to be relocated 
to a safer and less populated location. In 
addition to above, eastern part of Lahore city 
(Barki & Dial) is being fed from SMS B-3 and 
SMS-III resulting in rising low gas pressure 
complaints due to distant location and 
non-feasible technical operation of SMSs. Rapid 
expansion / development in the eastern part is 
also being witnessed which necessitate the 
requirement of alternate solution. Accordingly, 
the P&D Department’s proposed augmentation 
plan envisages laying of new transmission line 
up to eastern part which shall not only facilitate 
the resolution of low gas pressure at present but 
would also cater the requirement of additional 
anticipated loads in this area. P&D Department 
has got approved the project from BOD and has 
submitted it to OGRA for approval. Meanwhile 

detailed route survey and detailed engineering 
related activities have also been initiated. Details 
of the augmentation plan are as follow: 

• 48 kilometer long 24”  dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from Phool Nagar V/A to 
Nabi Bakshwala where two SMSs namely SMS 
Kasur and SMS Ferozepur road shall be 
constructed.

• 27 kilometer long 16” dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from upstream of SMS 
Kasur/ SMS Ferozepur road to Barki where 
proposed SMS Barki of capacity 40 MMCFD 
shall be constructed and subsequently, laying of 
2.5 kilometer 16” dia supply main would be 
required from proposed SMS Barki upto BRB in 
order to connect 16” dia existing supply main 
near BRB with this proposed SMS Barki. This 
shall result in segregation/shifting of gas loads of 
DHA (all phases), Cantonment areas, Barki, 
Hadiara, Mehfoozpura, and enroute/adjoining 
localities falling at tail end of SMS II and III. 

• 16 kilometer long 8” dia transmission spur has 
been proposed from upstream of SMS Barki to 
Dial where proposed SMS Dial of capacity 10 
MMCFD shall be constructed and subsequently, 
laying of 10 kilometer long 10” dia supply main 
would be required from proposed SMS Dial up 
to DaroghaWala Chowk in order to connect 16” 
dia existing supply main with this proposed SMS 
Dial. This shall result in segregation/shifting of 

gas loads of Batapur, Harbencepura, Jallo, 
Mehmood Booti, Shalimar town and 
enroute/adjoining localities falling at tail end of 
SMS II, SMS III and SMS B III. 

• SMS II and SMS III located at Defence Road 
near Molanhanwal which are presently engulfed 
in thick population and have become a safety 
hazard for its surrounding localities, shall be 
shifted 17.50 kilometers upstream of its existing 
location near Manga offtake. Capacity of SMS II 
and SMS III to be constructed at this new 
location near Manga offtake shall be 150 
MMCFD each. 

• 17.5 kilometer long 16” dia and 18” dia 
existing transmission lines from newly proposed 
location of SMS II and III at Manga offtake to 
current location of SMS II and III near Mohlanwal 
shall be declared as High Pressure supply 
mains which shall be operated at 270 Psig each 
downstream of these newly proposed SMS II 
and III at Manga Offtake.

• Due to declaration of 16” dia and 18” dia 
transmission lines from Manga Offtake to 
Mohlanwal as high pressure supply mains, 
laying of 6.5 kilometer long 16” dia transmission 
line from Manga offtake to Sunder offtake shall 
be required to ensure uninterrupted gas supply 
to existing SMS Sunder.

• Due to Shifting of SMS II and III near Manga 
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offtake, construction of Section IV office block 
along with construction of residential colony for 
operation staff shall be required at SMS II and 
III’s new location i.e. near Manga offtake.

• Existing SMS II and III shall be converted into 
distribution regulating station comprising   4 legs 
having separate regulation and measurement 
facilities for each injecting into existing 16” dia, 
18” dia, 24” dia and 24” dia supply mains for 
facilitating their optimal operation as per their 
dynamics and requirement.

 During the last few years, residents of 
Bahawalpur, Lodhran and its adjoining localities 
are facing acute low gas pressures / no gas 
issues during winter seasons due to system 
capacity constraints resulting in several protests 
from local residents intimidating law and order 
situation. Furthermore, addition of anticipated 
35-38 MMCFD peak load on this segment in lieu 
of In-process domestic gas connection 
applications and various RLNG based 
commercial/ industrial / housing schemes 
connection applications shall further aggravate 
the low pressure / no gas issues in coming 
years. In order to address the acute low gas 
pressure / no gas issues of Bahawalpur City, 
Lodhran City and adjoining localities as 
highlighted above, P&D Department has carried 
out detailed site survey and simulation study 
which reveals that replacement of existing A5 
(Khairpur Daha) - Bahawalpur transmission 
pipeline with 16” dia transmission pipeline is 
required along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing SMS 
Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.  The capacity of 
the proposed 16” dia spur line from repeater 
station (A5) at Khairpur Daha - to Bahawalpur 
shall be 136 MMCFD making it coherent with the 
anticipated peak gas load requirements on this 
segment, thereby, resulting in alleviation of low 
pressure problems of  Bahawalpur City, Lodhran 
City and adjoining localities once and for all. 
P&D Department has got approved the project 
from BOD and has submitted it to OGRA for 
approval. Meanwhile detailed route survey and 
detailed engineering related activities have been 
initiated. 

 P&D Department has also planned 
augmentation of the existing 11.5 kilometer long 
10" dia Adhi- Sukho line, a loop line of 10" dia to 
transport additional 30-40 MMCFD enhanced 
gas remaining within the contractual limit of 600 
PSIG and to avoid any disastrous situation at 
source. The Department has got approved the 

project from BOD as well as from OGRA and has 
also completed all the survey and detailed 
engineering related activities to lay the loop line 
from Ahdi gas field to our existing valve 
assembly at Sukho along-with modification / 
up-gradation of Adhi valve assembly. In order to 
consume this additional gas from Adhi, 
modification woks of SMS Barakahu and two 
new SMSs at Nilore and Kallar Syedan has also 
been planned. Construction works on all these 
jobs are likely to be started shortly.  

 P&D Department handled a large quantum of 
distribution development jobs (approximately 
1200 kilometer of 6" to 12") by vetting / arranging 
initial surveys, finalizing proposals and 
development of drawings for supply of gas to 
new localities / towns and societies. The jobs 
were undertaken / completed with limited 
resources fully complying with international 
codes & standards well within the given stringent 
timelines.

 P&D Department is also engaged in the 
conversion of conventional pipeline 
drawings/layout maps into coordinate-based 
digital maps, explicitly using in-house resources, 
trained professionals and latest GIS based 
mapping technology. The SNGPL’s franchise 
area is draped over latest satellite imagery (10 
meter, Sentinel satellite) to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of existing ground features to 
help in the pipeline planning process. The GIS 
mapping work of Transmission and Distribution 
pipeline network along with associated 
installations and land features of several 
distribution regions is in final stage of 

        In order to address the acute low 
gas pressure / no gas issues of 
Bahawalpur City, Lodhran City and 
adjoining localities as highlighted 
above, P&D Department has carried out 
detailed site survey and simulation 
study which reveals that replacement of 
existing A5 (Khairpur Daha) - 
Bahawalpur transmission pipeline with 
16” dia transmission pipeline is required 
along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing 
SMS Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.

completion, and a comprehensive centralized 
database is being prepared for developing a 
state-of-the-art Web GIS application by the first 
quarter of year 2019. The GIS Web application 
will provide browser-based user access across 
SNGPL’s franchise offices to gas pipeline maps, 
database, satellite images and their associated 
datasets, by combining information located in 
separate areas of the company into a single 
common interface. This anticipated GIS Web 
application will provide tools like map navigation, 
database querying, measurements, coordinate 
location etc. which will be useful for network 
planning, operation & maintenance of network  
and map printing on each user’s desktop. It will 
save valuable work hours, reduce human errors, 
eliminate data redundancy and improve work 
efficiency across the organization.

 Apart from rendering meritorious services for 
the nation by providing natural gas to every door 
step by optimally employing technological and 
organizational resources, SNGPL has also 
emerged as an EPC contractor in pipeline 
infrastructure development which is in line with 
its vision to become leader in natural gas 
industry. The Company has substantial potential 
to progress its way up in the market as an EPC 
contractor in the recent years. SNGPL has 
undertaken and completed contract projects 
related to pipeline engineering and construction 
of multinational and national companies 
operating in the country. Most of the contracts 
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or 
single bid basis which shows the trust in high 
standards of construction maintained by us. 

 The Company is engaged in various pipeline 
construction projects of national and 
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking 
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of 
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber 
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for 
different gas fields of MOL Pakistan like 
Maramzai, Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, 
Tolanj West and Makori for the last seventeen 
years. MOL Pakistan has played a vital role in 
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately, 
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22 
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for 
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion 
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been 
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, MOL 
Pakistan has awarded SNGPL pipeline laying 
jobs of two more wells i.e. Mardankhel-2 and 
Mardankhel-3 on which work is in progress. 
SNGPL is providing engineering and 
construction services to MOL in these projects. 
The completion of this project will not only inject 
30 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’ System but would 
be quite instrumental in reducing the energy 
deficiency in the country. Pakarab Fertilizer 
Limited (PFL) has also recently awarded the job 
of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /14"/12" dia gas 
pipeline  to be laid from GPF at Mari Petroleum 
field to tie in point near QV2 valve assembly on 
contract. SNGPL is only providing construction 
services in this project to PFL while engineering 
and procurement of material lies in the scope of 
PFL. SNGPL has also started the construction 
works on these line segments.
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 With the planned receipt of 1200 MMCFD 
RLNG into SNGPL’s system due to shortfall of 
indigenous gas, the Company managed to 
secure the completion of magnanimous pipeline 
infrastructure project involving approximately 
1100 kilometers pipelines of diameter 42" -16" 
along with installation of 35,000 HP compression 
under its Project X for supply to four newly built 
RLNG based Power Plants in just 30 months 
record time. A lot of hurdles came across while 
executing the project but dedication and 
commitment of the Company's leadership, 
planning and design along with procurement 
and execution team's instrumental approach, 
their untiring efforts and day and night work 
enabled the Company to get to the task and get 

it done in miraculous time. This is the largest 
ever completed project in the history of 
Pakistan’s gas market so far, as well as the 
project completed in the minimum time ever 
recorded with such quantum of job by using 
purely in-house resources and expertise. With 
the energization of LNG terminals in the country 
and completion of RLNG transport infrastructure 
and pipelines for supply of RLNG to power 
plants in a minimum record time, all sectors 
related to gas consumption have now come out 
of day to day load shedding of gas. Now the gas 
is being supplied to all categories of consumers 
including industrial, power, cement, CNG, 
commercial and domestic throughout the year 
on 24/7 basis. Uninterrupted supply of gas to the 

consumers especially industry has laid the 
foundation of industrial boom in the Country. 

 Government of Punjab has established a new 
Company under the name of Punjab Thermal 
Power Limited (PTPL) for construction of new 
Punjab Power Plant near Trimmu Barrage, 
district Jhang. PTPL had desired SNGPL to 
undertake the pipeline infrastructure 
development job required to supply 200 MMCFD 
RLNG to their newly proposed Punjab Power 
Plant for generation of 1100-1400 MW electricity. 
The Company showed consent to lay the 
infrastructure on 100 percent cost recovery 
basis.  Accordingly, P&D Department planned 
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline to be laid from 
Kabirwala in District Khanewal to Power plant 
site near newly built Haveli Bahadar Shah power 
plant, District Jhang to supply gas to the 
proposed power plant at a pressure of 550 
PSIG.  Moreover, all survey activities along with 
engineering design works for supply of gas to 
power plant have also been completed. P&D 
Department has also got the project approved 
from the Board of Directors (BoD) as well as 
from OGRA. Line pipe and allied materials of the 
project are under receipt at site. Camp has been 
established. The project has somewhat delayed 
due to payment issues from PTPL which have 
now been resolved as confirmed by PTPL and 
construction works are likely to be started 
shortly.  

 Over the years the peak load requirement on 
Lahore City’s distribution network has increased 
exponentially and has reached up to 400 
MMCFD due to continuous expansion of 
distribution network and rapid increase in 
consumer base while a further 80-100 MMCFD 
increase in connected load is expected in near 
future due to under process RLNG based 
applications of various prospective commercial, 
industrial and private housing schemes beside 
under process domestic gas applications on 

system gas which shall equate to a connected 
peak load of more than 500 MMCFD. This 
exponential increase in peak load requirements 
during winter season with each passing year 
due to rapid development and vast expansion of 
Lahore city coupled with the continuous 
expansion of distribution network has resulted in 
depleting pressures at tail end of distribution 
network despite operation of all three SMSs at 
their optimal downstream pressure settings. 

 Currently, low gas pressures are being 
observed in Walled City, Baghbanpura, Gulberg, 
DHA, Cantonment Areas, Chungi Amer Sidhu, 
Model Town, Johar Town, Iqbal Town, Harbence 
pura, Barki  and other tail end areas in peak 
winter and this list is going to add in itself a lot 
more in future if no remedial measures are taken 
at this point in time. Furthermore, the vastly 
expanded distribution network downstream of 
each SMS is causing various operational 
problems for effectively managing pressure 
profiling activities. It is need of the hour that 
bifurcation of distribution network is undertaken 
for efficiently managing network operations and 
mitigating low pressure issues being faced by 
tail end consumers by construction of multiple 
SMSs (new feed points) after laying of requisite 
transmission spur through less densely 
populated areas of Lahore City along its 
periphery and installation of separate 
metering/regulation on major gas supply mains 
to segregate gas network/loads of Lahore city to 
have its flexible and efficient control. It is worth 
mentioning here that due to rapid development 
and vast expansion of Lahore city, SMS II and 
SMS III have got engulfed in thick population 
thus becoming a safety hazard for surrounding 
population and therefore, need to be relocated 
to a safer and less populated location. In 
addition to above, eastern part of Lahore city 
(Barki & Dial) is being fed from SMS B-3 and 
SMS-III resulting in rising low gas pressure 
complaints due to distant location and 
non-feasible technical operation of SMSs. Rapid 
expansion / development in the eastern part is 
also being witnessed which necessitate the 
requirement of alternate solution. Accordingly, 
the P&D Department’s proposed augmentation 
plan envisages laying of new transmission line 
up to eastern part which shall not only facilitate 
the resolution of low gas pressure at present but 
would also cater the requirement of additional 
anticipated loads in this area. P&D Department 
has got approved the project from BOD and has 
submitted it to OGRA for approval. Meanwhile 

detailed route survey and detailed engineering 
related activities have also been initiated. Details 
of the augmentation plan are as follow: 

• 48 kilometer long 24”  dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from Phool Nagar V/A to 
Nabi Bakshwala where two SMSs namely SMS 
Kasur and SMS Ferozepur road shall be 
constructed.

• 27 kilometer long 16” dia transmission spur 
has been proposed from upstream of SMS 
Kasur/ SMS Ferozepur road to Barki where 
proposed SMS Barki of capacity 40 MMCFD 
shall be constructed and subsequently, laying of 
2.5 kilometer 16” dia supply main would be 
required from proposed SMS Barki upto BRB in 
order to connect 16” dia existing supply main 
near BRB with this proposed SMS Barki. This 
shall result in segregation/shifting of gas loads of 
DHA (all phases), Cantonment areas, Barki, 
Hadiara, Mehfoozpura, and enroute/adjoining 
localities falling at tail end of SMS II and III. 

• 16 kilometer long 8” dia transmission spur has 
been proposed from upstream of SMS Barki to 
Dial where proposed SMS Dial of capacity 10 
MMCFD shall be constructed and subsequently, 
laying of 10 kilometer long 10” dia supply main 
would be required from proposed SMS Dial up 
to DaroghaWala Chowk in order to connect 16” 
dia existing supply main with this proposed SMS 
Dial. This shall result in segregation/shifting of 

gas loads of Batapur, Harbencepura, Jallo, 
Mehmood Booti, Shalimar town and 
enroute/adjoining localities falling at tail end of 
SMS II, SMS III and SMS B III. 

• SMS II and SMS III located at Defence Road 
near Molanhanwal which are presently engulfed 
in thick population and have become a safety 
hazard for its surrounding localities, shall be 
shifted 17.50 kilometers upstream of its existing 
location near Manga offtake. Capacity of SMS II 
and SMS III to be constructed at this new 
location near Manga offtake shall be 150 
MMCFD each. 

• 17.5 kilometer long 16” dia and 18” dia 
existing transmission lines from newly proposed 
location of SMS II and III at Manga offtake to 
current location of SMS II and III near Mohlanwal 
shall be declared as High Pressure supply 
mains which shall be operated at 270 Psig each 
downstream of these newly proposed SMS II 
and III at Manga Offtake.

• Due to declaration of 16” dia and 18” dia 
transmission lines from Manga Offtake to 
Mohlanwal as high pressure supply mains, 
laying of 6.5 kilometer long 16” dia transmission 
line from Manga offtake to Sunder offtake shall 
be required to ensure uninterrupted gas supply 
to existing SMS Sunder.

• Due to Shifting of SMS II and III near Manga 
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offtake, construction of Section IV office block 
along with construction of residential colony for 
operation staff shall be required at SMS II and 
III’s new location i.e. near Manga offtake.

• Existing SMS II and III shall be converted into 
distribution regulating station comprising   4 legs 
having separate regulation and measurement 
facilities for each injecting into existing 16” dia, 
18” dia, 24” dia and 24” dia supply mains for 
facilitating their optimal operation as per their 
dynamics and requirement.

 During the last few years, residents of 
Bahawalpur, Lodhran and its adjoining localities 
are facing acute low gas pressures / no gas 
issues during winter seasons due to system 
capacity constraints resulting in several protests 
from local residents intimidating law and order 
situation. Furthermore, addition of anticipated 
35-38 MMCFD peak load on this segment in lieu 
of In-process domestic gas connection 
applications and various RLNG based 
commercial/ industrial / housing schemes 
connection applications shall further aggravate 
the low pressure / no gas issues in coming 
years. In order to address the acute low gas 
pressure / no gas issues of Bahawalpur City, 
Lodhran City and adjoining localities as 
highlighted above, P&D Department has carried 
out detailed site survey and simulation study 
which reveals that replacement of existing A5 
(Khairpur Daha) - Bahawalpur transmission 
pipeline with 16” dia transmission pipeline is 
required along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing SMS 
Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.  The capacity of 
the proposed 16” dia spur line from repeater 
station (A5) at Khairpur Daha - to Bahawalpur 
shall be 136 MMCFD making it coherent with the 
anticipated peak gas load requirements on this 
segment, thereby, resulting in alleviation of low 
pressure problems of  Bahawalpur City, Lodhran 
City and adjoining localities once and for all. 
P&D Department has got approved the project 
from BOD and has submitted it to OGRA for 
approval. Meanwhile detailed route survey and 
detailed engineering related activities have been 
initiated. 

 P&D Department has also planned 
augmentation of the existing 11.5 kilometer long 
10" dia Adhi- Sukho line, a loop line of 10" dia to 
transport additional 30-40 MMCFD enhanced 
gas remaining within the contractual limit of 600 
PSIG and to avoid any disastrous situation at 
source. The Department has got approved the 

project from BOD as well as from OGRA and has 
also completed all the survey and detailed 
engineering related activities to lay the loop line 
from Ahdi gas field to our existing valve 
assembly at Sukho along-with modification / 
up-gradation of Adhi valve assembly. In order to 
consume this additional gas from Adhi, 
modification woks of SMS Barakahu and two 
new SMSs at Nilore and Kallar Syedan has also 
been planned. Construction works on all these 
jobs are likely to be started shortly.  

 P&D Department handled a large quantum of 
distribution development jobs (approximately 
1200 kilometer of 6" to 12") by vetting / arranging 
initial surveys, finalizing proposals and 
development of drawings for supply of gas to 
new localities / towns and societies. The jobs 
were undertaken / completed with limited 
resources fully complying with international 
codes & standards well within the given stringent 
timelines.

 P&D Department is also engaged in the 
conversion of conventional pipeline 
drawings/layout maps into coordinate-based 
digital maps, explicitly using in-house resources, 
trained professionals and latest GIS based 
mapping technology. The SNGPL’s franchise 
area is draped over latest satellite imagery (10 
meter, Sentinel satellite) to provide a clear and 
accurate picture of existing ground features to 
help in the pipeline planning process. The GIS 
mapping work of Transmission and Distribution 
pipeline network along with associated 
installations and land features of several 
distribution regions is in final stage of 

        In order to address the acute low 
gas pressure / no gas issues of 
Bahawalpur City, Lodhran City and 
adjoining localities as highlighted 
above, P&D Department has carried out 
detailed site survey and simulation 
study which reveals that replacement of 
existing A5 (Khairpur Daha) - 
Bahawalpur transmission pipeline with 
16” dia transmission pipeline is required 
along with upgradation of A5 valve 
assembly and up-gradation of existing 
SMS Bahawalpur upto 100 MMCFD.

completion, and a comprehensive centralized 
database is being prepared for developing a 
state-of-the-art Web GIS application by the first 
quarter of year 2019. The GIS Web application 
will provide browser-based user access across 
SNGPL’s franchise offices to gas pipeline maps, 
database, satellite images and their associated 
datasets, by combining information located in 
separate areas of the company into a single 
common interface. This anticipated GIS Web 
application will provide tools like map navigation, 
database querying, measurements, coordinate 
location etc. which will be useful for network 
planning, operation & maintenance of network  
and map printing on each user’s desktop. It will 
save valuable work hours, reduce human errors, 
eliminate data redundancy and improve work 
efficiency across the organization.

 Apart from rendering meritorious services for 
the nation by providing natural gas to every door 
step by optimally employing technological and 
organizational resources, SNGPL has also 
emerged as an EPC contractor in pipeline 
infrastructure development which is in line with 
its vision to become leader in natural gas 
industry. The Company has substantial potential 
to progress its way up in the market as an EPC 
contractor in the recent years. SNGPL has 
undertaken and completed contract projects 
related to pipeline engineering and construction 
of multinational and national companies 
operating in the country. Most of the contracts 
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or 
single bid basis which shows the trust in high 
standards of construction maintained by us. 

 The Company is engaged in various pipeline 
construction projects of national and 
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking 
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of 
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber 
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for 
different gas fields of MOL Pakistan like 
Maramzai, Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, 
Tolanj West and Makori for the last seventeen 
years. MOL Pakistan has played a vital role in 
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately, 
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22 
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for 
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion 
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been 
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, MOL 
Pakistan has awarded SNGPL pipeline laying 
jobs of two more wells i.e. Mardankhel-2 and 
Mardankhel-3 on which work is in progress. 
SNGPL is providing engineering and 
construction services to MOL in these projects. 
The completion of this project will not only inject 
30 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’ System but would 
be quite instrumental in reducing the energy 
deficiency in the country. Pakarab Fertilizer 
Limited (PFL) has also recently awarded the job 
of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /14"/12" dia gas 
pipeline  to be laid from GPF at Mari Petroleum 
field to tie in point near QV2 valve assembly on 
contract. SNGPL is only providing construction 
services in this project to PFL while engineering 
and procurement of material lies in the scope of 
PFL. SNGPL has also started the construction 
works on these line segments.
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WORKING ON A MEGA SCALE
 Projects Department is responsible for 
developing gas pipeline infrastructure may it be 
required for gas transmission or gas distribution 
and in turn contribute to generation of revenue 
through development of capital assets. 

 This involves laying of transmission and 
distribution pipeline networks, erection of 
mainline block valve assemblies (MLBV) and 
installation of pressure regulating and metering 
stations commonly known as Sales Meter 
Stations (SMS). Having developed the expertise 
in construction of pipelines, Projects Department 
helps by taking on the emergency situations like 
ruptures and major maintenance and 
modifications of transmission network.

 While last few years saw unprecedented level 
of work related to construction of transmission 
pipelines owing to addition of LNG in SNGPL’s 
gas mix, the year 2018 saw the decline in work 
of transmission lines as most of the LNG project 
pipelines were completed by mid 2018.  
Approximately 350 kilometers transmission lines 
including LNG Project – II transmission lines 
were commissioned.

 Some of the more noteworthy transmission 

PROJECTSPROJECTS

lines during the year included the 104 kilometer 
long 12” dia Mardan-Swat loop line which 
required laying of pipeline in mountainous terrain 
with highly challenging water courses, canyons 
and hill top crossings. 86 kilometer portion of this 
line has already been commissioned while 
welding of the entire line has been completed. 
Construction work on the highly challenging 
Kandow Hill is also being carried out where crew 
is working day and night for completion. In 
addition to this 21.2 kilometer long 16” Dia 
Sargodha Transmission Line, 8.5 kilometer long 
16” Dia MP 37.88 – KAPCO Line,  3.5 kilometer 
long 8” Dia Tolanj Sales Line and 11.6 kilometer 
long 8” Dia Daska Sambrial Line were also 
completed during the year.

 11 SMSs along with 13 kilometer contract land 
13 kilometer optic fiber cable projects were also 
completed during the said year.

 During the last year, job numbers of almost 
2,600 kilometer supply mains were approved. 
Projects Department has the ability to lay about 
700 – 800 kilometer of distribution pipelines in a 
year. With respect to the capacity, it was a huge 
task and to manage this work load, several 
teams were formed for achievement of the task 
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and under the continuous guidance of SNGPL 
Management and optimal utilization of 
resources, 1,300 kilometer welding; 1,250 
kilometer lowering; and 1,100 kilometer 
commissioning of supply mains was successfully 
completed in this year. This level of performance 
is unprecedented in the history of SNGPL with 
respect to sheer size of work completed in a 
single calendar year.

 In addition to development activities, Projects 
Department also carried out the work on 
operational phases in heavily populated areas 
and pipeline relocations for pipeline falling in the 
paths of development projects like Bus Rapid 
Transit System Peshawar and Metro Bus Project. 

 Projects Department also contributed in laying 
of distribution network (MS and PE) in difficult 
areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Lahore where 
project had to be completed in a highly 
compressed time schedule set by the 
government. 

 Projects Department needs the services of 
coating plant and Manga Workshop to keep it 

running like the well-oiled machines that it is. 
Coating Plant operates 24x7 to supply coated 
pipes to the construction crews and matched its 
pace with the production welding of seven 
camps by ensuring round the clock coating of 
transmission and distribution line pipe during the 
year. A total length of 2,169,341 m assorted 
diameter line pipe was coated, equaling to 
1,460,668m2 of three-layer polyethylene coating. 
Manga Workshop managed to match its pace 
with the pipeline construction crews through 
timely procurement of machinery and provision 
of maintenance services and overhauling/ 
maintenance of already available resources.

 Future projects are expected to include the 
mega project LNG – III, which has been 
designed to bring the LNG imported from Qatar 
into the SNGPL gas stream. Another project that 
is already in process is Punjab Power Plant, 
Jhang which comprises of 93 kilometer long 24” 
Dia pipeline. Procurement for this project has 
already been completed and construction will 
begin as soon as the balance funds are 
received.
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WORKING ON A MEGA SCALE
 Projects Department is responsible for 
developing gas pipeline infrastructure may it be 
required for gas transmission or gas distribution 
and in turn contribute to generation of revenue 
through development of capital assets. 

 This involves laying of transmission and 
distribution pipeline networks, erection of 
mainline block valve assemblies (MLBV) and 
installation of pressure regulating and metering 
stations commonly known as Sales Meter 
Stations (SMS). Having developed the expertise 
in construction of pipelines, Projects Department 
helps by taking on the emergency situations like 
ruptures and major maintenance and 
modifications of transmission network.

 While last few years saw unprecedented level 
of work related to construction of transmission 
pipelines owing to addition of LNG in SNGPL’s 
gas mix, the year 2018 saw the decline in work 
of transmission lines as most of the LNG project 
pipelines were completed by mid 2018.  
Approximately 350 kilometers transmission lines 
including LNG Project – II transmission lines 
were commissioned.

 Some of the more noteworthy transmission 
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lines during the year included the 104 kilometer 
long 12” dia Mardan-Swat loop line which 
required laying of pipeline in mountainous terrain 
with highly challenging water courses, canyons 
and hill top crossings. 86 kilometer portion of this 
line has already been commissioned while 
welding of the entire line has been completed. 
Construction work on the highly challenging 
Kandow Hill is also being carried out where crew 
is working day and night for completion. In 
addition to this 21.2 kilometer long 16” Dia 
Sargodha Transmission Line, 8.5 kilometer long 
16” Dia MP 37.88 – KAPCO Line,  3.5 kilometer 
long 8” Dia Tolanj Sales Line and 11.6 kilometer 
long 8” Dia Daska Sambrial Line were also 
completed during the year.

 11 SMSs along with 13 kilometer contract land 
13 kilometer optic fiber cable projects were also 
completed during the said year.

 During the last year, job numbers of almost 
2,600 kilometer supply mains were approved. 
Projects Department has the ability to lay about 
700 – 800 kilometer of distribution pipelines in a 
year. With respect to the capacity, it was a huge 
task and to manage this work load, several 
teams were formed for achievement of the task 
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and under the continuous guidance of SNGPL 
Management and optimal utilization of 
resources, 1,300 kilometer welding; 1,250 
kilometer lowering; and 1,100 kilometer 
commissioning of supply mains was successfully 
completed in this year. This level of performance 
is unprecedented in the history of SNGPL with 
respect to sheer size of work completed in a 
single calendar year.

 In addition to development activities, Projects 
Department also carried out the work on 
operational phases in heavily populated areas 
and pipeline relocations for pipeline falling in the 
paths of development projects like Bus Rapid 
Transit System Peshawar and Metro Bus Project. 

 Projects Department also contributed in laying 
of distribution network (MS and PE) in difficult 
areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Lahore where 
project had to be completed in a highly 
compressed time schedule set by the 
government. 

 Projects Department needs the services of 
coating plant and Manga Workshop to keep it 

running like the well-oiled machines that it is. 
Coating Plant operates 24x7 to supply coated 
pipes to the construction crews and matched its 
pace with the production welding of seven 
camps by ensuring round the clock coating of 
transmission and distribution line pipe during the 
year. A total length of 2,169,341 m assorted 
diameter line pipe was coated, equaling to 
1,460,668m2 of three-layer polyethylene coating. 
Manga Workshop managed to match its pace 
with the pipeline construction crews through 
timely procurement of machinery and provision 
of maintenance services and overhauling/ 
maintenance of already available resources.

 Future projects are expected to include the 
mega project LNG – III, which has been 
designed to bring the LNG imported from Qatar 
into the SNGPL gas stream. Another project that 
is already in process is Punjab Power Plant, 
Jhang which comprises of 93 kilometer long 24” 
Dia pipeline. Procurement for this project has 
already been completed and construction will 
begin as soon as the balance funds are 
received.
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PLAYING ROLE OF A BRIDGE
 Sui Northern Gas Pipelines is a regulated 
entity and as such Regulatory Affairs (RA) 
Department has a pivotal role in functioning of 
the Company. Among others, some of the major 
contributions of RA Department which 
contributed positively towards growth of the 
Company are presented here for the readers.

 During the process of seeking public 
comments on the new tariff regime, OGRA 
proposed a lower and uncompetitive rate of 
return, however, the Department followed up 
OGRA vigorously and successfully persuaded 
them to allow a competitive rate of return in the 
new tariff regime. 

 During the process of finalization of new tariff 
regime the authority was further successfully 
persuaded to allow at least 50 percent of the 
expenditure on Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) as operating. Such an expense used to 
be fully disallowed by OGRA in the old tariff 
regime.

 The Company’s case was successfully 
pleaded before the authority regarding 

REGULATORY AFFAIRS

determination of transportation tariff in respect of 
transportation of RLNG on behalf of a fertilizer 
plant. This resulted in resolution of a long 
outstanding dispute of transportation tariff with 
the consumer.

 Delay in issuance of monthly RLNG price 
determinations by OGRA used to be a major 
issue which resulted in litigation with the 
consumers, however, with active follow up and 
representations before the authority, RLNG price 
determinations are being issued in a timely 
manner for last one and a half year.

 Complaints and compliance section of RA 
Department, through its active participation and 
follow up, has been successful in getting 5,500 
complaints resolved as against 6,000 complaints 
received through OGRA during FY 2017-18.

 RA department being focal point between 
Institute of Chartered Accountants and the 
Company has successfully inducted several 
trainee students which has resulted in building 
positive image of the Company among 
professional institutions of the Country.

GETTING THE BEST DEALS FOR THE
COMPANY

 SNGPL’s Procurement Department is the 
major stakeholder of the Company’s supply 
chain.  Procurement Department, as a team, 
always tries to ensure timely procurement of the 
material for execution and completion of routine 
operations and mega projects of the Company. 
For the purpose, the Department not only 
procures the material and equipments from local 
markets but also from well renowned 
suppliers/manufacturers around the globe 
through international competitive bidding 
process.

 The Department’s team consists of three 
Sections including i) Local Procurement Section 
for service line material/store stocks, ii) Local 
Procurement Section for material and services 
direct charge and iii) Import Section. In addition 
to this, almost in every Regional Office and 
Project camp, Procurement has dedicated team 
of professionals to cater the needs of regional 
offices as well as project camps. The 
Department’s team focuses on professionalism 
and efficient coordination with all supply chain 

stakeholders of the Company.
 Procurement Department always promotes 
Open Competitive Bidding and encourages 
perfect competition to bring out the best value 
for money (lowest competitive price with best 
available quality products) by spending public 
money in an efficient and effective way.
The Department believes in integrity, fairness, 
transparency and no discrimination during 
procurement process. As a result a fair 
competition has been observed on national as 
well as international basis. Procurement 
Department has efficiently procured the material 
for Distribution, Transmission, Compression, and 
all other departments for smooth running of the 
Company operations. 

 This all is being done strictly in compliance 
with PPRA rules and procurement procedures of 
the Company. For better understanding of area 
and camp offices frequent visits are made to 
guide and coach the executive and staff for 
better understanding of PPRA rules and 
company policies.
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PLAYING ROLE OF A BRIDGE
 Sui Northern Gas Pipelines is a regulated 
entity and as such Regulatory Affairs (RA) 
Department has a pivotal role in functioning of 
the Company. Among others, some of the major 
contributions of RA Department which 
contributed positively towards growth of the 
Company are presented here for the readers.

 During the process of seeking public 
comments on the new tariff regime, OGRA 
proposed a lower and uncompetitive rate of 
return, however, the Department followed up 
OGRA vigorously and successfully persuaded 
them to allow a competitive rate of return in the 
new tariff regime. 

 During the process of finalization of new tariff 
regime the authority was further successfully 
persuaded to allow at least 50 percent of the 
expenditure on Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) as operating. Such an expense used to 
be fully disallowed by OGRA in the old tariff 
regime.

 The Company’s case was successfully 
pleaded before the authority regarding 

REGULATORY AFFAIRS

determination of transportation tariff in respect of 
transportation of RLNG on behalf of a fertilizer 
plant. This resulted in resolution of a long 
outstanding dispute of transportation tariff with 
the consumer.

 Delay in issuance of monthly RLNG price 
determinations by OGRA used to be a major 
issue which resulted in litigation with the 
consumers, however, with active follow up and 
representations before the authority, RLNG price 
determinations are being issued in a timely 
manner for last one and a half year.

 Complaints and compliance section of RA 
Department, through its active participation and 
follow up, has been successful in getting 5,500 
complaints resolved as against 6,000 complaints 
received through OGRA during FY 2017-18.

 RA department being focal point between 
Institute of Chartered Accountants and the 
Company has successfully inducted several 
trainee students which has resulted in building 
positive image of the Company among 
professional institutions of the Country.

GETTING THE BEST DEALS FOR THE
COMPANY

 SNGPL’s Procurement Department is the 
major stakeholder of the Company’s supply 
chain.  Procurement Department, as a team, 
always tries to ensure timely procurement of the 
material for execution and completion of routine 
operations and mega projects of the Company. 
For the purpose, the Department not only 
procures the material and equipments from local 
markets but also from well renowned 
suppliers/manufacturers around the globe 
through international competitive bidding 
process.

 The Department’s team consists of three 
Sections including i) Local Procurement Section 
for service line material/store stocks, ii) Local 
Procurement Section for material and services 
direct charge and iii) Import Section. In addition 
to this, almost in every Regional Office and 
Project camp, Procurement has dedicated team 
of professionals to cater the needs of regional 
offices as well as project camps. The 
Department’s team focuses on professionalism 
and efficient coordination with all supply chain 

stakeholders of the Company.
 Procurement Department always promotes 
Open Competitive Bidding and encourages 
perfect competition to bring out the best value 
for money (lowest competitive price with best 
available quality products) by spending public 
money in an efficient and effective way.
The Department believes in integrity, fairness, 
transparency and no discrimination during 
procurement process. As a result a fair 
competition has been observed on national as 
well as international basis. Procurement 
Department has efficiently procured the material 
for Distribution, Transmission, Compression, and 
all other departments for smooth running of the 
Company operations. 

 This all is being done strictly in compliance 
with PPRA rules and procurement procedures of 
the Company. For better understanding of area 
and camp offices frequent visits are made to 
guide and coach the executive and staff for 
better understanding of PPRA rules and 
company policies.
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AN EVOLUTION IN THE FAMILY
OF SNGPL
 Organizations in today's world operate in a 
highly dynamic environment especially with 
respect to uncertainty of the future. There is 
always a risk that the entity may not be able to 
cope up various challenges resulting from up 
gradation of technology, changes in government 
policies and strategies used by competitors to 
capture the market etc.   

 An organization's survival in such a vibrant 
environment is a challenge and to be a leader 
and thereafter maintaining the role as a leader is 
more than a challenge which not only requires 
hard work, commitment and dedication from the 

RISK MANAGEMENT

top management and employees of an 
organization but appropriate planning and 
effective risk management are also essential 
factors in this regard. In leading organizations, 
risk management has become a vital factor in 
attaining the desired results because without it, 
an organization cannot possibly define its 
objectives for the future. If a company defines 
objectives without taking the risks into 
consideration, chances are that they will lose 
direction once any of these risks hit home.

 Risk Management Department (RMD), 
recently evolved in the family of SNGPL, is 
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striving hard to achieve its objectives. The 
Department has started its day to day operations 
in the form of creating risk awareness, 
development of risk registers and execution of 
special tasks assigned by the Management. An 
overview in this regard is given hereunder.
 Risk Management department in compliance 
with the directions of Risk Management 
Committee (RMC) has finalized its Operational 
Manual, Risk Management Framework, policies 
and procedures, and formats for the department 
in consultation with Risk Management 
Consultant.

 After conclusion of the framework, the 
Department has started working on development 
of risk registers. Departments have been 
assigned to Risk Officers based on their 
previous technical knowledge and experience 
within the organization and thereafter, meetings 
of Risk Officer with focal persons of respective 
Departments and related personnel have 
become a regular feature of the Department. 
Risk management methodology and concepts 
are being shared with the departments. 
Objectives of the departments, the starting point 
in development of risk register, are being 
collected. RMD is also collecting Departmental 
Manuals and carrying out basic study thereof to 
identify control gaps. 

 In compliance to the instructions of RMC, the 
Department has hired consultant for 
"Improvement in Processes/policies of Law 
Department of SNGPL". Along with co-ordinating 
and facilitating the consultants in smooth 
execution of their work, Risk Management 
Department is also closely monitoring overall 
planning and reports related to the assignment 
with an aim to ensure execution of the project as 

per approved TORs.

 As directed by the Risk Management 
Committee (RMC) of the BoD, the Risk 
Management Department, in coordination with 
different departments, has implemented 
following mitigation strategies against various 
categories of risk:

• Introduced the idea of Organizational 
Development (OD) function within HR 
department to continuously work on addressing 
cultural/environmental risk of the organization.

• Ensuring accessibility of departmental 
manuals across the company so that functions in 
the departments are performed in line with the 
documented policies and procedures.

• Suggested Customer Services (CS) 
Department to educate their employees for 
improvement in customer dealing techniques 
and reputation of the Company. Resultantly, CS 
Department has started a formal training 
program for their employees through SNGTI. 

• Suggested CS Department to implement a 
policy to record all complaints in CC&B which 
can be traced later on.

• To explore the advantages of implementing 
SA-8000, a detailed study has been initiated in 
consultation with HR Department.

• Reviewed various policies of different 
departments and provided suggestions for 
betterment in operational activities.

 Entity wide "Risk Awareness" culture is a 
fundamental of successful Risk Management. In 
this regard, the Department is thankful to SNGTI 
for its cooperation in arranging number of 
trainings on risk management to a large number 
of personnel of the organization. While at 
trainings, the participants not only learnt the 
concepts of "Risk Management" but they were 
also provided a work friendly environment to 
carry out exercise for development of Risk 
Registers.

 At SNGPL, risk management is considered a 
collective responsibility at all levels of 
management and is not to be seen or practiced 
as a separate activity. Being part of SNGPL 
family, let us join hands together to keep our 
organization well managed from all sorts of risks 
to ensure required sustainable growth of the 
Company and achievement of the entity's 
desired objectives.
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 The year 2018 has been memorable in the 
history of Sales Department with respect to 
unprecedented performance of issuance of 
demand notices. This year, Sales Department 
has further raised its performance bar by issuing 
more Demand Notices as compared to 2017. It 
is a matter of great pleasure that achievement of 
this challenging task has been highly 
appreciated by the Management. Throughout 
the year the urgent fee bills have been produced 
maintaining “zero pendency” level. 

 SNGPL has executed following agreements in 
respect of LNG / RLNG transaction:

• Interim Agreement for supply of 200 MMCFD 
RLNG with KAPCO has been finalized and 
executed in January 2018 in view of enhanced 
supplies after commissioning of 2nd RLNG 
Terminal.

• Interim Agreement with four IPPs (Saif Power 
Limited, Orient Power Company, Sapphire 
Electric Company, and Halmore Power) have 
been finalized and executed in January 2018.

Following agreements have been finalized: 

• Interim agreements with Northern Power 
Generation Company Ltd for supply of RLNG to 
its three power plants at TPS Muzaffargarh, 
Nandipur and GTPS Faisalabad.

Following agreements are being finalized:

• Enhancement of existing Gas Transportation 
Agreement (GTA) with SSGC for 600 MMCFD up 
to 1,200 MMCFD RLNG for transportation of 
additional RLNG volumes from Karachi to 
Sawan. 

• Gas Sales Agreement (GSA) with Punjab 
Thermal Power Limited (PTPL) for Trimmu Power 
Plant.

• Supplemental Agreements with industrial 
consumers for supply of RLNG

Following resolve of the Company to maximize 
sale of RLNG to various categories of 
consumers, RLNG allocations as per following 

SALES
RAISING THE
PERFORMANCE
BAR EVERY YEAR

details have been made to prospective 
industrial, captive power and commercial 
consumers:

• Industrial and Captive Power
 584 Units 300 MMCFD

• Commercial
 6500 Units 34.5 MMCFD

 Above has helped in boosting image of the 
Company with reference to provision of quality 
services to its esteemed consumers. It became 
possible through continuous liaison with the 
regional offices.

 Furthermore, out of above allocations, sales 
related activities after receipt of security deposit, 
has been completed for more than 4200 new 
RLNG based commercial gas connections and 
189 new RLNG based industrial and captive 
power gas connections (up to 24 December 
2018). 

 Sales Department has started preservation of 
record through an electronic programme i.e. 
Document Archiving System (DAS). During the 
year 2018, the hallmark of 100,000 documents 
has been achieved. 

 With the relaxation of moratorium on provision 
of RLNG to new Housing Societies, Sales 
Department is vigorously working on processing 
of such requests from various applicants. These 
requests comprise of new housing societies, 
extensions and remaining areas. Applications for 
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provision of RLNG based gas connections are 
being accepted in Regional Sales sections and 
after completion of formalities, offer letters are 
being issued to the applicants on TOR/100 
percent cost basis. In 2018, complete cases of 
210 housing societies were received from 
various regions and out of them 171 societies 
have been sanctioned total 113.5 MMCFD RLNG 
allocation after fulfilling the procedural 
requirements. 

 In order to better facilitate valued applicants, 
SMS service has been started. The applicants 
are intimated on their mobile phones at various 
stages regarding progress of their cases for gas 
connection. During the year 2018, more than 
150,000 SMSs were sent to applicants in various 
categories. 

Response to Consumer Complaints

Name of Agency
Sr.
No.

Resolution
Progress

Prime Minister’s Office/ 
Ministry of Energy
Wafaqi Mohtasib
OGRA
Human Rights Cell
Total

Pending
Complaints

Complaint
Resolved

Total Complaint
Received

1.

2.
3.
4.

662

330
1089
25

2106

630

315
1002
23

1970

32

15
87
2

136

95%

95%
95%
92%
94%

Region

Grand Total

Abbottabad
Bahawalpur
Faisalabad
Gujranwala
Gujrat
Islamabad
Lahore East
Lahore West

1,431
1,054
6,818
741
164

1,763
9,271
3,892

Urgent Fee

Urgent Fee: 32,340 Normal: 539,574 Grand Total: 539,574

12,815
23,764
58,192
60,515
27,495
48,933
37,415
15,230

Grand Total

11,384
22,710
51,374
59,774
27,331
47,170
28,144
11,338

Normal Region

Mardan
Multan
Peshawar
Rawalpindi
Sahiwal
Sargodha
Sheikhupura
Sialkot

463
1,641
336

1,316
180
972

1,786
512

Urgent Fee

26,146
51,675
41,218
44,792
23,772
32,696
34,619
32,637

Grand Total

25,683
50,034
40,882
43,476
23,592
31,724
32,833
32,125

Normal

Details of Disciplinary Action

Demand Notices Issued in 2018

Punishment Awarded in 2018Sr.

Dismissal
Downgrading
Stoppage of Increment
Warning
Advisory Note

Total

No. of Employees

1
2
3
4
5

06
28
17
14
06
71

 In pursuance of the Management’s resolve to 
maintain transparency and fairness with respect 
to sales operations, a monitoring/enforcement 
cell has been set up in Sales Department. It aims 
at monitoring and enforcement of sales policies 
in vogue. It is regularly visiting and scrutinizing 
documents/files and all relevant dispensation 
and deviation/breach reported to this effect is 
dealt with strict action and responsible for these 
irregularities are taken to task. During the current 
year, monitoring team unearthed number of 
shortcomings and penalties commensurate with 
gravity of offence have also been awarded to 
delinquents concerned. As a result of stringent 
monitoring major penalties were awarded to 
culprits. Monitoring/Enforcement cell has been 
conducting trainings for capacity building of the 
Executive/subordinate staff of the Department.
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its three power plants at TPS Muzaffargarh, 
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• Enhancement of existing Gas Transportation 
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additional RLNG volumes from Karachi to 
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details have been made to prospective 
industrial, captive power and commercial 
consumers:

• Industrial and Captive Power
 584 Units 300 MMCFD

• Commercial
 6500 Units 34.5 MMCFD

 Above has helped in boosting image of the 
Company with reference to provision of quality 
services to its esteemed consumers. It became 
possible through continuous liaison with the 
regional offices.

 Furthermore, out of above allocations, sales 
related activities after receipt of security deposit, 
has been completed for more than 4200 new 
RLNG based commercial gas connections and 
189 new RLNG based industrial and captive 
power gas connections (up to 24 December 
2018). 

 Sales Department has started preservation of 
record through an electronic programme i.e. 
Document Archiving System (DAS). During the 
year 2018, the hallmark of 100,000 documents 
has been achieved. 

 With the relaxation of moratorium on provision 
of RLNG to new Housing Societies, Sales 
Department is vigorously working on processing 
of such requests from various applicants. These 
requests comprise of new housing societies, 
extensions and remaining areas. Applications for 
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provision of RLNG based gas connections are 
being accepted in Regional Sales sections and 
after completion of formalities, offer letters are 
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 In pursuance of the Management’s resolve to 
maintain transparency and fairness with respect 
to sales operations, a monitoring/enforcement 
cell has been set up in Sales Department. It aims 
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and deviation/breach reported to this effect is 
dealt with strict action and responsible for these 
irregularities are taken to task. During the current 
year, monitoring team unearthed number of 
shortcomings and penalties commensurate with 
gravity of offence have also been awarded to 
delinquents concerned. As a result of stringent 
monitoring major penalties were awarded to 
culprits. Monitoring/Enforcement cell has been 
conducting trainings for capacity building of the 
Executive/subordinate staff of the Department.
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CONSISTENT TOWARDS
CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT

 Stores Department has been able to achieve 
100 percent implementation of e-MR/e-MRV at 
all Distribution Regions, Compression & 
Transmission offices. This milestone has been 
achieved with dedicated efforts of Stores team 
and due cooperation of the indenting 
departments and support from IT/MIS 
Department. The implementation of e-MR/e-MRV 
is significantly helpful for the indenting 
departments/job-holders in managing their stock 
levels and job reconciliation through visibility of 
inventory levels and access which was not 
available in the past. In the last phase of its 
implementation, necessary trainings are being 
arranged for Projects, so that e-MR/e-MRV may 
be fully implemented in the Company by the end 
of current financial year i.e 2018-19. 

 In addition, Inter Stores Stock Transfers (ISST) 
has also been 100 percent converted from hard 
copies to electronic ISST throughout all 
store-locations. It is also important to mention 
here that number of days required for 
processing with respect to in-transit materials, 
have been greatly reduced, and mainly done 
through processing using Oracle based 
recording/documentation of Inter Stores Stock 
Transfers (e-ISST).

 During the last financial year i.e 2017-18, a 
total number of 431,958 store transactions 
valuing Rs. 73 Billion were recorded whereas the 
ratio of store adjustment documents remained at 
only 1.81 percent which depicts very low error 

rate during store transactions.

 Receiving Statements are being prepared 
upon completion of pre-requisites by the 
concerned departments. However, Stores 
Department has applied untiring efforts with 
respect to outstanding balance in Import Control 
with Accounts Department. Resultantly, Import 
Control Balance has been reduced from Rs. 
1,537 million to Rs. 367 million. This is a 
remarkable achievement in itself which became 
possible through effective coordination with the 
user departments for provision of inspection 
reports and Procurement Department for 
completion/replacement of incomplete/rejected 
deliveries. Remaining old outstanding cases are 
in focus for resolution by traceability of records 
through the concerned departments.

 Transportation of line pipe and material/ 
equipment throughout the company was 
arranged by issuance of 41 different work orders 
to transporters and 1282 bills amounting Rs. 
304.35 Million have been processed during 
fiscal year 2017-18.

 Indents for purchase of material are being 
checked and cleared by Coordinator (PB&MC). 
Last year a total of 2,114 Indents were cleared 
while saving Rs. 68.24 Million in favour of the 
Company. Tenders were floated for sale of 
scrapped items lying in Stores. Scrapped 
material and Vehicles were sold to the 
successful bidders for Rs. 248.93 Million.
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CONNECTING THE MISSING LINKS
TELECOMMUNICATION

 SCADA Host Replacement project Phase-I is 
in progress. The Department has achieved first 
two major milestones i.e. finalization of 
Functional Design Specification and a 
successful Factory Acceptance Testing (F.A.T). 
During F.A.T, SCADA System’s complete 
architecture was staged at Factory Premises of 
Schneider Electric. SNGPL F.A.T. Team verified 
each and every aspect of the System including 
testing of newly introduced Communication 
protocols i.e. Modbus TCP/IP & DNP3 and 
existing communication protocol i.e. Modbus 
RTU by successfully polling existing RTUs of 
SNGPL Network from F.A.T. site. Also as a part 
of F.A.T. testing, GPRS based SCADA 
Communication has been successfully executed 
for future expansion of SCADA outstations. After 
successful F.A.T., Site Acceptance Testing 
(SAT) activities are in progress and both parties 
are striving hard to complete the project before 
the end of this calendar year. Establishment of 
DRC (Disaster Recovery Centre) of SCADA Host 
Servers at Lahore-HO is also in progress.

 Following the vision of expanding its footprint 
throughout the Company, Telecom Department 
has extended the Router Network to provide IT 
services to Sargodha, Sheikhupura, Gujrat, 
Abbottabad, Sialkot, Rawalpindi, Sahiwal and 
Bahawalpur Distribution Regions.

 Real-time SCADA and Voice Communication 
at RLNG based new GPPs is of critical 
importance for round the clock monitoring and 
communication with Gas Control Center. For the 
purpose, fully licensed Microwave Radio Links 
have been installed to enhance reliability of both 
services at GPPs.

 In order to make coordination seamless 
between SNGPL and SSGC, PABXs from both 
organizations have been interfaced for 
inter-connectivity of telephony service.

 Keeping in view importance of safety of 
operationally critical and costly equipment 
installed at repeater stations, the Department 
has installed Surge Protection System at 17 
different Repeater Stations as a safety barrier 
against damages caused by Lightning Strikes 
and Power Surges. 
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 During the year under review, Telecom 
Department ensured continuous operation of 
SNGPL’s Microwave network with minimum 
down time in all of its services. 
Telecommunication Department also installed 
Microwave Backbone link between SNGPL I-9 
Office and Petroleum House, Islamabad to 
provide Video and SCADA connectivity at DG 
Gas Office and SCADA connectivity at Ministry 
of Energy. Another DMC Exchange and 
Microwave Link has been installed between 
Head Office and newly established Office in LDA 
Plaza to provide all Telecom services. Data link 
was also installed between SNGPL Regional 
office Peshawar and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa’s 
Ministry of Power and Energy to provide SCADA 
facility.
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rate during store transactions.
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CONNECTING THE MISSING LINKS
TELECOMMUNICATION
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existing communication protocol i.e. Modbus 
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 During the year under review, Telecom 
Department ensured continuous operation of 
SNGPL’s Microwave network with minimum 
down time in all of its services. 
Telecommunication Department also installed 
Microwave Backbone link between SNGPL I-9 
Office and Petroleum House, Islamabad to 
provide Video and SCADA connectivity at DG 
Gas Office and SCADA connectivity at Ministry 
of Energy. Another DMC Exchange and 
Microwave Link has been installed between 
Head Office and newly established Office in LDA 
Plaza to provide all Telecom services. Data link 
was also installed between SNGPL Regional 
office Peshawar and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa’s 
Ministry of Power and Energy to provide SCADA 
facility.
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PUTTING THINGS ON THE TRACK
 Cognizant of the fact that efforts of individual 
departments to achieve their respective 
objectives contribute in the overall success and 
growth of the Company, Treasury Department 
has strived to accomplish certain milestones 
during the year 2018. 

 Running Finance facility amounting to Rs. 
10,000 million to meet the working capital 
requirements has been arranged at the most 
competitive rate i.e. KIBOR plus zero spread 
which is lowest in the history of SNGPL. In this 
regard, agreements with two banks have been 
finalized while agreement with one bank is in 
process.

 FY 2017-18 was the first year where 
transactions were recorded separately for the 
members who opted for investment of their PF 
balance in the Islamic avenues. Independent 
ledgers have been maintained for receiving 
contributions, issuance/repayment of PF loans, 
investment of funds, profit on investments etc. 
Accounts and record of this block have been 
audited by the external auditors to their entire 
satisfaction. Profit for this block was distributed 
based on the end of month balances of each 
member after deduction of outstanding 
repayable loan. Such members are separately 
tagged in the system. 

 Pension section of Treasury Department had 
earlier carried out physical verification of 
pensioners by visiting regional/area offices and 
even verified the ailing pensioners at their homes 
and hospitals. Afterwards SOP was developed 
whereby physical appearance of pensioners in 
the relevant area Admin offices was made 
mandatory after every six months for 
continuation of pension. Despite this there were 

TREASURY

307 unverified pensioners on the pension 
payroll, although their pension was already 
stopped but in order to verify their existence with 
complete authenticity, it was decided by the 
management in the month of October 2018 that 
team of Pension Section shall visit the 
location/residence of each unverified pensioner 
with the respective Area Admin staff jointly. 
Pension team comprising three members visited 
various areas in the month of November 2018 
which include Gujranwala, Hafizabad, Sialkot, 
Narowal,, Gujrat, Jhelum, Chakwal, Talagang, 
Rawalpindi, Gujjar Khan, Islamabad, Murree, 
Azad Kashmir,, Wah, Attock, Taxila, Abbottabad, 
Haripur, Mansehra, Peshawar, Mardan, Swat, 
Sawabi, Dir, Lakki Marwat, Kohat, Tank, Karak 
and adjoining remote areas. The team has 
visited 158 locations in the above areas and has 
verified 84 pensioners as alive, 56 as dead (both 
employee and widow), 5 pensioners ex-Pakistan, 
5 cases were for transfer of pension to widow, 
while 8 pensioners could not be located. 
Remaining 149 pensioners scattered in other 
areas are scheduled to be verified in the months 
of December 2018 and January 2019. Efforts of 
the verification team are highly commendable 
and no such precedence exists in the Company.

 Collection Section made continuous efforts to 
resolve the pending amounts outstanding since 
long. As a result the Department has cleared 
backlog and now it is working on the outstanding 
amounts aging from one to six months which is a 
significant achievement. Collection Section has 
succeeded in encashing BGs / SBLCs 
amounting to approximately Rs. 10.80 billion 
during the calendar year by continuous efforts 
and vigorously follow-up with banks.
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN
DISTRIBUTION

COMMERCIAL SECTION

 Faisalabad Region is considered as role 
model in entire Distribution network across the 
Company for its best practices, workmanship, 
highly motivated executives, skilled and efficient 
staff and best practices. On the basis of network 
length, number of consumers and geographical 
spread, Faisalabad is one of the largest regions 
across the Company. The region has a very 
good legacy in UFG control, development 
activities, new connections, combing mains, 
customer services and maintenance activities. 

 UFG has been a major benchmark for 
performance of distribution companies. 
Realizing its significance Faisalabad region was 
able to reduce the UFG from 6.25 percent (as in 
June 2017) to 6.01 percent (as in June 2018) 
which is 4.3 percent less than the overall UFG of 
the Company. Reduction in UFG was achieved 
by giving special attention to core activities like 
UGLR, SRP, AGLR and Vigilance. 

 Underground leakage rectification activity has 
the major affect on UFG losses. Faisalabad 
region managed to rectify all leakage point 
identified during Financial Year 2017-18, 
moreover all pending underground leak point 
pertaining to years 2012-17 were also rectified.

 Faisalabad region managed to replace 49.6 
kilometers of corroded/leaking gas mains 
against system rehabilitation programs during 
FY 2017-18. All pending jobs related to FY 
2015-16, 2016-17 were also completed, 
commissioned, and it was ensured that all old 
networks were disconnected by 30 June 2018.

 1,883 kilometers of gas mains were laid by 
Faisalabad region during FY 2017-18 which is 
the highest ever laying achieved by Faisalabad 
Region and simultaneously the highest laying 
achieved by any region across the company in 
FY 2017-18.

 1,214 kilometers of gas mains (supply 
main/Feeder mains) of assorted diameters were 
added in to the existing distribution network for 
supplying gas to new localities and rectification 
of low pressure area.

 Training centre developed at regional level 

 The commercial section of Faisalabad-D is 
performing the execution and vigilance of 5,220 
commercial and special domestic consumers 
and installation of new commercial gas 
connections. The Commercial section is mainly 
divided into two sub sections on operational 
basis i.e. Execution section and Vigilance 
section. 

 Detail Summary of work done during this year 
is presented herefor the readers:

FAISALABAD (D)

kept supporting the Development activities 
through training of Fitters, welders and 
Supervisors.

Activity

Vigilance of commercial and 
special domestic consumers
Anomalies Detected/ 
Rectified
Repelacement of Meters 
(EVC/ Non EVC)
Reconnection of Meters 
(EVC/ Non EVC)
Disconnection of Meters 
(EVC/ Non EVC)
New Installation of Meters 
(EVC/ Non EVC)
Consumers Complaints 
(1199)
Service Line Plugged/ 
Removed
Technical Vetting Performed
Volume Booked for Theft 
Cases
Volume Booked for Under 
Billing

Target Achieved

21,328

1,018

1,366

84

55

197

672

222

520

3.24 MMCF

50.04 MMFC

 Faisalabad-D has seven vigilance teams, with 
annual target of 21,328 visits of consumers. The 
target was timely achieved in accordance to the 
KMI No. 5. The Commercial section reported 
and booked about 50.04 MMCF volume against 
under billing and 03.24 MMCF volume against 
theft.

 As a result of vigilance activity, 1,018 
anomalies were highlighted by vigilance teams 
which were timely rectified by the executions 
teams.
The section’s welding teams installed 197 new 
connections beside other cases of uplifting, 
maintenance and up gradation of CMSs, and 

service line removals of disconnected 
consumers.

 Meter installation team installed 197 new 
connections beside routine assignments of EVC 
meter replacements and attending CS 
complaints.
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which were timely rectified by the executions 
teams.
The section’s welding teams installed 197 new 
connections beside other cases of uplifting, 
maintenance and up gradation of CMSs, and 

WORKSHOP ON ULTRASONIC METERING

 Continuous training of human resources 
regarding latest operational techniques and 
equipment is critical building block of any 
organization, as having a trained workforce 
helps in improved operation, reduced costs and 
increased productivity. Keeping this objective in 
mind, and as directed by Management, One day 
Workshops on Ultrasonic Metering were 
conducted by Chief Engineer Metering Nadeem 
Akhtar at three locations including Faisalabad 
(T), Multan (T) and Wah (T) in the month of 
February and March 2018. About 50 executives 
and staff attended the workshops and got 
familiarized with basic principles and operation 
of ultrasonic gas meter.

HOUSEKEEPING AWARD WINNER FOR THE 
YEAR 2018

 Maintaining and implementing the Company’s 
HSE policies and procedures has always been 
one key objective of metering department at 

FAISALABAD (T)
Transmission HQ, Faisalabad. HSE Week was 
arranged in February 2018 by HSE Department 
and metering Department has been awarded 
“housekeeping champion” of the year 2018 
trophy. We will strive to do even better in next 
year.

FLOW PROVER CELL’S ACHIEVEMENT
 Turbine meters accuracy and repeatability are 
thoroughly scrutinized through their 
maintenance, repair and flow proving at 
Metering Flow Prover Cell in Transmission HQ, 
FSD to meet accuracy and repeatability 
standards. Different types of turbine meters such 
as Elster, Daniel, Sensus, Rotary, GT Series, 
Instromet, I-Meter and Romet are being flow 
proved through the use of cutting edge 
technology of Itron Flow proving and Roots 
Model 5 flow proving machine. Metering 
Transmission department has so far successfully 
flow proved and delivered 209 turbine meters 
within time in year 2018.

UNSUNG HERO
 “Happiness does not come from doing easy 
work but from the afterglow of satisfaction that 
comes after the achievement of a difficult task 
that demanded our best.”

 Theodore Isaac Rubin (American psychiatrist 
and author)

 Gujrat region is an unsung hero which has 
contributed a lot for the progress and prosperity 
of the Company. Few achievements are being 
presented here for the readers.

GUJRAT (D)

Gujrat region acquired the URS ISO 14001 and 
OHSAS 18001 third party certification for the first 
time after successful surveillance audit in 
September 2018 with Zero Non-Conformance. 
Environmental Management system standard 
ISO 14001: 2004 was upgraded to ISO 
14001:2015 and Gujrat region is among the first 
sites in SNGPL to have successfully acquired 
this upgraded certification due to firm 
commitment, determination and dedication of all 
sections.

ACHIEVING THE TARGETS
OPERATIONS SECTION
Domestic Meter Replacement

 It was next to impossible to achieve the 
highest target of KMI No. 11 but the designated 
team members put much hard work and 
dedication into this project resulting in 49,000 
meters being replaced in a matter of only five 
months. Due to replacement of these meters, the 
region not only contributed in improvement of 
the Company’s profit/loss scale as per OGRA 
formulated KMIs but also brought down UFG-C 
of the region. 

UFG-C AND BILLING SECTION
Special Domestic Bookings

 Rawalpindi Region is one of those regions 
with maximum presence of armed forces as 
special domestic consumers. As such for 
resolving issues, direct use issue Team has 
been constituted which is headed by General 
Manager (Distribution). The team showed 
exceptional and incredible performance to 
achieve the targets through booking of 2,39,000 

RAWALPINDI

Details of Consumer

DG ANF

Dhamiyal Camp

General Manager Project
(DHA)

OT Complex CMH

GE Air Commanding Officer
CMH for Mosque

ME West Cook House Station

Bookings

5275.41 Hm3

Rs. 132,48,542/-
7848.33 Hm3

Rs. 197,25,274/-
Theft Changes
7915.743 Hm3

Rs. 227,93,075/-
Under Billing
5707.650 Hm3

Rs. 152,42,965/-
Under Billing

3375 Hm3

Rs. 78,01,192/-
Under Billing
15120 Hm3

Rs. 348,37,979/-

Violation

Direct Bypass

Direct Bypass

Fake Meter Installed

Non-Billing Case

Non-Billing Case

Non-Billing Case

Hm3 against special Domestic category which 
comes directly through regular billing and also 
60,000 Hm3 in theft. This not only provides 
definitive assistance in terms of volumetric loss 
thus arresting UFG losses of the region but also 
provides decisive financial benefits for the 
Company too.

service line removals of disconnected 
consumers.

 Meter installation team installed 197 new 
connections beside routine assignments of EVC 
meter replacements and attending CS 
complaints.

 Land is always classified as a long term asset 
for any organization. A piece of land measuring 
36 Kanals 09 Marlas situated at main G.T.Road, 
has been successfully acquired for construction 
of regional office building with continuous 
strenuous efforts. Although, initially it was difficult 
to involve in a process which was adopted for 
the first time in the history of SNGPL but was 
able to achieve this task well in time. The role of 
district management also remained positive 
throughout the acquisition period. Now the 
construction of boundary wall at site has been 
started. The process resulted in financial savings 
of Rs. 31.1 million.

 Domestic Meter Inspection Shop (DMIS) 
Gujrat generated 27,085 meter inspection 
reports of domestic gas meters in 2018 which is 
more than double of the same generated during 
the previous year and as a result 12,351 Hm3 of 
gas volume was recovered which contributed in 
the low value of UFG of the region. DMIS Gujrat 
recently achieved objective of improved and 

healthy working environment through installation 
of a standard air compressor and workbenches 
for the staff to increase the productivity and 
accuracy of flow proving of domestic gas 
meters.

 Biometric Attendance system has been 
introduced at Gujrat Region and successful 
registration of all employees has been timely 
completed. In order to promote safe and healthy 
working environment, HSE Week and World 
Environmental day were celebrated in the region 
for the first time. Public awareness sessions on 
gas conservation and safety, energy 
conservation walks and CSR activities were 
carried out successfully throughout the region.
Independent edit checking has been started at 
IT/MIS Section in Gujrat region which has helped 
in timely billing to consumers. Android based 
M80 HHU Devices have been launched in Gujrat 
Region including Sub Area Mandi Bah-u-Din for 
efficient and easy working.
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service line removals of disconnected 
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JAMSHEED NASEER KHAN
Deputy Chief Engineer

Projects/Lands Department
Head Office

MUBASHAR NASEER
Senior Accountant

Finance Department
Head Office

He ensured implementation of Absolute Budgetary 
Control on Capital Jobs in Oracle Financial System 
which is an extraordinary initiative. This will help in 
maintaining financial discipline in ongoing jobs as 
well as in planning process for future.

Apart from ensuring provision of free hold land 
during LNG project, he also addressed the 
pending land acquisition/mutation work. Under his 
supervision, land advances worth Rs. 1149.779 
million were adjusted while 1,732 acres land got 
mutated in favour of the Company.

IMTIAZ MEHMOOD
Chief Accountant

Accounts Department
Head Office

He played very active role for amendments in GST 
Act for adjustment of input tax of more than Rs. 24 
million, paid by the Company to PLL and PSO. His 
plead for the Company’s contention at all forums 
was finally accepted by FBR, Ministry of Energy 
and Ministry of Finance.

MUHAMMAD IMRAN
Associate Engineer

Corrosion Control Section
Rawalpindi

SHAHBAZ KHAN AFRIDI
Superintendent GD

Media Affairs Department
Head Office

After implementation of Oracle ERP for advertising 
billing, he was trained to perform all the tasks which 
he would previously do manually. He, with the help 
of Executives, learnt every aspect of the automated 
procedures and provided error-free output.

He achieved annual target for underground gas 
leakage detection survey within five months 
period. In November 2018, his efforts led to 
identification of 90 leaks in 237 kilometer network. 
He also effectively handled 15 emergency 
situations in November 2018.

MUHAMMAD ARSHAD
Senior Officer

IT/MIS Department
Head Office

He was assigned the task to post the adjustments 
in the billing system through scripting. With 
enhancements in CC&B, he is performing the 
same task by using the batch jobs thus sparing the 
scripting team for other assignments.

KHALID MAHMOOD
Deputy Chief Officer
IT/MIS Department

Head Office

WAHEED AFZAL
Executive Officer
Stores Section
Lahore Area

He handled the additionally assigned 
responsibilities of dispatch of SLM material. The 
task was handed over to him due to transfer of an 
Executive. He did monthly closing timely and 
effectively through constant coordination with all 
the stakeholders.

He made the CC&B processes more efficient by 
developing new batch jobs through use of in-built 
latest technologies. This not only enabled the 
department to post more than one million 
transactions but the automation also reduced the 
task execution time from hours to minutes.

FRAZ EJAZ
Deputy Chief Accountant (FR)

Accounts Department
Head Office

He greatly contributed in resolution of the long 
outstanding issue of inadmissibility of input tax on 
UFG in Appellate Tribunal Inland Revenue (ATIR) 
which has been decided in the Company’s favour. 
This will provide the Company with immediate 
financial relief of Rs. 2.183 billion.

MUHAMMAD USMAN LATIF
Sub-Engineer

Metering Section
Faisalabad - D

KHALIL HASHMI
Sub-Engineer
HSE Section

Sub Area Rahim Yar Khan
Apart from ensuring compliance of HSE 
procedures at the Sub-Area office, he 
also contributed in successful 
completion of CSR project which 
involved provision of RO plant at the 
local government school.

He has put efforts to boost domestic 
meter repairing progress by managing 
the provided resources efficiently.

AHMED MALIK
Accountant

Finance Department
Head Office

He played pivotal role in the process of 
implementation of Budgetary Control 
through Oracle Financial System on 
capital jobs (DDP only).

He is assisting in process of 
implementation of Budgetary Control 
through Oracle Financial System on 
capital jobs (DDP only). He has been 
assigned to upload budget against the 
jobs in Oracle Financial which he has 
been performing for the last three years.

FARHAT IQBAL
Superintendent

Accounts Department
Head Office

ABDUL MAJEED
Senior Supervisor

Civil Maintenance Section
Gatwala Pumping Station

HAFIZ WAQAS ALI
H.M.M

Metering Section
Faisalabad - D

He always efficiently 
renders services to his 
supervisor for achieving 
targets regarding 
repairing of domestic 
meters.

His efforts have led to 
round-the-clock provision 
of fresh water from 
Gatwala pumping station 
to Transmission 
Headquarters Faisalabad.

NISAR-UL-HAQ
Superintendent (Revenue)

Billing Section
Multan

He has resolved all the 
cases related to his zone 
codes. In addition to this, 
he always responds 
immediately on the 
assigned tasks.

He achieved target of 100% 
resolution of complaints 
received through helpline 
1199 within the stipulated time 
period while also arranging the 
submission of various reports.

SYED ATTA UR REHMAN
Assistant Billing
Billing Section

Multan - D
He successfully carried out 
additionally assigned tasks 
including zero pendency in 
helpline 1199 and PMDU 
complaints, recovery suits 
processing and entry in CC&B

ZEESHAN FAIZ
Officer Billing

Distribution Section
Multan - D

aLL IN tHE      faMILY
Allah has blessed 

Muhammad Qamar Aziz, 
Sub-Engineer (Metering), 
Head Office, with a baby 

boy who is named 
Muhammad Burhan.
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Mother-in-Law of Mahmood Zia Ahmad, Senior General Manager (Distribution – North), passed away on 05 December 2018.

Elder brother of Rehan Nawaz, ex-Senior General Manager (CSS), Head Office, passed away on 15 December 2018.

Mother of Hidayat Ullah Khan Niazi, Chief Officer (Procurement), Head Office, passed away on 24 December 2018.

Qamar Aziz, ex-Chief Engineer (Projects), Head Office, passed away on 24 December 2018.

Mother of Azhar Abbas, Deputy Chief Admin Officer, Head Office, passed away on 13 December 2018.

Father of Abrar Rashid, Senior Engineer (Transmission), Head Office, passed away on 26 December 2018.

Mother-in-Law of Asmat Ullah, Senior Officer (IT/MIS), Head Office, passed away on 27 December 2018.

Father of Muhammad Adnan, Executive Accountant (Finance), Head Office, passed away on 24 December 2018.

Father-in-Law of Hameed Ullah, Engineer (Corrosion), Islamabad, passed away on 27 December 2018.

Father of Muhammad Shoaib Azam, Secretary to GM (Procurement), Head Office, passed away on 26 December 2018.

Abdul Latif Khan (Ghandapur), ex-Admin Officer, Peshawar, passed away on 26 December 2018.

SNGPL and the editorial team of “The Pride” are thankful to the following 
employees for the services they rendered. We wish all the best for their future.

Muhammad Ghazanafar Ullah Khan
Asst. Incharge Computer Operator

Procurement Department
Head Office

Shahid Ali
Sr. Supervisor Mechanic Plant

Distribution Section
Lahore East (D)

Banaras Khan
Sweeper

Administration Section
Rawalpindi (D)

Zafar Iqbal
Deputy Foreman Coat and Wrap

Distribution Section 
Faisalabad (D)

Muhammad Afzal
Deputy Foreman Welding

Compression Section 
Multan (T)

Muhammad Ashiq
Supervisor Operator Air Compressor

Distribution Section
Faisalabad (D)

Naseeb Khan
Deputy Foreman Welding

Distribution Section
Mianwali, Sargodha (D)

Muhammad Arif
Sr. Supervisor Record Keeper
Human Resource Department

Head Office

Hafiz Muhammad Babar Asif
Engineer (Distribution), 

Gujranwala - D

Muhammad Bashir
Deputy Chief Engineer (T&D)

SNGTI

Rana Sajid Ali
Executive Accountant
Project Department

Chaudhry Muhammad Munir
Superintendent GD Records

Distribution Department
Head Office

Muhammad Younas
Deputy Foreman 

Distribution Section 
Faisalabad (D)

PLANTATION DRIVE
FOR A GREEN AND HEALTHY FUTURE
PLANTATION DRIVE
FOR A GREEN AND HEALTHY FUTURE

The present Federal 
Government has taken a 

HSE Department

much needed initiative of planting five billion 
trees across the Country. Prime Minister of 
Pakistan Imran Khan started this initiative by 
planting a tree in Islamabad thus highlighting the 
importance of trees for a sustainable 
environment. The purpose is to stop the 
degradation of the Country’s environment and to 
ensure a healthy future which people live in 
harmony with nature. 

 The initiative was also very well received in 
SNGPL. An annual target of planting 100,000 
trees has been set by the Senior Management 
with emphasis to actively participate and 
contribute in this cause of extreme national 
importance. To achieve this target, SNGPL has 
partnered with forest departments of Punjab and 
KPK for plantation in Murree, Abbottabad and 
Mardan areas. Further SNGPL and WWF are 
also working together for plantation of trees at 
Changa Manga, Pakistan’s largest manmade 
forest. The species to be planted are local and 
indigenous like neem, sheesham, pine, 
sukhchain and Arjan etc. SNGPL has already 
planted around 29,000 trees at many of its sites 
including compressor stations, repeater stations, 
transmission and distribution offices. The 
response received is overwhelming as many 
employees have also contributed to the noble 
cause by planting trees at their residential and 
official premises. 

 Pakistan is amongst the top ten countries 
impacted by climate change as witnessed by 
floods, cyclones, heat waves, rising sea levels, 

sea intrusion and loss in agricultural productivity. 
Studies prove that the simplest and most 
effective way to minimize the effects of climate 
change is by increasing a country’s forest cover 
which unfortunately for Pakistan is only 2 percent 
at present which is lowest in the region. 
Pakistan’s rate of deforestation is one of the 
largest in Asia making it vulnerable to the 
impacts of climate change as observed in 
previous years.

 In the last two decades Pakistan lost 28 
percent of its forest. When we cut trees without 
any reforestation efforts, it is not only the trees 
that go but important ecosystem services of 
trees including habitat of various species is also 
lost.

ENVIRONMENT
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Benefits of large scale tree plantations:

- About 100,000 plants contribute to bringing 100 hectare under new forest cover. 

- The Bonn Challenge is a global effort to bring 150 million hectares of the world’s deforested and 
degraded land into restoration by 2020, and 350 million hectares by 2030. Under the challenge, Pakistan 
has also made a commitment of 2 percent increase in its forest resources. This initiative will contribute to 
the country’s global commitment. 

- It is estimated that a single tree planted will sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide at an average of 50 
pounds per year. It is expected that 100,000 trees will sequester five million pounds of atmospheric 
carbon dioxide. Trees as we all know provide oxygen which we all inhale and absorb carbon dioxide 
which we exhale.

- According to estimates, raising of 100,000 plants from potted plants, cutting and sowing will generate 
4,000 man-days of employment to local people.

- Based on WWF calculations from watershed projects, a patch of trees can recharge up to 0.96 million 
litres of water per year per ha. 

- A single mature tree can release enough oxygen back into the atmosphere to support two human 
beings.

- Plantations prevent soil erosion and sedimentation. Plants slow down water as it flows over land and 
enhance water infiltration in the ground. A study conducted by the Pakistan Forest Institute revealed that 
after five years of plantation annual sediment yield was reduced from 295 kg/ha, i.e reducing soil erosion.

SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE

SNGPL EXECUTIVES VISIT SSGC
HEAD OFFICE

SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE

SNGPL EXECUTIVES VISIT SSGC
HEAD OFFICE

REPORT

SNGPL Management 
has always encouraged 

Media Affairs Department

sharing of knowledge which not only helps 
gaining new information but also help improving 
oneself. Following the trend set by other 
departments, Media Affairs Department recently 
designated two Executives to visit Sui Southern 
Gas Company (SSGC) Media Affairs Department 
in Karachi. As such Tanveer Yaqub, Senior 
officer and Awais Ahmed Bajwa, Executive 
Officer, both from Media Affairs Department 
visited Corporate Communication Department of 
SSGC in Karachi. Business functions of SSGC’s 
Corporate Communication Department and 
SNGPL’s Media Affairs Department are more or 
less the same hence the visit was planned with 
the objective of learning from SSGC’s practices 
and experiences. Upon reaching the Head 
Office building, the SNGPL Executives were 
greeted by Ijaz Ali, Senior General Manager (CS) 
who was accompanied by Shahbaz Islam, 
General Manager (HR); Muhammad Shoaib 
Qureshi, General Manager (Admin); Suleman 
Siddiqui, Deputy General Manager (Media 
Relations); Muhammad Ali Gohar, Chief 
Manager (Media Relations); and Safdar Hussain, 
Deputy Manager (Media Relations). 

 The two sides discussed various matters 
pertaining to Public Relations (PR) including 

challenges faced by the two Departments in 
projecting positive image of their respective 
companies. SNGPL Executives informed the 
SSGC Executives about functions, team and 
products of SNGPL’s Media Affairs Department. 
Tanveer Yaqub and Awais Bajwa also met with 
other Executives of Corporate Communication 
Department and discussed matters of mutual 
interest. 

 The Executives from SNGPL also visited 
call center and witnessed complaint handling 
mechanism of SSGC.
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SNGPL’s Farhan Hashmi Wins Under-17 Category Title in Junior 
Squash Championship

 The CAS Junior Open Squash Championship (Under-19,17,15,13 & 
11 category) was played from Dec 3-7 with the prize money of Rs. 500,000. 
Over two hundred players from all over the country, including all national 
seeded junior players, participated in the championship held at PAF 
Hashim Khan Squash Complex  KPK .

 In the Under-17 category Farhan Hashmi of SNGPL  recorded 
victory against Asad Ullah of PAF in a thrilling four sets battle, the score was 
11-7, 9-11, 11-8 and 11-9. Farhan Hashmir and Asad Ullah played well 
against each other and received some thundering applauses from the 
sitting spectators.

 Air Marshal Asim Zaheer, Vice Chief of the Air Staff, was the chief 
guest on this occasion.

The then Managing Director 
Amjad Latif talking to Shahid 
Sipra of City 42 TV Channel.

Naheed Gul, Managing 
Director, Punjab Government 
Housing Foundation, called 
on the then MD SNGPL 
Amjad Latif.

Arif Habib, CEO of Arif Habib 
Group in a meeting with the 
then MD SNGPL Amjad Latif 
and the Company's Senior 
Management.
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PROVING METTLE IN SPORTSPROVING METTLE IN SPORTS

SPORT

 Like every year, apart from hosting some 
grand sporting events, SNGPL also participated 
in different national level sports events. The 
yearend review of SNGPL’s performance is 
presented for the readers of ‘The Pride’.

Annual Sports Gala
 The annual games took place from 
March 27 to 29 in Lahore. The annual sports 
event included the games of Badminton, Table 
Tennis, Volley Ball, Long Jump, Tug of War, Shot 
put and High Jump. More than 300 players from 
Lahore (Distribution), Mardan (Distribution), 
Islamabad, Faisalabad (Distribution), Peshawar, 
Sargodha, Faisalabad (Transmission), Multan 
(Transmission), Abbottabad, Rawalpindi, Wah 
(Transmission), Bahawalpur, Gujrat, Gujranwala, 
Multan (Distribution), Sheikhupura, Sialkot, 
Sahiwal, Projects and Head Office competed in 
the event. 

 Spectators witnessed many nail-biting 
situations during the three-day event. 
Runner-ups of the last year’s Sports Gala Lahore 
(Distribution) outclassed other teams to win the 
Annual Sports Gala with 51 points. Mardan 
(Distribution) from the province of Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa gave a surprising entry to the 
opponents ending up as Runner-ups with 39 
points. Head Office secured Third Position last 
year but this year it had to share the position with 

Islamabad, with both securing 34 points each.

Badminton
 SNGPL participated in 55th National 
Badminton Championship at Lahore from 05 to 
11 January 2018. The other participating teams 
included WAPDA, National Bank, Pakistan Army, 
HEC, Punjab Police, Railways etc. SNGPL won 
the mix double event while came up as Runner 
Up in Women Double Event and Women Team 
Event.

Kabaddi
 SNGPL participated in 40th National 
Kabbadi Championship. The team successfully 
qualified for Quarter Final where it beat Pakistan 
Railways by 34-14. In the Semi Final, PAF 
defeated SNGPL by 44-29. The match for third 
position was played between SNGPL and HEC 
which was easily won by SNGPL with a score of 
37-16.

 The team also participated in Gold 
Kabaddi Cup from 22 to 25 November 2018. Due 
to limited financial resources, the team did not 
have its training camp but still performed very well 
against the strong sides of Pakistan Army, PAF, 
HEC, Punjab and Balochistan. SNGPL managed to 
reach Semi Final where it defeated Pakistan Army 
with 56-34 thus getting third position in the 
tournament. SNGPL’s player Zafar Iqbal was 
declared Best Defender of the tournament.

Cayegory

Under 14 Single and Double
Under 12 and Under 10
Under 14 Double
Under 14 Single and Double
Under 12 and Under 10
Under 14 Double
Under 14
Under 10
Under 18 Single
Under 14 Single

Tournament

2nd Aitcheson College Junior National 
Tennis Championship

Pakistan Open Tennis Championship

3rd Chairman POF Board National 
Ranking Championship

Chief of Air Staff Open Tennis 
Championship

SNGPL’s winning players

1. Sami Zaib
2. Hamza Roman
3. Hamid Israr
1. Sami Zaib
2. Hamza Roman
3. Hamid Israr
1. Sami Zaib
2. Hamza Roman
1. Muhammad Shoaib
2. Sami Zaib

SNGPL’s performance in other tennis events

Hockey
 The 2nd Chief of Naval Staff (CNS) All 
Pakistan Hockey Tournament, featuring eight of 
the top departmental sides of the country, was 
held at the National Hockey Stadium Lahore in 
the month of October. The competing teams 
included WAPDA, National Bank, Sui Southern 
Gas Company, Pakistan Police, Port Qasim 
Authority, Pakistan Air Force, Pakistan Navy and 
SNGPL. 

 SNGPL Hockey team, comprising of 
young talented players, played flamboyantly in 
the event against the top ranking teams of NBP 
and WAPDA. The team which also has seven 
players from Pakistan National Hockey team 
remained favourite till Semi Finals. The team won 
its matches against Port Qasim, National Bank 
and Navy. 

 SNGPL’s opponent in the Semi Final was 
the leading domestic side of WAPDA. SNGPL 

dominated first Quarter of the match but couldn’t 
score goal and lost the match 4 -1. For the 
match of third position, SNGPL had to face 
SSGC. The highly charged match began with 
attacks from the both sides which continued 
throughout the match. SNGPL started the match 
as the under rated team but ended up winning 
the match 4-1. Hafiz Umar Ali, Captain of SNGPL 
Hockey team was declared best Goal Keeper of 
the Tournament.

Tennis 
 The second All Pakistan Tennis 
Championship took place in Lahore from 1 to 7 
May. The tournament was dubbed as the largest 
event in the history of national tennis with around 
200 players competing in 15 different 
categories. Among SNGPL’s players, 
Muhammad Shoaib won Under 18 Single and 
Double categories, Saqib Hayat won Under 18 
Double category and Aqib Hayat won Under 16 
Single.
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Pakhtunkhwa gave a surprising entry to the 
opponents ending up as Runner-ups with 39 
points. Head Office secured Third Position last 
year but this year it had to share the position with 

Climbing 
 The fifth SNGPL Climbing Championship 
took place in Lahore from 07 to 09 February 
2018. More than 400 players from different 
educational institutions, organizations and 
professional clubs competed in six categories. 
Amani Jannat and Shahjahan of  SNGPL won 
gold medal in Under 19 classic speed category 
and Under 19 lead format category. In Open and 
Professional Category, SNGPL’s Tehmina 
Kausar won Open Classic Speed and Lead 
Format (Women) while Yaseen Ali won IFSC 
World Speed, Technical Lead and Lead Format 
(Men) events.

 Yaseen Ali and Tehmina Kausar were 

declared best player of the tournament in men 
and women categories respectively.

Squash
 SNGPL in collaboration with Pakistan 
Squash Federation and Pakistan Squash 
Association was rigorously pursuing the case of 
restoration of International Squash in Pakistan 
with Professional Squash Association (PSA), the 
international governing body of Squash. The 
tireless efforts of all finally bore fruit and the 
board of PSA accorded approval for holding 
International Squash Championship under the 
banner of SNGPL. The championship was held 
from 25 to 30 June at Punjab Squash Complex, 
Lahore. About 45 top Squash players in the 

categories of men and women (seniors) 
participated in SNGPL International Squash 
Championship. 

 The Final of Men’s event was played 
between Farhan Mehboob and Tayyab Aslam. 
Farhan had to struggle hard to beat spirited 
Tayyab Aslam by 3-2. Both the players played 
exceptionally and amused the spectators 
through outstanding skills. The women’s final 
proved to be a one-sided affair as younger sister 
Madina Zafar overpowered elder sister Faiza 
Zafar by 3-0 in just 14 minutes. 

 SNGPL’s Tayyab Aslam and Asim Khan 

won Gold and bronze medal respectively in 
Punjab International Squash Tournament held in 
Lahofre while the two players won bronze medal 
at FMC International Squash Tournament held in 
Lahore. 

 In Pakistan Squash Championship 
(Circuit 3), Tayyab Aslam and Faiza Zafar won 
gold medals in men and women categories 
respectively. Tayyab Aslam also won a bronze at 
Chief of Air Staff Squash Championship, 
Islamabad. SNGPL’s Kashif Asif won the second 
SNGPL Ramzan Squash Championship held at 
Punjab Squash Complex, Lahore.
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